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DEDICATION

I attended Beth Israel Worship Center from February 2004 to February 2014. The sermons I forget, but not the “extra” information that was taught by some of the pastors and teachers there. It was there that I first learned of Monsanto, the freemasons, and what they are really about, and many other facts, that are widely considered as “conspiracy theories.” I would like to point out that when Obama was being tried for the legitimacy of his professed birth in the United States, he did not have to submit true proof of his origins, despite the evidence to the contrary, even as revealed by his own staff. All he had to do was to ridicule the absurdity that a president could be foreign born. It is through ridicule and scoffing that truths are sometimes defeated. It is a shame that so many people will not research the valid arguments of this age, relying on the “absurdity” of the possibility of the truth. It is such an attitude that has brought about the absolute lack of investigative reporting; and the embracing of so many falsehoods that are widely believed by the majority of people. Even such a widely believed concept as evolution, very easily dismissed by a very simple question or two, which has not even been entertained by the vast majority, leaving us to ridicule the idea of intelligent design, not that I believe the Bible’s version.

For those who believe in evolution; I have this question: If evolution is true, how was it that species which supposedly evolved over millions of years from green slime, were able to reproduce even one generation before they developed a functioning reproductive system? This was not hard to come up with, if you have an analytical mind. If you want to believe that you are a descendant of monkeys, maybe then you are one.

I would like to thank the people who taught me to challenge widely held beliefs, and who helped me to develop the ability to think analytically, debate, and to think “outside the box.” Some of them were Albert G., John F., Robert K., Jose B., Guido S., Roger R., and Ed M... It is wonderful to be able to have confidence to go against the flow, to be able to stand up for what is right, even when everybody else is wrong, and are still willing to defend their mistakes. Thank you, brethren, for challenging me, thus sharpening my mind; and my friends who remained at my side while everybody was doubting and opposing me.
IMPORTANT DECLARATION: LETTER OF INTENT

This book was written with the intention that it is read, and that action be taken as a result of learning about what our world leaders have been planning and doing covertly. That people can be unconcerned, intentionally uninvolved, and want to stay in their comfortable little worlds, tuning everything and everybody else out; disturbs, frustrates, and vexes me greatly. They may say “live and let live” but it is in reality “live and let die.” If this was just fiction, or just some information, it would not bother me so much. But I did not trouble to write this for profit, or to promote intelligence on my part. As unbelievable as it may seem to most people, we have planned for us by the powers that be, a time immensely worse than the Nazi holocaust. This has been creeping towards us cloaked in secrecy and it is just a matter of a very few years that they have planned the decimation of the planet’s resources: air, food, water; and a mass loss of life; with the remaining population being subjugated in a world fascist police state. They have been weaving a web to capture and hold us like a vice grip, manipulating the world like a chessboard.

As I perceive it, our only hope of survival at this point, is mass education of the planet, and civil disobedience on a planetary scale. If only everybody, including military and police personnel, resist the powers’ orders to kill, imprison, and destroy; we will have a chance to overcome, and keep our lives and our freedom. I beseech you: read, process the information, research for yourself to check its validity, circulate this book, and take action as you see fit. I suggest that you also work towards educating people about what is happening.

“There is a plot in this country to enslave every man, woman, and child. Before I leave this high and noble office, I intend to expose this plot.”

That is a quote of a statement made by President Kennedy, spoken by him seven days before his assassination.
INTRODUCTION

I am going to go now into a description, a declaration of some things that are highly unusual to be exposed to mainstream America, and it is only now, at this late hour, that it has been made totally evident in every part of our lives. If you will just entertain the possibility that everything you have been taught is propaganda, a misleading of the masses, and intentionally so, you may come upon an illumination of the truth. This will open your eyes to a world you known not of (at least not most of you), but is more real than what you have been perceiving.

I am well aware that there will be many attempts to discredit me, so I will give as close to a full personal disclosure of my life as the pages of this book and your attention as readership will allow. This, as well as all the information imparted herein, will be delivered in a frank, candid manner; as I desire to learn and to communicate the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. I am not stating that I know everything, or that I am always correct. But I am stating that my heart is righteous, that I do not want to, nor will I intentionally deceive anyone; nor do I intend any harm to anyone. The information I will give you may cause many people to fear, and others to anger, and most people will have both. I request that first you read the entire book, and let it process, before you act in any way. The best course of action for you to take (as my portion of wisdom sees), are suggested in this book later. May I further state that an amount of fear and anger is a good motivator; but do not, I stress again, do not lose your love of mankind, and that includes loving those who appear to be your enemies. Those same enemies, if you respond to them well in love, can turn out to be your best friends. The hearts of the most wicked and evil people can be turned.
PURPOSE

This book was written to introduce to its readers methods to eliminate faulty and entrenched thought patterns, to a life free of deception, selfishness, pain, and fear. The result of applying these teachings to your life will be freedom of thinking and a quiet self-confidence. I hope that you are reading this book seeking truth, or that somebody who loves you gave it to you, knowing what a great effect it will have on your life.

There are many lies and spiritual forces of evil in high places. You have heard: “The only thing to fear is fear itself.” Well, other things that we should avoid with all caution are lies, deception, and falsehoods.

How many millions of people are totally in the wrong direction? How many people’s lives revolve around material possessions, immediate gratification, income, appearance, or charm? How many people are dependent on their government’s economy, social services, health system, and military? And now, where would you be, what would you do, without your television and computer?

If you depend on any one of the preceding, never mind all of them, you are relying on a faulty dependence, a deceiving reliance on that which is worthless dust and rust. Imagine a life spent, if need be, without all these things, most of them missing from your life. And being a hundred times more joyful.

It is only by removing every preconception, mindset, worldview, opinion, frame of reference, stronghold, perception, and prejudice; that we are able to search for, discern, and recognize truth.

My reader: A book was written some eighty years ago by the name of “1984,” written by George Orwell. It described a civilization filled with deception. It was not like you probably think: “people lying one to another.” No, it was the governing powers which were fabricating all events. That book is the source of the well known words “big brother is watching you.” The book describes how missiles from an unknown enemy would occasionally hit a building, and doublespeak: where information to the media is being screened. There are hidden microphones recording devices everywhere, etc... And as we know from former contractor of the National Security Agency, Edward Snowden, that all our phone usages are being monitored, and that the internet use on our computers can be researched, and that there are video cameras on every corner and in most commercial buildings. Our government has exceeded “1984” by thirty years. In more ways than one.

For those of you who did not know that, it is because you have been watching mainstream television for all your information, not researching what is really happening. There is much more on this later in this book.

Folks, the time is now, 2016, that most of what we see on television and internet, hear on radio, and read, that is stated as fact, is not. We are in bondage of much deception, addiction, complacency, and defeat. We are taught to be positive, to be proud, and to watch television for education and entertainment. We have learned just about everything we know from that media, the airwaves and
Here is the truth, if you are willing to accept it. This book is intended to be a means of wiping away the “cobwebs,” dispersing the fog, and to be a beacon of light in a world of darkness.

How did I come upon revelation and able to discern truth, to be the voice of reason and sanity in a world of chaos and deception? The following will show not only how I believed falsehood for years (just like almost everybody else), but also how I discovered the lies, and what methods brought clarity, and freedom from oppressive, manipulative, and powerful coercion. I am convinced that I am not the only one capable of such, as I spent most of my life in a state of bliss, in a shell of ignorance, learning to think independently only for the preceding ten years. For those of you who may be in that blissful state- it is time to awaken, as the most evil time in the history of the planet will soon be initiated. Unless we stand united, there will be mass slaughter of lives, and the end will be a fascist police state.

The following makes statements about religions. They are not reflective of people, or of people’s intents. My writing just makes clear what the implications of each faith are, their intent, and how they have affected mankind. In no way are these words directed at those who profess any of these religions.

I converted to Christianity in January of 2004, immediately began to study the Bible myself, and picked a mentoring pastor. By studying the scriptures unfettered by man’s doctrines, my mind was sharpened, and I have been able to send seminary professors running in debates. Going against the norm, I studied topically, some in the original Hebrew and Greek. This taught me to think analytically, to not accept any statements or teachings as facts, to challenge all information to discern as to its validity. As a result, I was able to prove the fallacy (using the Bible as a whole, referencing scriptures) four major doctrines that are held by almost all Christians in the world. They are: the dispensation of grace, eternal security, pretrib rapture, and to have a clearer understanding of “replacement theology” (and the nature of who is represented by “Israel” in the Bible). Finally, I explained and illustrated very simply and clearly the possibility that every single version of the Bible is mistakenly translated. By translating the original Hebrew words in the first five verses in the first book of the Old Testament, and comparing it to the first verses in the Gospel of John (which also addresses creation), I concluded a totally different meaning. Then, I took it a step further and disproved the Bible as being a description by, or product of, a good God.

I challenge every reader to test every statement in this book, as I am confident of its truth. I understand that your worldviews may remain, but if these subjects concern you, please research for their verity yourself.

This book will include what is wrong with American people’s mindsets and worldviews, how we got them, and what I think that they should be. It will address government (I am not going to endorse any political party), religion (I will not endorse any religion), education, media, the health field, the military, and more. It will also address drug abuse and mental illness in depth, and true recovery from them, not as found anywhere in the system. I challenge you to find any book that explains all these complex issues so simply and clearly, from a fresh and different perspective, with solutions that are so much “outside the box.” This book is not intended to insult anyone, it is meant to expose problems and lies, and to uproot them, for everybody’s benefit. You have heard of a “New World Order,” it is even illustrated on the back of our one dollar bill (explained later). Well, our leaders
have planned one that is devastating. On the other hand I offer one that differs from it in every way, and when you read this book, I think that you will see for yourself and have a better understanding of all the events around you, and that you will work towards the one that is mutually positive for all people.

You have heard it said many times: “I can’t see the forest for the trees.” I know that you probably know what that means, but this book is for the entire planet to read, and I am not sure what cultures know what, so I will explain that statement: We are sometimes so involved in our own little worlds, that we don’t stop and take an objective look from an “outsiders” viewpoint.

I am an American, born in here in the USA on October sixth, 1957. I have always been a rebel, a nonconformist, and very ideological. That comes from being stubborn as well as original and bold. This book is addressed to Americans, but the whole planet is welcome to read it, and invited to. If you paid more than five dollars for it, you were robbed. This book was not made to profit from, not to promote my intelligence, but to inform the planet, to alert people to take a serious, sober look at the error, the faulty, wrong, and destructive way that their country is run. I am making this book available to you at the least possible cost, in the hope that the entire planet’s citizens will read it, find it to be factual, informative, truthful, and take to heart the problems it addresses, and the solutions it offers.

Whereas I am a lifelong American of almost sixty years, citizens of the United States should certainly take heed of this book, but I am certain that the same principles and truths that are here apply to every nation.
CHAPTER ONE: ABOUT IDOLS AND THE MEDIA

We will begin by exploring values, what they are for most people in this world, and how we got them. An outsider’s perspective is helpful to get the big picture.

When we hear the word “idol”, we think of a wood, metal, clay, stone or otherwise constructed statue or representation of a “god” or object of worship. That is not exactly what I meant. The USA is so saturated with idols that just about everyone in this country worships a multitude of them. “No way” you say. Let me show you.

Whereas virtually every child in the country is exposed to values, beliefs, and a variety of interests, they usually choose those that they are inclined towards at a young age, no later than their teens. People learn and grow from the people that influence them most. Who influenced you? Most likely it had something to do with your parents, favorite teacher, or more likely, a combination of these, plus your peers (peer pressure). But there is a much greater influence, something that shaped you, a force that has totally shaped your worldview, your attitude, and your “frame of reference.” That would be the media. Think about it. What you watched on television. What you saw on the internet. What you hear on the radio, and what you read. These have molded just about everybody on the planet. The media has shaped the worldview and mindset of just about all people on the planet, directly or indirectly. Why have money, sex, power, and beauty become so important to us? Could it be that we have been shaped and manipulated to think this way? An idol is anything that takes precedent in our heart over everything else. An idol is basically a god, and in the Bible, it is described as stone or wood, or something bowed down to, in other words, highly valued. Anything that you would work many hours for, putting in great effort and time, would be an idol. Such as a big house, a fancy car, your appearance, a spouse; if you spend as much as, or more time in “earning” them as you do in other highly important functions, that is an idol.

I have not watched television in my home for more than eleven years. For the first nine of those years, just about one hundred percent of all information coming into my brain from the media had to do with the Bible. As a minister (Greek for “servant”), I did what the Bible mentions as “guarding your heart” carefully, monitoring what I see and hear, what influences, entices, and molds me. I did not want any sex or violence, any wrong thinking or attraction, any media input that wasn’t from my God. My brain was cleansed from all the garbage that was entrenched before, following that was two years, four thousand hours watching hundreds of documentaries, reading books and articles, and analyzing them to discern truth. This book is the result.

I learned that there are many “gangs” everywhere in the world systems, and that they are, as I will reveal, a method to seize power and money. You will see that is how evil spirits work. Satan still works to this day, and is called “the god of this world” in the New Testament of the Bible in 2 Corinthians 4:4. He rules us in every aspect of the life we live here on this planet. As long as we are slaves to income, materialism, sex, drugs, cigarettes, entertainment, egos and self-esteem, comforts, being physically attractive (by our own effort), and being attracted by physical beauty, even entertaining any of these elements, consciously or not, we are slaves to sin, thus satanic evil. You may not think that you are in slavery to any of these, but think about it.
Everything that you have learned has come from your environment and your education. For centuries we learned from word of mouth and books only, and then came radio also. More recently came television, and only lately, internet. Children learned in my generation from school, books, newspapers, and television. I am thankful that my mother did not allow me to watch it much. Why? Because it has slowly but increasingly, like slowly heating water to boiling a frog in water, we have been indoctrinated into having priorities set for us by the media. If we had seen today’s media fifty years ago, it would have been censored, every bit of it. We would have hopped right out. Why have we become so decadent, and why don’t we even realize it, and why do people like me get ridiculed for being narrow-minded and totally wacko for our opinions? Think about it. The media.

Here is a scripture from the Literal Translation of the Holy Bible that is super-relevant here and now:

**Eph 2:1** and you being dead in deviations and sins,

**Eph 2:2** in which you formerly walked according to the course of this world, according to the ruler of the authority of the air, the spirit now working in the sons of disobedience,

**Eph 2:3** among whom we also all conducted ourselves in times past in the lusts of our flesh, doing the things willed of the flesh and of the understanding, and were by nature the children of wrath, even as the rest.

Here Satan is shown as the power of the air. Could this not include airwaves and radio-waves that transmit all that transpires on television, radio, and internet? And why has decadence so multiplied in the past fifty years with such intensity and speed, like never before in history? It has been quickened, via means of the media.

Let me tell you about our culture here in America, and all over civilized society. You will notice that on television, somehow there is never anyone showing an embarrassing off-guard position. They all smile so perfectly, the makeup and cosmetics are perfect. Their clothes fit perfectly. Have you noticed that most men on television wear a uniform of a tie with suit? Most men have short hair, with no stubble on their face. Isn’t it amazing that their appearance is so good? Because it matters. I just wish that they were so attentive to substance, these plastic fantastic famous people. Now notice the programming. The news consists of weather, traffic, sports, a token murder and fire, some gossip, and maybe some political rhetoric. Missing is investigative reporting, government legislation, social perspectives of real people (not celebrities), addressing real problems (don’t you think it would be better to hear from experts in the field, not celebrities or talk show hosts?), reality shows on urban poor, real people period. We see much useless talk shows, many sports, many games for prizes, much comedy and sitcoms, much romance, much law fiction, much fantasy, much war fiction, and much horror.

What I would like to see, are: high school and college courses, people who excel at things highlighted (not just people who have studied these people and circumstances) telling us how to excel as well, thinking outside the box, real issues by real people, instruction other than just cooking (gardening, healing, ethics, etc.) athletics (not sports, but amateur {high school and college} track and field, gymnastics, wrestling), government issues and legislation, real police
talking about real criminal issues; and maybe even some criminals telling us of the life, about bad cops, documentaries, real history, health issues and alternative healing.

The television we do experience is called, quite frankly, diversion and subversion. Diversion is taking our attention away from what really matters to delve deeply and overbearingly on trite matters, so long that our priorities are influenced into craving nonsense. The imposed priorities while appearing harmless, have connotations and are a window into subversive and perverse implied goals.

About ADHD- My theory for years on this “malady” phenomena and now common occurrence has been validated by definition and more recent studies. There were virtually no people diagnosed with attention deficit disorder when I was a child. Is it possibly a product and result of television, videos, and video games, and internet all accelerated into nonstop action? What else can be expected when a child spends many hours every day in constant excitement, entertainment, and action assaulting his eyes, ears, and brain up to eight hours a day?

According to Wikipedia (internet resource for accurate information), it is defined in part by this cause: **Neurotransmitter pathways**

Previously it was thought that the elevated number of dopamine transporters in people with ADHD was part of the pathophysiology but it appears that the elevated numbers are due to adaptation to exposure to stimulants.

When I was a child, my extracurricular activities included two hours reading, play outside (tag, volleyball, basketball, tennis, football, ping pong) - interactive activities with other children, two hours a day listening to music, I did chores, etc... This was before internet. Television for me was news, sitcoms, documentaries, and movies. Is it possible that it might be that some effort extended to concentrating on learning, interacting, and playing, is better than Ritalin? Not for the pharmaceuticals, the media, and those others who are doing this intentionally. This is big business. Now it is estimated that about one in eleven children have adhd.

There is too much battling on television to mention. It all revolves around sensual matters (immediate gratification- food, beer, sex, fashion, vehicles) and on these three issues- the lust of the eyes, the lust of the flesh, and the pride of life. I do not take the Bible to be truthful, but there are some lessons to be learned from it. Two sets of scripture, one near the beginning, and one near the end, deal with this concept of the tri-fold nemesis of mankind that must be avoided.

Here are two verses from the Jubilee Bible:

**Gen 3:5** For God knows that in the day ye eat of it then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.

**Gen 3:6** And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was desirable to the eyes, and a tree of covetousness to understand, she took of its fruit and ate and gave also unto her husband with her; and he ate.

And from the God’s Word Bible:

**1Jn 2:15** Don't love the world and what it offers. Those who love the world don't have the Father's love in them.
Not everything that the world offers—physical gratification, greed, and extravagant lifestyles—comes from the Father. It comes from the world, and these describe the loss of paradise and what is the source of all the evil intentions and greed in this world.

Have you noticed that the movies are getting exceedingly darker, faster, and more violent lately? Do you notice that there is more supernatural material with increasing evil? We may wonder why in our involvement, or we can show some wisdom and discipline. STOP WATCHING!!!! How dark, violent, and evil does it have to get before you see where it is going? Like a locomotive.

It is all about appearance. The most expensive cars. Are they the most reliable and efficient ones? No, they are the best looking and most prestigious of the vehicles. If a product has excelling quality and value, just list its contents, its results, and its price. The customers will buy and advertise for you. If the product quality is questionable, yet is expensive, you better put it in fancy packaging, think up a catchy name, and do a hard sell, appealing to desires other than reliability and economy.

Like I wrote before, the two words describing television and media is: diversion and subversion. They direct your attention away from the disturbing (and sometimes take you away from righteous movements) things really going on around the world, from what is really happening. What do we see? We are assaulted daily with all kinds of seduction, sensual and perverted innuendos, sexual connotations, action and violence, and irrelevant nonsense. I love television like I love f’n hell. And it is a highway right to that very destination, to it’s deepest pit. Get off the train now!!!
CHAPTER TWO: WHO HEADS ALL THIS

Let us look at a few facts that you may know nothing about, but have heard ridiculed. The illuminati. Wacko theory, right? Well, let us look at a few things that you can research on your own. As of 2011, there were only three nations on the planet whose central bank was not owned by the Rothschild family: Cuba, North Korea, and Iran. Now, the only nation whose banking system is independently run is Iran.

The Rothschild family heads the illuminati, and is the wealthiest family on the planet. To understand the vastness of the illuminati’s power, let me impart some information to you. About ninety-five percent of everything we buy is controlled by, and ultimately profits, the illuminati. The governing for-profit corporation that serves as an “umbrella” of American commerce is Standard Oil. The pyramid of power, wealth, and control goes down from oil companies, to banks, to automobile manufacturers, and manufacturers of all foods and goods here in America, to department stores, etc... The Rockefeller family owns Standard Oil. David Rockefeller is the head illuminati of the United States.

Surely you are aware that the so-called Federal Reserve is not run by the government of the United States. It was set up by Woodrow Wilson in 1913. It is reported that his campaign for office was funded by bankers. I have also found much evidence that he was a racial bigot. I will quote a statement he made in 1919:

“I am a most unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined my country. A great industrial nation is now controlled by its system of credit. We are no longer a government by free opinion, no longer a government by conviction and vote of the majority, but a government by the opinion and duress of a small group of dominant men.”

Now here is a quote from Josiah Stamp, who lived from 1880 to 1941:

“If you want to remain slaves of the bankers and pay for the cost of your own slavery, let them continue to create money and control the nation’s credit.”

Now for another quote from Solomon, wisest king of Israel:

(Proverbs 22:7 KJV) The rich rulerth over the poor, and the borrower is servant to the lender.

Congressman Louis McFadden brought charges of conspiracy, unlawful conversion, fraud, and treason to the governance of the Federal Reserve Board on May 23, 1933. You may also want to research his comments in a speech to congress as recorded in the Federal Reserve Corporation Remarks to Congress in 1934. Before the time that he was assassinated, he also wrote the following:

“A world banking system was being set up here. A super-state controlled by international bankers, acting together to enslave the world for their own pleasure. The fed has usurped the government.”

You may think that: Yes, it looks like the bankers control the economic system, but that doesn’t mean that they are evil, or that they want to control everything. WAKE UP!!! There is much more. First, let me identify the family “trees” of the illuminati by their names:
Astor, Bundy, Collins, DuPont, Freeman, Kennedy, Li, Onassis, Rockefeller, Rothschild, Reynolds, Krupp, Russell, the bloodline of the Merovingian family, including the royal families of Europe. In addition is the Van Duyn illuminati heritage.

It was reported in 1917 by representative Callaway that J P Morgan had hired twelve top journalists to advise him how to control the media. They counseled him that by controlling the top twenty five newspapers, he could control the news released to the majority of the public. He then did just that, buying the top twenty five publications, changed their policies and made certain that all the news that was published conformed to the policies as dictated by Morgan. Since then, our media, shaping our mindsets and worldviews, using psychological warfare, has been controlled by bankers. The bankers are people whose whole lives center on the earning, or the accumulation of an excess of money. Do they really need millions, never mind billions of dollars? Of course not. But money hunger is addictive. How much is enough? The answer for everybody (well, almost) is always: a little bit more. But look into the nature and character of these people. They are also hungry for power. A very true statement goes something like:

Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

Think of all the wicked rulers who did not have to answer to those that they ruled over. Were any of them of notable good character? Has there ever been any king, monarch, dictator, or general of a world power that truly cared for his people?

In 1921, Morgan, with his colleagues Warburg and Rockefeller, formed an organization to further their policies, by the name of “the Council of Foreign Relations.” Today they tell us that their goal is to “increase America’s understanding of the world.” In the 1960s Georgetown University professor Carroll Quigley was given permission to peruse their records for two years. His statement about its function was a little different. He said: “Their purpose was to create a world system of financial control in private hands, able to dominate the political system of each country, and the economy of the world as a whole.”

In short, they seek total and quiet control of the entire world. Their membership, tightly controlled, and secretly governed, consists of government officials, leaders of academic institutions, tax exempt foundation leaders, tycoons, and media moguls. The members are all handpicked by David Rockefeller, and all have full knowledge of their actions and motivations.

As I described the formation of the CFR, I want to tell you that I did a little research as to what media is controlled by them. I found a reliable source which revealed that the great majority of the news and events that are reported are filtered by their controlling policies and administrations. I found that every recognizable newspaper, magazine, television station, radio transmission, and the vast majority of media are controlled by CFR and its affiliates. I will name just a very few: CBS, FOX, NBC, ABC, PBS, ASSOCIATED PRESS, REUTERS, BOSTON GLOBE, BALTIMORE SUN, NY TIMES, TIME INC., WALL STREET JOURNAL, NATIONAL REVIEW, WASHINGTON TIMES, WASHINGTON POST, NEWSWEEK, LA TIMES SYNDICATE, BOSTON POST, MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE, BUSINESS WEEK, US NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, READERS DIGEST, LOOK, TIME WARNER, AOL, the list goes on and on. There was also a list of many publishers.
Mr. Rockefeller also founded the Trilateral Commission, which is basically, the United States chapter of the illuminati. That is the true source of US policies; they are the ones “calling the shots” of all legislation passed involving our government. I once heard Hillary Clinton state how glad she was that the Trilateral Commission had its location close to the white house. She said that it was accommodating that she didn’t have to go far to find out what to do. Incredible but true, right out in public.

Think about it. If you wanted to control the world, how would you do it? Simple. Control the governments, the wealth, the information and worldviews that are taught, and even the events and activities that occupy their minds and recreational time. Make sure that the “good works” that they do fit in with your agenda. After all, you want to look good, to put on an appearance that you are helping people. Like Gates very publicly donated a billion dollars (for abortions, thus death).
CHAPTER THREE: INDOCTRINATION OF LIES

Now let us apply these thoughts to the United States, and what it has become. The airwaves and media focus on such “important” things as gossip about celebrities, who they marry, what they wear, and what they say (as if any of this has any relevance to anything). Sports take up at least twenty percent of our news. It is of upmost importance that a certain quarterback has thrown a leather object to another highly paid guy having some fun, and that makes news because he caught it. A ball is thrown through a hoop about a hundred times in an hour by ten tall statured men, and tens of millions of men are highly attentive, greatly excited at each successful shot. What is it about sports that the majority of the planet’s men are so thrilled about it? What is their great contribution to society? In what ways have they truly improved the quality of life (other than mindless entertainment) for us? What is so wonderful about their character? Am I supposed to admire somebody who spends thousands of hours to improve his ability to throw a ball, or to box somebody to senselessness, or to hit a ball with a stick and make it go into a small hole? Because they take their career seriously, I should admire this BS? It is all useless vanity, and shows how much attention and effort they have put into utter nonsense.

Television programs are always irrelevant, unimportant, inane, and totally useless and are mindless entertainment. I have no desire to entertain or to be entertained. I have disdain of those who try to humor me. No humor, thank you. My life is real and important; I don’t have time for childish fun and games. And to top it off, intoxicating beverages of alcohol, perfumes, and sundry other nonproductive products are advertised to the captivated audience watching it. Drum beats and screaming or serenading suggestive lyrics to truly satanic music, accompanied by women in very little clothes, dancing around, gyrating, pelvises thrusting obscenely, making satanic symbolic gestures, and everybody looks and listens with interest. (I hide my eyes and cover my ears). The more rebellious and vulgar they are, the more that they ridicule or oppose righteous values, the better. Men are holding hands with other men, insisting on our approval, and getting it. After all, their advocates and activists say that they were born that way, and since we aren’t homosexuals, we believe it. Those people who don’t believe in evolution, or who enforce even with only soft words, the truth, are ridiculed, hated, and sued. Notice what is missing: Issues of social interest like homelessness, jobs being provided for people who represent wholesome, intelligent righteousness, novel ideas, and innovators. The biggest missing piece is investigative reporting. There is nothing truly positive and enlightening in the media.

The academic situation is likeminded. Evolution is stated as fact despite the reality that it has no evidence to take it further than the scientific definition of hypothesis. Affirmation of unnatural sexual tendencies, and gender identification, once extremely rare and odd, is now promoted and being demanded affirmation of; and the result is that ten times the incidence of them is now occurring, for the simple reason that they are now popular, the “in” thing to do and to be. This is all intentionally planned and organized, with purpose and goals.

We are taught many things without us questioning them. Psychology, history, science, religion, all of this is reliant on the “experts” who know better because they have a college education and/or are in positions of wealth and/or authority. We take what they teach us as fact, because everybody else does,
and it seems to work. Unfortunately, our “Pied Pipers” are children of Satan, and are leading us to our doom. And we are all too blind, too trusting, too wrapped up in our own little worlds, to do any investigation, original thinking, or to stand up and do something about it. Have you heard of any truly investigative reporting for the past twenty years? And why is it that everything has to be “seasoned” with ridicule and jokes to be palatable? Are we children that cannot be taught anything without entertainment?

Don’t get me wrong. I am not against education. I am all for an informed public. But the problem is that just about all the sources of information are ignorant, false, or evil. An analytical mind is one that is developed, not born with. Our academic system does not promote investigation and challenges, but insists on agreement and subjection. There was a documentary by Ben Stein by the title of “Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed” which demonstrated how many professors in various countries (especially in the US), intelligent scientists who had evidence and reasons to challenge the evolution community with facts and knowledge that supported intelligent design (not necessarily the Bible’s version) who were blacklisted, were removed from their positions, and were no longer funded by their sources for scientific research because of their stance in that area. The truth of the matter is that government and corporate leaders will not support or condone anyone who has an opposing opinion, and will rid the system of them. In other words, we are being taught what the powers that be want us to be taught, not necessarily the truth. By the way, “Expelled” will open your mind about other subjects such as the science of eugenics, and abortion as well. It is a “must see.”

I remember that a few years back, during the time that I had a republican leaning, there was brought to the community a rumor. It was reported that the communists had published a book many years ago, in which it outlined a plan to conquer the west (that is, the United States). This plan included evolution teachings, ridicule of faith, introduction of drugs, alcohol, and cigarettes to youth, the intentional breakdown of the institution of family; first with divorce, then with widespread acceptance of homosexuality, and the promotion of abortions. This would also include the gradual removal of rights. It was basically a plan for the decline of the morality of the nation, the discouragement of the masses to live an upright life, and to promote chaos, making us easy to conquer. I was outraged. Well, a short while ago, I realized something. It is obviously true, but the source is misleading. Indeed, it may have been considered to be a communist plot. But that is of no matter. The true source was the same entity that has been attacking the US, China, Iran, USSR, Great Britain, and every country in the world. Satan, working through the illuminati, using the tools of money, corruption, religion, drugs, and sensuality; has wormed his way into controlling the planet. They are liars, and when they communicate, even the truth is always “spiced” with deception.
CHAPTER FOUR: NEW WORLD ORDER

Reader: Do not get the impression that the illuminati are only a United States concern, or a recent development. They were formed in 1776, and they have been plotting for world domination since back then. You will see how they manipulated us intentionally from the formation of the constitution. If you look at a one dollar bill, you will see on the back, notwithstanding our nation’s motto is “one nation under God,” and we trust in our money, which states “in God we trust;” it has a pyramid. Consider the representation of this pyramid, and referring to it as the seal of the United States; a nation that calls itself Christian, it is strange that we identify with a clearly Egyptian reference. In the Bible, Egypt was an evil pagan nation that had to be destroyed by God for it’s being an enemy of God’s people. Above that pyramid (symbolizing our nation) is an eye, and that is not just any eye. It is a representation of the “eye of Horus”, the “all-seeing eye,” a symbol of Satan, a common concept used in the worship of Lucifer (big brother is watching you?). Underneath the picture, the words “Novus Ordo Seclorum” are written, meaning “New World Order” in Latin, the language of the Roman Catholic Church. Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, and Ben Franklin, three freemasons, were the designers of this seal of the United States, at the beginning of our nation’s history.

The idea of a “New World Order” is obviously not new; we have been guided towards it for centuries. I have seen much evidence that every major calamity since that time, other than natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, and storms, have been designed by the illuminati. A little research unearthed this find. Our country, and the rest of the nations, are controlled and manipulated and exploited by the powerful and wealthy opportunists who seek to impose their controlling and deceiving will on the people of the planet. I have been aware of this for years, but was enlightened on just how devious they are just a couple of years ago, in September of 2014. I was perusing the contents of a book, namely Secrets of the Freemasons, by Michael Bradley, when I noticed on pages 157 and 158, the following excerpts from a letter by a thirty third degree Mason and head of the illuminati Albert Pike, also a chief justice of the Ku Klux Klan; written on August 15, 1871 to a fellow illuminate in Italy:

Here are some excerpts from that letter. They may alter your view of world events and their true conception and purposes, and reveal to you what they truly are, despite what the government and educators have taught you:

“*The First World War must be brought about in order to permit the Illuminati to overthrow the power of the Czars in Russia and of making that country a fortress of atheistic Communism. The divergence caused by the 'agentur' (agents) of the Illuminati between the British and Germanic empires will be used to foment this war. At the end of the war, communism will be built and used in order to destroy the other governments and in order to weaken the religions.”*

“*The Second World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the differences between the fascists and the political Zionists. This war must be brought about so that Germany is destroyed and so that the political Zionism will be strong enough to institute a sovereign state of Israel in Palestine. During the Second World War, international communism must become strong enough in order to balance Christendom, which would then be restrained and held in check until the time when we would need it for the final social cataclysm.”*
"The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the differences caused by the 'agentur' of the Illuminati between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic World. The war must be conducted in such a way that Islam (the Moslem Arabic World) and political Zionism (the state of Israel) mutually destroy each other....... We shall unleash the nihilists and the atheists and we shall provoke a great social cataclysm which in all its horror will show clearly to all nations the effect of absolute atheism; the origins of savagery and of most bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, people will be forced to defend themselves against the world minority of the world revolutionaries and will exterminate those destroyers of civilization and the multitudes disillusioned with Christianity whose spirits will be from that moment without direction and leadership, and anxious for an ideal, but without knowledge where to send its adoration, will receive the true light through the universal manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer brought finally out into public view. A manifestation which will result from a general reactionary movement which will follow the destruction of Christianity and atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time."

According to the author of the book that I happened to find this letter in, this document was displayed in The British Museum in London for a short while. When I brought attention of this letter to a few of my circle of friends, one told me that he was aware of the letter already, and had been for years. Folks, WAKE UP!!! If you had no clue to any of this before, and are shocked, surprised, enlightened, or enraged; then I am glad that I was instrumental of your alertness to lies and deception. If you were aware, and are not doing everything you possibly can to alter these plans, you really need to do a sober introspection as to what side you are truly on. We all want to think good of ourselves. But don’t let that deceive you into not caring for others, or taking action on their behalf. Two or three hours a week and five bucks once in a while does not cut it. I know that many people are trying to escape the fact of the soon coming tribulation the planet is facing. Their response is to close their ears and ignore it, maybe that will help it go away. There is no room for ostriches!!

Diligent research into the funding of armaments, the placement and rise of military and political leaders, the scandalous causes of panic and corrupt and damaging economic policies, will all point to Rothschild and other illuminati. They designed wars and economic ruin, the rise and fall of nations, and all of it led to more power and wealth for themselves, not for the welfare of the population in general.

I have researched and found them to be the source of every calamity, the movers and shakers that were behind Hitler, Stalin, and many other evildoers, actually placing them in power. This is not accidental, and is not for the good of the people. This may sound extremely improbable, but I challenge you to research for yourself and verify everything in this book. I even challenge you to legitimately prove me wrong, because I know you cannot. Of course we know that the recording of history can be changed, and indeed it has been, about sixty years ago. But a careful and untiring search can unearth all you need to discover. And there is more.
CHAPTER FIVE: SOME HISTORY AS IT RELATES TO THE SUBJECT

We are all aware that the planet has been getting more and more decadent the past hundred years. For a while, it had been doing pretty good, but for thousands of years before that, it had been quite wicked. Why? Because Satan had been ruling. For a short while, others influenced the world with proper morals and teachings, even leading the way in science. A new dawn had risen. But mankind in its wicked heart condition, turned away. If we look closely at world history, especially as described in the Old Testament, Satan was at work for thousands of years. He was a god worshiped by many peoples. If you go way back to the book of Genesis, you will find a recording of the Tower of Babel. The son of Noah, Ham, gave birth to Cush, of whom it is said this:

Genesis 10:8-10 (KJV)
8 And Cush begat Nimrod: he began to be a mighty one in the earth.
9 He was a mighty hunter before the LORD: wherefore it is said, Even as Nimrod the mighty hunter before the LORD.
10 And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, and Erech, and Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar.

Nimrod was later worshiped as a god, with his mother, who was also his wife, Samiramis. She was also known as the “queen of heaven.” Sound familiar? They were worshiped with the symbolism of crescent and star. This pair of “gods” was worshiped in many cultures and civilizations under different names.

- In Egypt, as Osiris and Isis
- In Assyria as Assur and Ishtar
- In Babylon as Baal and Balit
- In Persia as Mithra and Amthita
- In Greece as Helios and Artemis
- In Rome as Apollo and Diana

In the Old Testament, the worship of gods is mentioned often. Some of those names are among those mentioned here, such as Baal, Ashterah (Ishtar), Molech, and in the New Testament are Artemis and Diana. Indeed, in the book of Acts, we see something very remarkable. In Ephesus, there is a riot against the Apostle Paul:

Acts 19:34-35 (KJV)
34 But when they knew that he was a Jew, all with one voice about the space of two hours cried out, Great is Diana of the Ephesians.
35 And when the town clerk had appeased the people, he said, Ye men of Ephesus, what man is there that knoweth not how that the city of the Ephesians is a worshipper of the great goddess Diana, and of the image which fell down from Jupiter?

First of all, we have a whole city of worshipers of a god, chanting “GREAT IS DIANA!!” Does that remind you of something? It recalls to me the modern-day chanting and yelling “ALLAHU AKBAR” of Muslims, meaning, “GREAT IS ALLAH!!.” The image which fell down from Jupiter
is reminiscent of the “Cabbah Stone” a meteorite that is in Mecca, and which the Muslims claim is from heaven. Mecca, the city in a desert (wilderness),

Revelation 17:1-6 (KJV)
1 And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and talked with me, saying unto me, Come hither; I will shew unto thee the judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon many waters:
2 With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication.
3 So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.
4 And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of abominations and filthiness of her fornication:
5 And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.
6 And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration.

Most theological scholars contest that the woman is the Catholic Church, but this is a different perspective. Does it really represent Islam? I am not sure, but I do know it does have something to do with the world system as a whole.

Now this is very important>>> All those false gods, most of them, have as a symbol, the crescent and the star. Just like Islam. The meteorite in Mecca is worshiped, caressed, and loved as you would love a woman. This is all very weird, and ties in to a theme. From one ancient civilization to the next, the same false gods are worshiped, with different names, but the same symbols. The closer to the modern times, the more control they have. They all tie in with Satan, and almost all of them represent two main “gifts”: wealth and sex. All the gods mentioned were gods of virility, of monetary prosperity. What does our current society endorse above all else? Money and sex, and they are now tied together. The people in power are the wealthiest, and it is almost without exception that they participate in excess and perversion, the act of sex. And what is the most prevalent rebellion in America? Homosexuality and other sex outside of the marriage covenant.

Just about every sales advertisement has an attractive woman showing skin. There are no popular models or modern day “goddesses” that are not physically attractive. Physical appearances are the most important part of our “resume.” Instead of looking for qualities such as wisdom, a servant’s heart, kindness, patience, or other character attributes, the first thing that people look at is “appearances.” This kind of superficial mindset is not edifying, and does not promote righteousness or reason.

That reminds me of something else. I believe Egypt was the source of women’s cosmetics, the painting of their face. I am not certain of that, but it figures. Cosmetics are a superficial practice, one of deception, where they deceive men into thinking that they are more attractive than they are. It is all “smoke and mirrors.”
CHAPTER SIX: WHOM WILL YOU SERVE?

Now to cut off the serpent’s head. Satan has told a whopping lie. That he doesn’t exist. Or that he is god. He tells you that you are “number one.” He seduces you to serve him, by thinking that you are serving yourself, or God. He tells you “you deserve a break, you deserve a pleasure.” Of course that pleasure is a cigarette, an alcoholic beverage, or something sugary sweet. Or better yet, a “quickie” with that “cute” one down the street (who wants to be known as cute? - not me). This pleasure always has a cost, whether you know it or not. It may be addictive, it may cause bad health or disease, or it may cause you to feel guilty, or it may cause a “searing” of your conscience (keep going against your conscience, and it will not be as strong). But most of all, it leads to idol worship. What do I mean? There is an idol that more than ninety-nine percent of the population worships. This idol is one that we were probably born worshiping. This idol is the central focus and main consideration for the vast, vast majority. It sits on the throne and seat of importance and power of each of our lives. That idol is known as “self.” Unless you are exceedingly unique, you have put yourself to rule where “humankind” should be. That pertains to just about everybody, Christians included. You go to the college that you choose, to pick a career benefiting yourself, so you can earn a good salary. You choose a spouse you desire, you buy yourself the best car and/or house and eat the food that you like. You are serving self. Again, an idol is anything that is more important to you than other things are. Seeking the wellbeing of the planet and humanity in righteousness should be more important to you than even your own life. Just think of how much the world would improve if everybody, instead of serving themselves, served each other.

But even worse than serving self is to serve Satan. So, get out of your own little world, do not follow any superstition, and start being part of the revolution towards a brotherhood of mankind. It is in giving up our self-involvement, our being all wrapped up in ourselves, and devoting ourselves to selfless devotion and service to mankind, that we find harmony, and in diminishing our own importance, called humbling, is how we find true purpose (but only if we have removed ourselves from our own throne).

People center their lives around themselves, thinking themselves to be self-made, deserving the very best. Nobody need take any credit for anything we are or do, as none of us is a self-made man or woman. I don’t recall having created my own brains and hands, having raised myself from childhood changing my own diapers, cooking my own meals, having taught myself from books I wrote, having woven my own clothes, or having built my own car or house all by myself. Did you? We should not be thinking so much about what we “deserve.”
CHAPTER Seven: CORPORATE STRATEGY

So many people fall into the trap of always buying something “new.” If the advertisement says “new” or “improved” it is sure to sell. We buy the product, because we have been indoctrinated to think that we must, or need to have, the best and latest products, or will be “falling behind.” We hate the thought that we might be missing out on something our neighbors have, as the proverbial saying goes: “the grass is greener on the other side.” Why is it that what our neighbor is enjoying, is what we think we will enjoy, even when we don’t have a need for it? I have made a point of never going shopping at a mall. When I need something, I look on the internet for the best product at the least cost. I always research the reviews of previous buyers to check reliability and quality. I don’t have to shop around and see all the tempting goods that are advertised and looking so attractive to trap you into buying something which will consume the income that could be used for good causes, such as “Truth and Freedom International.” The marketing field has a lot to do with the course the planet has taken. Along with his perverted teachings in psychology, Sigmund Freud had another gift for us. He gave us his nephew, Edward Bernays. Mr. Bernays is the father of propaganda, and of marketing as we know it. Bernays was so successful with his propaganda, that he made it sound like a positive attribute and tool to use. It began as a marketing tool, and was so successful that it became the most used weapon utilized by world rulers, and has influenced each one of our lives much more than we would like to admit. We live in a selfish society where comforts and luxuries (never seen in many third world countries) for ourselves takes precedent in our wallets over necessary food, housing, clothing, and other assistance for the truly desperate people that we so flagrantly ignore and don’t care for.

Other flashy and tempting and misleading advertising tricks are employed for food products. “All natural” is used flagrantly and often, and most people who see those words placed on the label in large letters do not bother to read the ingredients. Advertisers are well aware of this, and abuse their legal privilege to make this statement everywhere. It is legal to use those words with almost any food product, as everything has as its source “mother earth.” They conveniently ignore processing, pesticides, chemical additives, preservatives, etc... You would do well to research what you eat.

Sugar for instance. Did you ever notice that raw sugar is a tan brown color? Yet the processed sugar that everybody enjoys and eats is white. How did that happen? The chromium, zinc and chemicals used in sugar processing (phosphoric acid, acid calcium phosphate and others) are potent and health-debilitating. Sugar has a tremendous amount of carbonic acid which disturbs the nutritional balance in the body. Sugar robs the body of almost all nutrients, especially the minerals calcium, and vitamins C and B-complex. Sugar destroys food digestion enzymes in the mouth, stomach, the small intestines and the pancreas. It also reduces the amount of hydrochloric acid (a necessary digestive acid) in the stomach. Without enough hydrochloric acid the food isn’t broken down properly. Therefore, we can’t properly absorb the nutrient and we will have frequent bouts with constipation. Sugar is one of the most common ingredients in all the food shelves in our grocery stores, and is promoted in all our food advertising. Our nation’s obesity and health problems can be traced to improper nutrition and in our “quick and easy and sweet” indoctrination on how to prepare meals and on what to eat.

That does something to your appetite, doesn’t it? It is called knowledge. Not only is knowledge power, it is health and life for those people who apply the knowledge that they have accumulated in a wise manner; for their own benefit, and for the good of mankind. There are many similar findings you could come up with, if you did some research. I have done such, and was alarmed enough to alter my
diet totally. In the first month of my new diet, I did not decrease the quantity of what I ate; I just changed the content and quality—by eliminating all unhealthy foods. I lost thirty pounds in that month. I have kept that diet since, which, combined with proper exertive exercise, has also literally tripled my strength.

Our health and agriculture system is certainly not looking out for our welfare. Their interest, as is every system (principality), in America, is in perpetuating the evil system, and in bringing power and domination over the planet. This is not a statement that I make regarding every cog in the wheel of the system, but is certainly a characteristic of all chief illuminatis. Think about it.

A cow eats five to seven times what a human eats. Dairy and beef are two primary foods here in the United States, and probably the cattle in this country eat maybe half as much collectively as the humans here do. Our pseudo-scientists have found milk-fats to be harmful, and have named cholesterol as being unhealthy. This has conveniently helped pharmaceuticals with anti-cholesterol pills to be marketed. Upon taking the sweet fat out of dairy products, especially in the relatively new major dairy food, yogurt, has led to the “need” to sweeten them with sugar, which also conveniently helps pharmaceuticals with insulin, the weight loss industry, and other health recovery products; as sugar is in reality, ten times more harmful than milk-fat truly is.

The huge consumption of low-fat and fat-free yogurts and other dairy products that now proliferate our grocery store shelves continues because they tell us that they are healthy, but mostly because they are taste sensations. They are all sweetened (why do we require our food to be sweet? - because we have been conditioned to) with sugar or artificial sweetener. These two categories are among the unhealthiest things we put in our bodies. They cause diabetes, low brain functioning, obesity, and many other maladies. Dairy is not a healthy food for humans anyway. If we were meant to eat or drink dairy all our lives, women would be gestating all their lives, not just for a short time of the newborn child’s life. In addition, cattle are “improved” and made “more productive” with the “assistance” of steroids and other questionable and potentially greatly harmful chemicals, also added to milk and dairy products.

In addition, are you aware of the methods that many cattle farms operate? The quality of life for the cows and bulls, fellow living beings sharing our planet, is horrendous for most in this country. Many dairy and beef “farms” (you might want to call them “factories”) are nothing better than livestock warehouses. The animals are each confined to a small stall, most of their lives of these large mammals are spent in a four-by-eight foot cell, with minimal room for movement, and their feeding troughs filled daily for their nourishment, to produce, their existence being food resources. Once they are past a certain age, they virtually never leave that small stall, but produce the milk and calves much like the money making machines that they are considered to be. You may find it interesting that our “rulers” consider us as they do cattle-to them; our purpose is to bring them more money and power. That is why the ones who hire employees (slaves) are called “human resources.” Just like the lifeless resources gathered from the earth—oil, iron, gold, coal, etc... And the illuminati have a special word for us “average humans,” us “common people” are literally called by the powers-that-be as “expendable containers.”

Wouldn’t it be better to have a brotherhood of mankind living on earth—not inhabitants of earth as a bunch of money-producing subjects to be employed? We have so much hate and disregard for one another as has been promoted by the people who have been manipulating our mindsets and worldviews to conform to their evil ways. Humankind is not inherently evil. We may be naturally selfish, but not hateful. Our complete disregard for others is a conditioning, as we are all products of the environment that shapes us.
The teenager goes to college. There, the student picks a field for a career. Say the medical field. Let me state right at the beginning. I admire the nursing profession. They do most of the work, take the greatest care of the patients, and help the most. They know accommodating information (the smattering of questionable “knowledge” that the medical system promotes) and help somewhat in the healing process.

But doctors I am not so approving of. Yes, they go to school for a long time, learn much, and work hard as interns. But once they are established, they make extravagant salaries, don’t often improve the patient’s health, and don’t earn their standard of living. I have a question. Why do we have specialists? With all the research, how much has the medical system truly improved in the past hundred years? Another question would be: Why do we have dentists? My last two visits were not only just not helpful, but also harmful hindrances. My previous dental treatments were at best questionable. The braces that I had for three and a half years had no benefit, just discomfort, not straightening my teeth a millimeter. I have found many pharmaceutical “answers” to illnesses to be without any merit whatsoever, and we all know that cancer treatment is torture with little benefit. You are diagnosed as having cancer, you take radiation and/or chemotherapy. Your hair falls out. Your breast is removed. Highly uncomfortable treatment. Your life is prolonged two weeks as a result. How many billions of dollars and millions of hours of research did they spend on that? If the field of medicine is so great, why can’t they cure a cold?

My dad was diagnosed as having colon cancer at about the age of sixty. He was told that without surgery, he would probably not live more than six more months. He paid no attention to that warning. He went back to the doctor six months later, and was told that the cancer had spread throughout his body, to prepare his estate and to get ready for the grave. He died at an age of over ninety, with minimal pain the last thirty years of his life. We will explore the health field more later in this book.

More on higher education. People go to college for a variety of reasons:

- To prepare for a career
- To gain knowledge
- To learn how to think analytically
- Because they were told to
- To have fun

If it is to prepare for a career, the career chosen and the motives for that choice have been molded into the youth by the student’s environment, of which the student is a product. In today’s society, as indoctrinated by the ruling powers, a high income and prestige are the prime motivating factors.

I will describe certain aspects of the education system later, but for now, let me make something very clear. The education system is totally faulty. Having our textbooks chosen for us, and a lecturing professor make statements that have to be accepted by students; is the foundation for an
unbalanced one-sided education system. Memorizing facts (some unvalidated) and theories to be regurgitated as delivered and taught, is a path to a servile brainwashed society. Not allowing opposing views to be voiced for open discussion and debate, lends to static, tepid knowledge, not a seeking of facts and fundamental truths. True science is defined as the search for real facts and ultimate truth. It is found by research, discernments, analytical and carefully thoughtful removal of faulty precepts and cognitive errors. By comparison of every factor and point of view of each subject, an intelligent free thinker makes his own decisions, not those chosen by the teacher. We need to be skeptical researchers of everything important to us. The illusion of knowledge is as bad, or worse, than ignorance.

I have not attended many college courses, but have learned this by careful independent research and learning in my search for truth. That we have a faulty education system is evidenced by the adherence to deceptive, problematic, and harmful world systems by those who have become “professionals.” That more doctors have not stepped up to expose the deception is evidence that they fall into one or more of these categories:

- **STUPIDITY** - They just absorbed all the information unquestioningly, and using memorization, “faked through” all the tests and their thesis. The eight plus years of their lives spent hard at learning, and the half million dollars they spent, was to be a copy machine for the perpetuating system. They are a tool of the pharmaceuticals. They are incapable of free thought.

- **SELFISHNESS** - They are well aware that they are phonies, and don’t care. Since you are stupid enough to go to a doctor to heal you, you are stupid enough to give them your money for useless and sometimes harmful medicines. They will not make an attempt to show you truth. They consider you as a sucker, and take your money without a second thought, “just looking out for number one.”

- **SOLDIER BEHIND ENEMY LINES** - They are aware of the truth, do not prescribe harmful medicines, and do their best to educate colleagues and patients to the truth “within the system”

- **HELPLESS COWARDLY COG IN THE WHEEL** - They are aware of the truth, but still do everything as taught to; they prescribe medicines and take your money, wallowing in guilt and self-condemnation. Perhaps they are under the thumb of the world powers, the medical system, have large debt to pay and must make money to “keep afloat.” They are cowards, unwilling to man-up and take a stand for truth. Needing to work to maintain the standard of living is not a good excuse, guys. You don’t need a high-end car, a fancy house, expensive restaurants, months vacation, etc., especially not when you get it by deception and playing with people’s health.

- **TRUE COURAGEOUS HEALER** - Is aware, has researched carefully as to what really works-the truth. He exposes the lies, presents truth and courageously stands his ground against exploitation, manipulation, and coercion. There are a few good doctors doing this. One is Dr. Mercola. Look him up on the web.

Let us take a couple of fields of health and debunk them quickly. Pharmaceuticals of western medicine= Pharmacea is a Greek word defined as “witchcraft.” You should be aware that the word “chemistry” is rooted in “alchemy,” which was practiced by such reputable people as Rasputin and
Nostradamus, and was the “science” of such “facts” as turning iron to gold. What good working medicines are there for us today? Penicillin? No longer effective. What good has all the research done? All medicines are short-lived, few cure diseases, all are potentially harmful, many are addictive, most are not natural, all are expensive, the more advanced the science, the less effective the “cure.” Look at high technology thermometers. Your temperature is no longer determined by a mercury filled glass thermometer held under your mouth for two minutes to get an accurate reading. Now one of these high-tech wonders is swiped over your forehead in two seconds and you get a reading. It has no relationship to accurate truth, but you do get a quick reading. I had it done on me a dozen times, and it didn’t read accurately once. There were similar experiences with modern blood pressure testing equipment.

Have you ever researched the medicines you are taking? The FDA does not research the medicines that have been discovered by the pharmaceuticals. When a new medicine has been found, it is tested by the producing pharmaceutical corporation. They use a group of sick subjects taking a placebo, a group taking the new medicine, and a “control” group taking nothing. These groups are almost always not totally uneven different results, as most illnesses pass without treatment, after a while. The human body is capable of recovering from most illnesses over time. The pharmaceutical then gives the FDA the information that they claim is a result of these tests. The FDA does no testing or checking of these results. There is an average of 50,000 deaths each year in the USA as a result of medicine poisoning, and these are not wrongly diagnosed cases, but are exclusively those which were caused by the chemicals in the medicines. My own mother was one of them.

The medical field will always be researching and advancing, yet going nowhere. Why? Simple. There is money to be made in universities, in laboratories, in research of medicines, equipment, in hospitals, in wealthy people’s (doctors) luxuries, in insurance, etc... It is all about snakes on a pole and a hypocrite’s oath, and money for big business to make the rich and powerful even more so.

DEBUNKING PSYCHOLOGY

These are some weak points of psychology. Most is the history and character of the fathers of psychology. Their lifestyles and reputations were less than admirable.

Sigmund Freud-(a cocaine addict), claimed that all men desire their mothers sexually. Come on and confess, guys, I know you have. (Just because Freud said something doesn’t make it true- I never wanted any such thing). He also taught that anything that is taller than it is wide is a phallic symbol. This guy was a pervert big time.

Carl Jung: This man was into Hinduism, yoga, transcendental meditation, spells, mediums, all kinds of occult. He said he learned everything that he knew from a “spirit guide” (a demon), having a Greek name resembling “Apollyon”

B F Skinner: He studied human behavior by placing his own infant in a large glass case for extremely long and extended periods of time. If that is how the leaders behave, what kind of treatment can you expect from people who learned from them?

Maslow: was the designer of “the hierarchy of needs”, a statement of the levels of value and importance of the elements of our life. According to him, most important were the physical needs of food, clothing, and shelter. Later came emotional and mental needs. It just so happens that spiritual needs come later. It is funny that people are seen as entities having needs. The
field of psychology is to treat people who often love drama, are steeped in self-pity, and who are needy. The service providers also have an overwhelming need. The need to be needed.

Psychology is by definition, the study of the mind. Now you can’t study everybody’s mind without the ability to know another man’s heart. I don’t know about you, but I don’t even know myself very well at all times. I have introspected my motivations correctly, and at times, they can change a day later. A psychology researcher, if they could, might after years of self-analyzation, know themselves. Are we clones? Of course not. He can project, but not know what, how, and why we are. Man’s inclinations are not always logical, and we are individually unique.

Now, the fathers of psychology all practiced introspection to see how their own minds worked, as they could not infiltrate the minds and behaviors of others. They figured out their motivations and inner workings, and developed theories on how the mind functions. Then they claimed to understand how others think and process thoughts. The practice of many people of thinking that other people act and behave and react to situations like they do, is called in teachings of psychology: “projecting” and is a cognitive distortion; in layman’s’ terms, a thinking error. By the definition of psychology and its discoveries, all of psychology is based on thinking errors.

Much psychology is valid however, but only works dependent on the recipient. We are products not only on choices we are given, but also on those taken, and the decisions we make. Reverse psychology and other modalities are successful when wise choices are made. Many counselors of the mentally ill bounce any question back to the patient. “What do you think?” That would be fine for a normal person, but for somebody with serious mental illness, just maybe. A serious mental illness means you have faulty cognitive abilities. It is kinda stupid to bounce back questions to a person who has difficulty using their brains correctly. I am now quite capable of making decisions wisely. Yet for me, and it would be a wise idea for everyone, is this response to questions; “What is the most righteous choice, for the general good of all parties, and considered carefully and with counsel and introspection and insight.”

My very first class of a college course in psychology defined the care of mentally ill people to the development of humans. Child- parent- adult. Playing the role of a parent usually tends to enable a child to remain a child. I was caught in the trap of being a psychiatric patient for many years. It gratified me to no end to be a service provider also. I loved the feeling of helping those whom I thought were less capable than I by doing things for them. It gave me a sense of worth. I did not consider how much harm I was doing. Both parties- those whom I “helped,” and myself. By doing things for them, I inhibited their growth, and by doing so, I had a false feeling of doing something good. Really I was sustaining their childhood, thus preventing them from healthy lives of greater independence and satisfaction of being more of an adult. In addition, I took responsibility for any failure or success on their part. That is supposed to be God’s job. It promoted insecurity and pride, both harmful. Many college psychology students don’t realize that the vast majority of their patients will be children their whole lives. Like Peter Pan, they choose to have fun joking and whining all their lives, collecting their social security checks and displaying bad behavior, with lots of “drama.” If the students fall into the trap of being parents to all, all will be children. Many will “play” the system on and on and on and on. A healthy person is an adult.

Another thing we need to keep in mind is that many people who practice psychology are of the mindset that people are inherently good, that by delving deep into self, we find happiness, self-fulfillment, self-realization, self-actualization, and most practitioners do their very best to
bolster self-esteem. Do you notice a trend in that last sentence? Could it be that human beings, as guided by the psychological system and teachings, have a tendency towards being overly involved with themselves? Everything is about self. We have self-help, we tend to want to please self above all else. Being a people-pleaser is considered wrong, not because you are pleasing them in wrong ways, but it is considered a fault to want to help others sacrificially.

At this point, we need to take a look at where psychology has taken us as a nation, and as individuals. Has it been truly helpful? When we spend so much time on introspection, and on knowing and centering our attention on ourselves, is being so self-involved a productive activity? I think this deserves a little investigation, to see if possibly a reversal to return back to the good hard day’s work and diligent occupation at labor or learning. We have become progressively sicker and increasingly more depraved perhaps as a result of among other things, an unhealthy lifestyle. Proper morals and diligent application of righteous life-habits are a preventive cure that has been lacking in the more “civilized” nations. We need to start a new “religion”, but it must be necessarily a religion of truth, free of any supernatural or fantasy or cryptic symbolism. A more perfect and complete and true teaching and way of life that addresses every facet of life. It should not be a cookie-cutter mold that has strict rules to conform to, but an ethical code to live by and adhere to principles, not the letter of the law of petty rules and regulations. Let me qualify: Something like the teachings of Jesus: treating others as you want to be treated. Loving your enemies. Walking the straight and narrow path. Keeping undefiled by the temptations of the world, and avoiding sensual pleasures and avoiding chasing after money. Sharing with those who have less than you. Having a heart of compassion and love. Using wisdom and exercising towards strength in body, stretching your capacity to love expressed by doing for others, and in mental exercise of understanding and comprehending deeper truths and studying for improving the community. A regular practice of keeping excellent work habits. Perfecting your ability to not be affected by the affirmations or criticisms of others towards you, but having a quiet confidence that comes with achievement of the aforementioned practices. These are the precepts that should be followed by the adherents to a new way of life.

If students would take a serious, sober look at whatever field they are considering enrolling into college to learn, they would perhaps not attend college. Reading about the subject in books, or learning from the classroom is not sufficient. Talk to service providers, talk to patients. Read reviews of those who have graduated the subject and worked for a while. Ask them what their motivations to study were, and if expectations had been met. Ask if your motivations will be fulfilled. You could go to college for eight years and get a doctorate that would teach you a hundred ways to respond with the same message to your patient who is asking your opinion on anything. You would know as an expert how to say in many ways: “What do YOU think?” The education system, like other systems of capitalism and consumerism, is very faulty. There are very few successes in the lives of patients in the mental health system. It is a revolving door of people playing the system, not accomplishing anything, working as little as possible, with lots of drama.

The education system has been set up to perpetuate all the principalities, all the world systems of today. It teaches us to conform to norms, including “progressive” radical agendas. From the rulers above our government, we are taught to think as they want us to; creating our mindsets,
worldviews, prejudices, concepts, preconceptions, thinking processes, attitudes, and beliefs to fit into the boxes that they have created to fit us into. I refuse to conform. I am a free thinker.
CHAPTER NINE: PRISON PLANET

If you wanted to hold a planet in captivity, a prison holding too many people and including too much land to make it easy to keep them from breaking out, makes it impossible to do by the traditional concept. But there is a method to keeping a planet’s population in check. The crafty warden deceives his inmates by making them unawares even that they are in their captivity. Why then, should they attempt to be free? Imagine if your parents were both prisoners, and you were born in prison. All you would know would be concrete floors, iron bars, brick walls, guards, barbed wire fences, and other prisoners. You would not even be able to conceive of wide open spaces, trees, birds, wild animals, the sky with thunder and lightning and wind, or the smell of autumn leaves or spring flowers.

In like manner, a prison has been made for us. We are told that to have a family (which is what everybody does, so it is the only right way {thinking error}), we need to keep them comfortable (thinking error), and to keep them comfortable, you need a good income. For a good income, you need a college education. Sooooo...You get a two hundred thousand dollar-plus loan and spend at least four of your best years of your youth in college. There, you learn mostly false information that you are expected to believe, and false concepts passed down for decades to be indoctrinating the world with lies. For four years or more, you learn to be submissive to your “superiors,” smiling while they deceive you and force you to deceive and to swindle others, to be a sex toy, to be used by the system, and to basically conform to capitalist materialism. Now you can get married (the good old ball and chain), buy a house (get further in debt), buy a car or two (more debt and headache), and spend your life in the rat race of competition, screwing each other and making the rich boss-man richer and more powerful, so that he can hire more people to be as happily employed as you are. The best part is that every Friday you can go to a restaurant and eat cooked cattle flesh and have a beer. Plus you can go to Disneyland for a week once every year. This method of earning middle class income of perhaps $50,000 a year and being a half million dollars in debt (plus interest) is the product of our world system’s planned method to enslave us. <<WARNING>>

Make sure you please your boss and do what he says, do a good job, because poverty is real problems. Likewise, make sure that you give your wife no reason to divorce you, because lawyers, alimony, child support, and relationships with one woman after another, all with little surprises, most of them rejects, is not to be looked forward to. HAY KIDZ, SOUNDZ GRATE, DON’T IT?!?!

Now go to college as good and respectable American citizens. After all, our economy needs us to perpetuate the system and pay taxes. This book shows how our system profits only a very few exceedingly wealthy people, who manipulate and screw everybody else. There should not be such a thing as taxes, and I will show you a model of ideal society, as different from what we are today, as day is from night. We have all been taught various modes to exist within the boxes> democracy, republic, parliamentary, dictatorship, monarchy, communism, socialism, and even anarchy. But the answer lies outside the boxes.

As you learned, the Rothschilds own our federal reserve. They print our money for pure profit, keeping almost all the value of what we pay for with our labor. With it, they invest to increase their wealth and power (as if they didn’t have a sufficient amount already) to checkmate the world in a
vice-grip of power with some truly diabolical plans which they fully intend to complete. And it would be such an easy solution to have our “elected” officials transfer ownership back to the government’s control; if only the government was not controlled by the bankers. If that were not so, we could just print money for the government’s use to use to serve the country. We are aware that there is no gold standard, hasn’t been for decades. That solution would not only eliminate taxes, it would provide everything the country needs, and be a step towards relinquishing the power of the few over the planet’s population.

ABOUT IMPOSING INCARCERATION TO A FREE PEOPLE

You and I were indoctrinated to the system since our birth. But history tells us that has not been the case for everybody for all time. I have not yet researched how the “civilized” Europeans enslaved Africans and imposed their ways and values onto them, but I can relate to you a brief reminder of what happened here in North America, at least as we are taught in schoolbooks.

The pilgrims sailed to North America; I am not sure why (except for them being Christian “separatists” wanting to be free of religious Roman and/or British rule) as there was plenty of land in Europe. It is funny (excuse the sarcasm) that the British, French, and Spanish people felt the need to go to foreign lands, kill the inhabitants, infiltrate the population with Europeans who were put in positions of power, and keep the lands and their inhabitants under economic subjugation, imposing European culture on them.

We are told of how the pilgrims purchased Manhattan Island from the “foolish” Native Americans for a box of cheap jewelry, a mirror, and scissors; valued at twenty four dollars. Indeed, the natives were exceedingly foolish to “give away” a piece of land now worth many trillions of dollars. They were foolish to trust the Europeans. And they were foolish to not comprehend the civilized monetary system, and the power plays and exploitation and deception that are the tools of the “white man.”

In their pure simplicity, the natives considered the pilgrims to be the fools. Put yourself in their moccasins. Why would someone give nice shiny trinkets for the ability to do what everyone does for free> walk around the land, picking fruit off the trees, picking berries, growing vegetables, (corn, squash, peas, carrots, etc..), hunting deer, and fishing? The continent is huge. We have millions of acres to do this on. Except perhaps for clothing and tents, the natives may not have possessed anything. The concept of ownership, commerce, and power was foreign to them, especially of land. Imagine their surprise when the “no trespassing” signs went up. And it has affected us all to this day. We cannot conceive walking into an orchard and picking fruits off trees. All we know is slavery of work which entitles us to go to a store and pay the value of the amount of our slave labor that the vendor chooses us to relinquish to enable us to purchase that little portion of nourishment. Prison planet.

Now those people who were the original inhabitants of America are confined to small, arid, unfruitful, and desolate reservations where they do not have to obey all imposed laws of “civilized” government. I think that they might be grateful for the ability to be separate, even in their poverty. Their experience with the white man has left a bitter taste in their mouth.
Remember how Malcolm X and others have called African Americans to have societies free of, and separate from, “civilized” white man? Sounds good to me also.
CHAPTER TEN: THE AMERICAN DREAM

Our nation is known as being the “Land of opportunity”. Immigrants come from all over the world to earn a good living. We have an African American president. We are so proud of our country. We have been watching television, reading books, and we all see that if we go to college, work hard, and find the right opportunity, we can become wealthy.

The American Dream- A beautiful wife, an affluent husband and father, children doing well in academics and sports, a big house, a car for each driver, and a high tech security system.

The story I was told was: That is not how it started. It began with the pilgrims. Men of God, leaving their European home to venture across a huge ocean to start a “New Israel”, a city on a hill, a country to be a “light to the nations”. They dissented from the ruling Roman Catholic church and the king of England’s oppressive rule. The original “American Dream” was freedom of religion. It was to establish a nation built on the true foundation of Rock- The principles of God.

The population grew, and more immigrants arrived. A new society, not totally unlike the previous ones from which they came, was developing. In many ways, it resembled what they had left. You can take the man out of the nation, but sometimes you cannot take the nation out of the man.

Now this is fact:
About the time of the American Revolution and its independence, in 1776, a club, a cult, an organization was formed. It was called the freemasons. Their roots were with the Knights of Templar. That was the military branch of the Roman Catholic Church, mercenaries formed in the twelfth century, hired to engage in the crusades. They were abandoned by the church when the error of those campaigns was exposed and protested of, but the Knights of Templar continued. The Freemasons was founded by a man who declared it to be an organization of “worship in the Luciferian tradition”. It has thirty three degrees (levels) in it. When you join, you are told that it is Christian, and its purpose is to help people. Initiation includes all kinds of oaths, and as you climb the ladder, you get a ring, learn secret handshakes, and upon reaching the thirtieth degree, then up comes the Jack in the Box surprise. You are serving Satan unawares!!

Reader, to the best of my knowledge, every president who has served this country was a freemason. I know for certain that George Washington was. The founders of this nation, the ones who wrote the constitution, did they belong to the freemasons? Read the constitution for yourself. It has wording like “in the year of our Lord”, and our God-given inalienable rights-life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Sounds Christian enough, right? Maybe. But it certainly was not righteous.

Wait a minute. What is wrong with that? Think, man. Liberty- we need to go to jail if we transgress a law. In my opinion, we should not be free to deceive, exploit, and/ or oppress, anybody. But this country has allowed and promoted all that in our freedoms.

And the pursuit of happiness?!? Where is that in the Bible? NOWHERE!!!! A true Christian and/or good citizen pursues righteousness, love for mankind, purity, justice, forgiveness, mercy, kindness, etc... But happiness?
Yes, joy is a result of all the preceding pursuits, but the pursuit of happiness is a sure way to lose it. Furthermore, is this unintended? Think, man. Lucifer was the chief-most angel, highly intelligent, and powerful. Could he not think of the damage done over time?

“But it seems good enough, just worded a bit off.” Do not be fooled. The constitution was composed by brilliant men, and very carefully. Remember that in the Bible, Satan is described as “disguised as an angel of light”. God’s Word Bible:

2Corinthians 11:14 And no wonder, even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light.
2Corinthians 11:15 So it’s not surprising if his servants also disguise themselves as servants who have God’s approval. In the end they will get what they deserve.

Remember that scripture, it applies to much that will be addressed in this book.

Surely there is a plan. Satan plans and plots, and uses the earth for his own purposes. All is unfolding as he planned, but not everything has fit into his agenda. He can be thwarted. But many more things must take place to put the earth right.

Now about the pursuit of happiness. What has happened to our country? What is wrong with it? It is a perverse mistake about what brings happiness. The Bible describes the wonderful feeling of joy. Paul and Silas have it in the lowest dungeons of prison. They are confined in stocks on a dirt floor, probably being treaded on by rats, as they are most certainly in quite a bit of pain, having been severely beaten. They don’t know when or if they will be set free. What would you do? I know what they did. Sing songs of praise!! That is joy!!

Joy is a feeling of confidence that you are on the side of good, that you are righteous and free thinking, your heart is right, you have no worries, you are doing good things, you have no oppressive desires or addictions, your future (whatever it is) is bright, you have no need to seek anyone’s approval, and life (even in stocks), is good.

On the other hand, happiness is dependent on circumstances. When you are married, then you will be happy. When you get a good job, then you will be happy. When you get a new automobile, then you will be happy. When you lose twenty pounds (and find a husband), then you will be happy. When you get a divorce from that nagging wife, then you will be happy. When you retire, then you will be happy. When you get the transmission fixed, then you will be happy. When you get to eat cheesecake anytime you want, then you will be happy. Got it?!!
CHAPTER ELEVEN: DIABOLICAL SCHEMES

We live in a world of deception. You read earlier of a prison. Part of the prison's walls is the illusion of freedom and power that the inmates think that they have. You think that you elect your governing leaders. Some guys are appointed to get up there and entertain you like WWF wrestlers. You pull my leg a little, and then I will pull yours. You twist my arm a little, and then I will twist yours. Then you can win, and we go to the bar for a few drinks, count our money, and go home rich. But the politicians don’t decide, they are just puppets. The puppeteers, the illuminati, they are the ones who choose decades ahead, who will be president, and everything else. What about voting and elections? Who owns the ballot machines, and who counts them? I did a quick little search and found that the Bush family is involved in ownership, and also their affiliates with the CIA and other “intelligence agencies” here in good old USA. You should know of Bush’s wealth and corruption, but even more so the ways of our agencies which somehow were a target of President Kennedy, who in his attempts to expose them, was assassinated, by some coincidence. Accidentally on purpose. But that doesn’t matter, though, because our votes hold absolutely no significance whatsoever. Our politicians are puppets that are made and selected by the puppeteers. They recite rhetoric to look good, while collecting bribes and gifts, and they constantly go in and out of office in revolving doors with executive positions paying millions of dollars in salaries in pharmaceuticals, companies like Monsanto, and other powerful corporations and conglomerates.

So how do you introduce a stronger set of prison bars and strongholds to inmates who are feisty, and who like the idea of freedom? By having them believe that you are protecting them from an evil enemy.

The only time we seem to have been attacked from a foreign power (other than Japan’s one-time assault on Pearl Harbor) in present history was 9-11. Two planes hit two towers, and a couple of hours later, they collapsed from fires that resulted from the impact. Or so the story goes according to television. I found there to be so little that I believe anymore, that I investigated this fully. In 1982, I worked in one of the towers, so I know that they existed; and in 2013, I saw that the “Freedom Tower” was there now, and that the twin towers were not. But have you ever heard of building number seven? It was a shorter (47 stories) wider building that no plane hit, but also caught fire unexplainably that day, and also collapsed. It was not reported because it was too much to be considered as coincidence. I came upon a lot of informative facts concerning 9-11 that can lead to only one conclusion. Decide for yourself if you agree. If you doubt the truth of any statement, I challenge you to prove me wrong, because I know that you can’t.

Number one: The twin towers were exceedingly strong with many steel reinforcements. Many weaker high-rises throughout the planet had worse fires, and none other has collapsed before. One other even had a plane also hit it, and it didn’t collapse. There were pools of melted steel all over ground zero afterwards. Steel melts at about 1700 degrees. According to calculations, the heat in that building should have been considerably less. How did the steel melt? Traces of the compound known as “thermite,” which is produced by our government, was found all over ground zero by scientific research investigators. Thermite is used as a demolition explosive, and heats to very high temperatures. Did you notice how the buildings went down at almost freefall speed, one floor after
another exploded in descending order? A perfect example of a professionally executed demolition job.

Number two: According to what the media stated that the government found, near the pools of melted steel was found a paper passport (duh, come on guys- paper survived what steel didn’t—surely you can come up with a more credible story—who can possibly trust our government or the BS media?), one piece of evidence that helped them to find who the terrorists were in just a couple of days. It is comforting to know that we have competent and efficient authorities who were able to find the identity of the culprits so quickly. It is funny how half of them, six months later, popped up and said “Hey guys, here I am, alive and well!” in Arab nations. But you won’t see that on the news. Their airtime and paper and ink are reserved for sports and gossip.

Number three: Our military includes a defensive air-force that has fighter jets which can respond to that location in minutes to a plane on radar that does not meet communications requirements and proper identification. For some unexplainable (except the “coincidence” of an exercise being done elsewhere) reason, those jets never came to the nation’s defense. If all this has not yet convinced you, the following takes the cake: The military officers in charge of defending us from foreign or domestic attack were PROMOTED after the event.

Number four: The plane that was piloted to collide into the Pentagon had some untold information also. I viewed official government released recorded videos and some unofficial ones. The “plane” that hit it was traveling at too high a speed to see clearly, it was a blur. But no visibly discernible wings were evident. The hole left by the collision in the pentagon was far too narrow to even entertain the idea that an ordinary plane with wings assaulted it. I am convinced that it was a missile. No large pieces of wreckage remained. It was very convenient that the area of the pentagon that the assault happened was evacuated shortly before the impact. I don’t know about you, but the one and only obvious conclusion I can come to, is that our leaders (wardens) devised the event.

Does the idea that our own government did this to us, rather than evil Muslim terrorists, bring me any comfort? Not really. Because I am aware that they are one and the same. We have been supplying Arab Muslims with weapons and money for forty years, since Afghan Muslims were our allies against USSR. ISIS is an US operative. At this writing, January 2016, ISIS is battling against the entire world, and growing in strength. This could be part of the plan of the illuminati, to gather forces together from all nations to defend themselves from the terrorist threat. We may have a one-world military, then a one-world government. Just a musing. Time will tell how accurate my thoughts are.

But why would our leaders kill three thousand of our own people, destroy property, and devastate our economy? That question is one that assumes that our leaders are our benefactors, that they have our best interest in mind, and that they have good intention. You are perhaps protecting an image of a leader that is incongruent with the qualities of their behavior, and of how their actions reflect an abundance of deceit. Yes, their appearances and rhetoric gives the impression that they are “ministers of light.” But their lies, their love of money lending towards corruption; their true intentions and motivations, portray a different image. The average person cannot conceive that people of evil character could rise to power here. Maybe Germany of eighty years ago felt similarly. But to me, it makes perfect sense.
Nine eleven was put into action to enable the government to justify the ever increasing presence of the military and police to search us, to monitor us, and have us under constant surveillance. Police are now being equipped with riot gear, military weapons, and being trained to use them. Counties are being “gifted” with tanks. But here are the most important reasons: The 9-11 experience was designed to put fear into the hearts of American citizens, so that we feel the need to be protected. There were three main federal government initiatives that they planned to execute, and 9-11 served as an excuse to implement them.

First was the Patriot Act. That gives our government the right to imprison, torture, exile, or execute anyone who is seen as a threat to American security. Or for any whim or reason. The reality is, for any reason, all a government official has to do is to say “I think that he is a terrorist” and he can be taken away, no evidence needed, no court appearance necessary, and no proof required. Detainment can be indefinite, and execution is an option.

Second was Homeland Security. We were “gifted’ with a new agency to protect us from all these enemies of “freedom” that are being equipped and funded by our government. Homeland Security is five times the size and cost of the pentagon. As the former intelligence employee by the name of Edward Snowden revealed, they monitor every telephone call, and every internet activity made by every person on the planet. Snowden is now a fugitive in Russia, wanted by our government for treason. It is funny how forty years ago, a president was involved in wiretapping a few opposing politicians. Impeachment resulted. Now, our government wiretaps the entire planet, and who gets into trouble for it? The whistle blower!! What has happened?? Do you see how much has changed in such a short time period? What will happen five years from now? Ten years? Twenty?

Finally was the war on Iraq. Just want the world to know that the United States attacks whoever they dam want to, and our military conquers. We remember who our enemies are, and retaliate one way or another, in vengeance giving far worse than received. We don’t need an excuse to kill, and when questioned, we fabricate anything that makes a little sense. Iraq was devastated. When the United States wants a message to get across, they do so, one way or another.

AMERICAN IMPERIALISM

The Arabs call the US the big Satan, and Israel the little Satan. I agree. Any ally of ours is not righteous, a conclusion of association. Have you ever seen photographs of Israel? Orchards, beautiful clean cities, comfortable safe suburbs, it is a beautiful land. But those bad Arabs, always attacking with missiles and terrorism. Please send tiny, helpless little Israel being persecuted, more money and help them defend themselves.

They need help? Israel’s military is a high technology machine. Their anti-missile system (the iron dome), is flawless, they have the most advanced military in the world. We know that the Arabs are evil because Israel says so. The Arab nations are devastated. They live in rubble, ghettos with destroyed concrete everywhere. Israel attacked two cities of Jordan a few years back. Jordan, which is shared by Muslims and Christians cohabitating peacefully, has no military force. So why did Israel attack them? Do they have to answer to you? Are they the Arab’s keepers? They do what they dam want to.
Another point is American capitalist ventures in foreign lands. Our corporations invade other countries, like Indonesia, hire many poor natives at poverty level wages, and have them work exceedingly hard for pitiful wages. Whereas our warehouse and factory laborers work for minimum wage in hot factories, foreign nations have less regulations regarding fair employment restrictions, and workers fall victim to billion dollar corporations that pay millions to executives, but pennies to their “slave” laborers.

I have started to describe very clearly how materialistic and capitalist America works, spelled out for you the description of evil. “But America, as we know it, ain’t really so bad, you notice that for yourself. We can lead good, decent lives. We can just mind our own business, and stay out of trouble.” I have two responses to that attitude. First: yeh, live and let die. Second: Appearances can be deceiving. I just wish it were that simple. As black a picture as I have painted, I am sorry to say that very soon, it is going to get a lot worse. Keeping to your own little world may work for you now, but not much longer. The illuminati have been cloaked in secrecy as they weave their web. Soon they will release their plan on earth. In my research I have found many ways and methods that they have planned to conquer us.

IMMINENT TRIBULATION

These are the plans to be implemented soon.

Global warming. Hmmm. A good word for what has been taught us as being global warming would be geo-engineering. The change in weather, which is happening; is not caused by careless pollution. At least not due to unintentional causes. It is very intentionally and very deliberately planned and executed. Do you remember that twenty-five, thirty years ago or more, that airplanes flying in the sky left a trail after them which lasted a couple of minutes? Well, you should recall that for a good ten or fifteen years, until just recently, airplanes left trails (called “chemtrails” in slang) lasting hours. Their paths criss-crossed in every which way, and some planes seemed to have no direction or planned destination. Many of those planes had no passengers, but they did have huge tanks of aluminum dioxide and magnesium oxide which they spewed all over the skies. I remember that scientists were talking of ways to enable precipitation artificially using chemical means fifty years ago. I believe that these chemicals are related to H.A.A.R.P. (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program), which are in Alaska, Mexico, and China. They are sets of about fifty immensely powerful transmitting radio towers set in a rectangle. They are targeted to a triangular area anywhere in the world. These towers can, and have, caused hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, birds falling from the sky dead, or fish and/or porpoises in the sea dying for no apparent reason.

We are told that pollution has caused global warming, with a major danger being in the “greenhouse effect gases.” While that fits in with what I just stated, their hot air about it being caused by automobiles emissions is what will prevail in the media and in legislation. Instead of developing technology (special oil mogul interest) to alter emissions, (we do already have electric automobiles), auto owners will be taxed according to carbon emissions and miles driven. This will drain our incomes. I know, I know. Those genius scientists show with their complicated diagrams, complex illustrations, and scientific terminology (science-babble) how harmful all the carbon is to the planet. And no, I don’t pretend to understand it. Because it is all BS. I was told as a youth (by Lewis Saper, the inventor of the heart defibrillator) that a trademark of a highly intelligent person is the ability to
explain complicated matters in such a manner that anyone, even a child, could understand. The complicated explanations fed to you by the “experts” are intended to confuse you, impress you, and deceive you into thinking that they have valid points and highly developed cognitive abilities. Do not be deceived. It is all a “snow job.” The simple truth is that plants breathe in carbon and breathe out oxygen. Animals breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon. Plants and animals, using oxygen and carbon, are inter-dependent, they need each other and benefit one another.

NOW LET ME BRING HOME TWO HUGE POINTS

Do you want to save the planet? WE CAN. Plant a lot of organic (untouched in genetic alterations) fruit trees and vegetable farms and gardens. In yards, by the side of highways, in city parks, in empty fields, everywhere. Not only will there be a proper oxygen/carbon balance, but the result will also be that there will be enough food to feed the earth’s entire inhabitants for millenniums. The same people who are overloading nuclear reactors, spilling oil all over the oceans, destroying our drinking water, destroying our food supply by altering its genetics; are telling us that we are overpopulating the planet. I watched Bill Gates do a speech on just that. First he came up with all kinds of statistics of how many people there would be on the planet decades from now. He then used statistics to show how much food we would have, of course the numbers indicated that we would not have enough. He then gave some solutions to overpopulation. One of the solutions was vaccinations. That confused me at first. Aren’t vaccinations a way to promote more life? The answer came a few days later in my research. Another documentary revealed that some vaccinations in Africa funded by Gates caused about 47,000 deaths. Furthermore, I learned that Gates intends to reduce world population by 15% via means of vaccinations. In Chad, Gates-funded vaccinations recently caused 50 paralyzations. He also funds abortions. It sounds like an agenda of death for this billionaire “philanthropist” (he publicly announced his generous contribution to abortions and like donations). Does that not enrage you? If not, there is something seriously wrong with you, as there is with that lovely murderer, Gates. Funny, but it seems he is keeping the larger portion of his billions. I hope he can survive with the little money that remains. I will always remember the portion you have given, Willy G.

Back to planting fruit trees and vegetables. Instead of manicuring grass lawns and watching television, we can grow edible and nutritious and tasty foods right in our yards. I don’t buy into the idea that the planet cannot feed ten, or even twenty billion people. Just get out of the cities, and you have suburbs with lawns and flowers, and non-fruit-bearing trees. Replace them with food bearing plants. Drive further and you see fields and forests of useless trees, and other undeveloped land. That land could be utilized to feed multitudes. In addition, there are many people who own farms who are being paid to not grow crops. Just have them grow alternative produce, if there are surplus in their crops. Israel has employed methods of irrigation to transform useless land into bountiful harvest. We can use their ideas to enrich our land into becoming rich in agriculture. Certainly every nation could learn as such. Replace cattle farms with produce, and the grain feeding them, into bread and cereal.

Combines and machinery used on large farms does not wield more, nor does it make land more profitable than if it was manually sowed, weeded, and reaped on the farms. We could make a remarkable change in the unemployed and prison populations by employing them on farms. Of course, taxes would decrease, and this would bring more purchasing power to the economy. In
addition, it would be a better mode of living for inmates and relief for those not able to secure employment. Farm-work is healthy for body, mind, and soul; and promotes a good night’s sleep.

An ideal mode of living is a combination of kibbutz and the Amish mode of living. For those of you who are not familiar with the term, a kibbutz is an independent communal living situation, where a group of people, say fifty to a hundred and fifty adults live in shared quarters. It involves farming and other activities to provide for the individuals as a collective, each assigned a task, with those responsibilities that don’t need extensive training, being rotated to provide fair equitable employment. As a body, the individuals make sure that they are all provided for, sharing responsibilities and benefiting the community above the individual. Many experimental kibbutzim thrived in Israel, until they were abandoned for more profitable ventures by the wealthy shakers. This ally of the US finds huge profits for the elite as being more important than having some forms of quality life for a few; that is the kind of practice as displayed by our elite. The Amish, (who live in a community in Pennsylvania) do not believe in using technology, not even accessing electricity. They provide for each other in pure, primitive culture, with good work ethics and a strict moral code that includes plain modest apparel, and fundamental concepts of behavior and disciplinary action. As the Amish have preserved their culture and morals and healthy mode of living for hundreds of years, surpassing other cultures, I suggest that we learn from them.

AN AGENDA OF DEATH

Back to the warden illuminati plans. Gates with his abortion and vaccinations. Much medical science and the pharmaceuticals are in the process of developing likeminded work. The pollution card is there.

FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) has purchased two million under-water body bags. For those of you who can’t add two plus two, these are for putting dead bodies into, and throwing them into the ocean where they cannot be found. FEMA has much more power and funding, and a different agenda than that which is publically shown, and is the organization that will be used to take down America. Only six percent of their funding is used for relief of natural disasters.

Under the radar: Through various domestic state and federal government agencies such as: Wildlife and Game, IRS, FBI, CIA, FEMA, Parole, Probation, Local and County Police, Public Works, etc... our government ordered two billion hollow point bullets. For those of you who don’t know, these are expensive ammunition that expand on impact, and are usually fatal. They are for use on our own soil, on American citizens. The police are now being equipped with new riot gear and instructions for use in our cities like combat zones. They are also being equipped with military style weapons and most counties are being given tanks. SWAT teams are being deployed in increasing incidents exponentially, although crime has not increased to warrant this.

By the end of the year 2013, it was reported that 197 generals and other senior commanders in our military had been relieved from duty. Included were 37 four star generals, highly decorated and trusted brass who were removed from service. Why? Let me give you some examples to make your own conclusion from. Vice Admiral Tim Giardina, Deputy Commander of US Strategic Command was rejected, and what was the reason? The charges as stated officially, were: He used counterfeit poker chips.
It sounds to me that the crime was, in a friendly game of poker with his friends, he pretended to use chips, and they were plastic. He should be hung for such a crime. Just think of the potential harm he could have caused. He might have toppled some leggos.

**Rear Admiral Charles Gaouette was removed for uttering a racial slur.**

There was a “purging” of our military leaders who had a history of courage and integrity. These men had backbone, and more than one or two have stated unofficially that the real reason for discharge was a little different. It is rumored (and referred to by some dismissed generals), and I believe it, that the real reason for discharge was that, when asked if they would follow directions to open fire on American citizens, would they comply and pass on the order. If they indicated that they had vertebrae enough to disregard such orders, they were removed from service. It has been said that many of those discharged warriors had expressed disagreement with (but not disobedience to) the current administration’s policies. Whatever the true motivations for these actions, one thing has been the result of this route of action. The current military leaders for this nation are well aware that they will be relieved of their position if they dissent in any way. They now have no spine, not one will do what is right, and they will all fall into obedience to an evil dictatorship (or fascist police state).

Here it is, in simple clear language: The plain dam truth is that the illuminati have a world population goal of five hundred million. That should make it all very clear. They plan to eliminate twelve out of thirteen people inhabiting planet earth, within ten years. There is a document released by the United Nations- Agenda 21 – which describes a nice society – no illiteracy-no poverty- no starvation- but leaves out some things you may glean by “reading between the lines.” They will tell you where to live, how you are educated, what work you will do. The document’s purpose is just to sell the idea; it reveals no policies, no specific facts, and no real implementation. Like everything else that we are exposed to, it is all cosmetics, looks nice, but where is the substance? What is being covered up and glossed over? As I have stated before, what they have planned for me and for you (if we are not killed), is a world fascist police state. So just sit back and do nothing. That assures them victory. Rebel and you could be killed. The odds are that you will die anyway. Once again, here is the solution that I offer: Stand up and refuse to obey them. This involves the whole planet. If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem. Unless an almost unanimous effort is involved, we will be defeated. First educate everybody, everywhere. United we stand, divided we fall. Do not be intimidated. Do not be bought. Do not be tempted. Do not be deceived. Disobedience on a planetary scale will keep us free. Our rulers are not our benefactors. Satan disguises himself as an angel of light. Be strong. Be courageous. Walk circumspectly. Use wisdom. Be prepared. Be sober and alert. Keep your heart, use your mind.

Now for more developments. There is a technological development that has been in use for ten years in its experimental phase. A computer component, a chip, has been developed and has been in use for more than ten years with pet dogs and cats. It is implanted under the animal’s skin, and is used for tracking, identification and veterinary records. It has been successful, sooo... there has already been implanted in hundreds of thousands of US citizens the RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) chip. It is the size of a grain of rice, and holds a computer component to identify access to banking and purchasing records, medical records, and legal and identification information. A similar component is currently in smart-phones, and you can go to Dunkin Donuts, order a coffee, and they
swipe a reader over your phone, and the proper amount is transferred from your bank account to the shop. I have seen it done.

The whole process takes less than five minutes. That includes the applicator explaining everything to you, actually putting into your hand, and applause that the sucker (oops, that is, recipient) has been had (oops, that is, has received the procedure). To do the procedure, the government employee puts on plastic gloves, pinches a fold of skin on your right hand between your thumb and pointer finger, inserts a hypodermic needle with the module into the skin, and puts the chip into the hand. No blood, no pain. Takes seconds. They congratulate you, have a nice day.

Before they apply the procedure, this is what they explain: You will no longer need cash, credit cards, checks, etc. You cannot lose money, nor have it stolen. No more mistaken medical records or transfers, document files, etc... You will not need to renew driver’s licenses, you no longer need to have a wallet, and if you are lost, they can find you and help you quickly. SOUNDZ GRATE, DON’T IT!!!

What they neglect to tell you, is: you will no longer be able to lend or borrow unofficially; cash and checks will not be legal. Every purchase and transaction will be official, and will be officially taxed. But the implications are far worse than you can imagine... YOU ARE NOW THEIRS. You now belong to them. You WILL do whatever they tell you to do, no matter how immoral, no matter how distasteful, no matter how disturbing. Because if you don’t, your component will be disconnected. You will not be able to buy anything, have a job, acquire income, get medical help, you will not be able to purchase food, and if they want to get you to imprison you, torture you, or kill you.... They know exactly your present location.

This chip will be legally required for everybody no later than 2020.

Now for your information, as a former Bible scholar, and as a researcher and journalist who is intensely interested in truth, here are some things I would like to relate to you. We are all familiar with the number 666 and the words “the mark of the beast.” from the Bible, even if we never picked up a Bible or were never Christian. The word in the original Greek that is translated in English Bibles as “mark” is more accurately interpreted as “cut in” or “engraved.” And the description of the “mark” is that we will not be able to buy or sell without it. While the Bible does have much falsehood, exaggeration, and cryptic symbolism, this does seem like a real prophecy. A quote from the Jubilee Bible translation of the thirteenth chapter of the book of Revelation:

Rev 13:16 And he caused all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slaves, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads;

Rev 13:17 and that no one might buy or sell, unless he has the mark or the name of the beast or the number of its name.

And there is more. The names of a dozen presidents and famous people have, with a little computing, equaled 666. That is true of our current president Obama, also. One of my teachers, who was born in Greece, lived there until he was about twenty years old, before coming to the US, and who knows Greek better than any person getting a doctorate in that language. He has also been a Christian since childhood (about sixty years), and has authored books. He told me that by simply altering the name
to Oobama, our president’s name using Greek letters in the most basic, simplest way, equals 666. But that means very little to me.

But the following means very much. The Bible records Jesus sending his disciples to preach, and upon returning, they report of how they had performed all kinds of miracles. Jesus then tells them to be glad that their names are written in the Book of Life. Then he said the following: “I saw Satan falling like lightning from heaven” Here it is from the English Standard Version:

Luke 10:18  And he said to them, "I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven.

Barack Obama’s real adopted name is Barry Sotoera. He was raised in Indonesia and grew up as a Muslim. As there is no publicized recording of any name change proceeding his immigration to the United States, it is possible that is still his real name, and that he may still be a citizen of Indonesia. He then went to college here in America with financial aid for a foreign student, and if you can find any college records (he has released none), you will see that he did nothing remarkable (this is presidential material?). The name Barack Obama, as was his birth father’s name, means in Arabic, his native tongue and one of the languages it is recorded the Bible was written in, “lightning from heaven” (or from above). I do not hold the Bible as infallible. Much to the contrary, but I did study it diligently twenty hours a week for ten years, reading and listening to much other Christian teachings in addition. I know it pretty darn well. This is highly consequential to a serious Christian. Just a little bit more. In his first speeches after being elected, Obama spoke in Arab nations, quoting the Quran with knowledge and reverence. In Indonesia, it is recorded that he was listed as Muslim. Here in America, he attended a Christian church, described himself as being Christian, but I have heard him ridicule the Bible on several occasions. The pastor he chose to be his “chaplain” is openly gay.
CHAPTER TWELVE: THE RELATIONSHIP OF POWER AND MONEY

Brethren: Do we really need cigarettes? Or could we eliminate them? Taxing them provides income for cancer treatment, and politician’s salaries. It is all really a circle of dollar exchange, and all the money goes to the cigarette conglomerates and the medical, insurance, and pharmaceuticals. And in case you hadn’t noticed, it is a much higher percentage of low income people who smoke than higher income people. Boy, us poor folk sure outwitted dem. Just think of what would happen if we eliminated cigarettes. First, you would have quite a large sum of additional money every month. And all that money spent on hospitals and insurance? Why are cigarettes still around? Could it be that some special interest lobbyists are passing papers (what is really in those envelopes?) to the politicians? And for all of you who are crying about how hard it is to quit--; cold turkey in 1986. Easy. The temptation goes away in a few weeks.

Running a country is big business. It isn’t easy to find ways to employ people, and to bring happiness to them. But it seems a lot easier when you have your priorities. A president and his cabinet must keep in mind what is really important. You have to know which voices to listen to. The ones that get heard most are the most important. The ones that put you in power. The ones that are wisest and most knowledgeable. The ones that know how to make money. It is funny to note that not all people who have a lot of money did it with intelligence, and not all of them have (indeed, probably none at all) made their employees happy, or anybody else.

And, oh yes, the Bible actually does have scriptures that warn about the evil of money and the love of it. It says that the love of money is the root of all kinds of evil. And oh yes, you cannot love the dollar and love God. In the Old Testament, pursuing wealth is called “chasing the wind” and “vanity” in the book called “Ecclesiastes.” In the New Testament, the book by James says that the rich oppress the poor. The Bible says we are born naked, and cannot take it with us when we die. In Timothy, we are told that craving money causes piercing of the soul, and many pangs of pain and sorrow. The Bible clearly says in the gospels that “one’s life does not consist in the abundance of his possessions.” Those scriptures are well known. But there are many more. They took about twenty seconds to find. I could look for more. They are there. Here is a short list of some scriptures which teach of the evil of seeking riches:


While I am quoting the bible, which is not necessarily a beacon of truth, there is real authentic truth to this concept, which in a materialistic consumerism capitalistic nation, we do not realize our error, being that we cannot see the forest for the trees. It is all dust and rust! That is, everything but ourselves. What if we got rid of advertising as we know it? What if there were no attractive young women exposing skin displayed with everything we buy? What if there were no more “catchy” skits and blurbs? What if products were sold on the basis of their merit, rather than on the boldness of the marketing agent? Our media, as displayed by the “prince of the power of the air” is a nonstop stream of entertainment and action, bigger and more exciting than life could ever be. So why try to compete? Just sit back and let it feed your head. “Don’t you
want those mouthwatering burgers in the commercial?” “She is sooo sexy” “Man, that guy is the bomb”

What if everything on television was educational, informative in a tastefully entertaining way? Sure we can learn from anything, but how truly righteous is the message that we are getting?

What if all industries solely addressed manufacturing and distributing the best quality, the most intelligently designed, most tastefully pleasant to the eyes, and least expensive products? What if innovative scientists and inventors, technicians, and mechanics researched subjects with the goal of making new improved innovations to benefit society rather than their wallet?

I have been thinking. Power, money, and sex are all related with each other in the world we live in. And all three share some qualities with each other. They are all attractive in a shiny, glittery kind of way. In this country, women in scanty clothes in all kinds of suggestive positions, made to look sexy with cosmetics are everywhere. Their legs are waxed, cellulite removed, breasts lifted or enhanced. And many of them manage to put on an appearance of purity and innocence.

Now I am not the most experienced guy, but I do know that from the first time, once you start, it gets better by the minute, and once you start, it is hard to stop, and it is addictive. Even if you don’t want any more, the more you do it, the harder to refuse.

And it is the same way with money. You can get those “boss” jeans and that five year old car for sale on the lot if you get that job. Possessions are addictive. Try buying a boom box and one or two CDs. You will want more in a week. A cheap computer satisfies for a month. You always want more especially when you have more than you can possibly spend in a hundred lifetimes. Do you want proof? The most filthy rich people are the ones who never stop investing and wheeling dealing until their last breath.

I have no expertise with power, but I do know that you can manipulate using money and sex, so they are connected with power. They are tools to gain power, and tools to be used by power. And absolute power corrupts absolutely. I have seen and read many sources about the illuminati, and these exceedingly wealthy and powerful people are so perverse sexually that it is beyond comprehension.

Many are to be pitied. From childhood they are abused mentally, physically, spiritually by many means, including sorcery; and sexually. Their “warriors” are abused terribly to become sado-masochists, as initiation, and to prepare them to do what their wicked minds have planned for them.

I tasted just a tiny portion of it, and in a way, am a warrior myself. I am aware of their methods, having been “inoculated.”
CHAPTER THIRTEEN: ABOUT ME, DELUSIONS AND HEALING

Brought up in a culturally and ethnically Jewish home, but atheist in religion, I sought for purpose as a youth. I looked in the wrong places. I perused Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism, hallucinatory drugs; all of them misleading me in my search for truth. I was brought to a coffeehouse in 1980, where I heard a young man recite a famous sermon by the historic preacher Jonathan Edwards, called “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God”. The fear of hell was upon me, and I started attending church and bible studies. I must have gone to twenty “altar calls,” confessing my faith in Christ. They were sincere, but they didn’t catch. I went for fear, and a longing to “be a Christian.” For two years, I attended churches, Bible studies, and read the Bible, but it just didn’t “catch.” I didn’t comprehend God’s Word, or get convicted of sin. Back then, I was in the world, frankly, I was a fornicator. One evening at a Bible study, a stranger walked up to me and said, “I detect a spirit of lust in you.” Then he said a prayer, I don’t remember the exact words, but it was something like: “May God protect you and bind your spirit of lust with a thousand hornets.” I forgot about that prayer the next morning. A few days later I was naked in bed with a woman again, about to do the usual deed, when I happened to look towards a window. This was January 15th, 1982. There, in the middle of a New Jersey winter, was the biggest hornet I had ever seen, hovering right there inside my window!! You can imagine how quickly I got dressed and ran out of there! By the way, I have not had intercourse since that month. However, sometimes humans are dull creatures, and it took almost twenty three years longer before I made a complete conversion to, and faith in, Christ.

In 1982 into part of ‘83 I was homeless and mentally ill. The turn of ’85 I had a serious suicide attempt, resulting in a comma for three days, then a psychiatric hospitalization first in a county psych unit for six months, then six months in Greystone Park State Institution. My diagnosis was schizophrenia, and the symptoms were delusional thinking. I was heavily medicated, but the delusions, the lies in my head, were not eradicated. I experienced delusions for the next nineteen years without relief, spent while tranquilized and therapized. The incarceration did not really improve my health, but it impressed on me the need for reliance on medication, professionals, and patience to trust that I will be okay. I can thank (with bitterness) the system at that time for instilling in me the perception of me having a total lack of any intelligence or ability on my part, and the internalization of them conditioning me towards total and complete submission to all who opposed me.

When I was released to a group home and was enrolled in a partial care day treatment center for mentally ill people in the community, I was glad to get out, but the program was dismal. I observed that clients went to group therapies, drank coffee, smoked cigarettes, and complained and whined for years. That was not for me.

In the same building was a day program to offer to elderly people socialization and light medical maintenance. I volunteered to help. Within three months of release from Greystone, I was working fifteen hours a week, leading arts and crafts, exercise, mind stimulation, helping serve meals, toileting, and even assisting them with ambulatory recovery. A couple of months later, a local nursing home asked for my services. I don’t know how they found out about me, or why they wanted me, but I volunteered there an additional ten hours a week as a recreational aid, companion, and assistant to the physical therapist.

Back at the center I was working in the “kitchen,” developing a good work ethic while being paid about one dollar an hour. I did have some obstacles to overcome, and these two years of being employed about thirty five hours a week were a blessing as a learning experience.
I had a poor work ethic before 1986, and had not been educated well in any field to prepare me for any career.

I was severely delusional, and needed to develop coping skills, especially communication while my thinking was not totally in touch with reality.

I knew that I was tranquilized to the point of slow thinking, slow physical movement, and an awkward appearance.

In summer of 1988, the NYC public broadcasting system chose me (for whatever reason I don’t know) to be featured in a documentary, whose purpose was to convince the public to allocate funding to local treatment centers rather than state institutions. It was twenty minutes long, and was called “Howling to the Wind: Living with Mental illness.” The film reviewed my history of mental illness, illustrating the hospitalizations, the homelessness, and the treatment at partial hospitalizations and group homes. Filmed on locations, it basically featured me speaking about each event at the places they happened. It was a catalyst for a new career.

I was hired that October to be the first paid peer facilitator of the first mental health self-help drop-in-center in New Jersey run by CSP (Collaborative Support Programs), which was located in Hackensack. There are now twenty seven such centers. A couple of months later, I joined the board of directors of The Inter-Religious Fellowship for the Homeless of Bergen County, and was on committees including advocacy, where I did public speaking accompanied by the film. About that time, I cofounded AAH (Alliance Against Homelessness) of Bergen County, a peer-run nonprofit to provide permanent housing for homeless mentally ill people. We continued to grow until we were awarded a million dollars from HUD and the state, while under my leadership, and we bought four group homes (I think it is still in existence, but I have not been affiliated with it since 1998), and hired staff to manage it. In the 1990s, I was instrumental in the development and the organizing of S.T.E.P.S. (Solutions To End Poverty Soon) of New Jersey, and of it’s Bergen County chapter, a grassroots organization that was formed mostly of current welfare recipients to develop welfare reform policy for NJ governor Christine Whitman. In addition, I networked with faith leaders and lobbied in Trenton and Washington DC for the Affordable Housing Network. Lastly, I was legislative aid and Disabilities Liaison for state senator Byron Baer.

My volunteering career ended in 1997, when I was hired as a case manager, of ICMS (Integrated Case Management Services) for Care Plus NJ, where I had been receiving services and working/volunteering ten years. But without education enabling me to chart acceptably, lack of confidence to work as a professional team member, and (along with almost all the others) no clue on how to bring clients to health, I failed miserably.

After a year-long employment finding mentally ill people housing in 2001 as a housing associate, I got a job delivering pizza, and then came false charges, and I was put in jail for a few days. Arrested Friday, the police confiscated my meds, and said I would see a doctor on Monday. By the time that Sunday arrived, I was the sickest I had ever been in my life. It was the third day without food, meds, or sleep. Not only was I delusional, but I saw little fish eating big fish, Popeye, and an ant made of file papers four feet tall. I was scared. What could I do? I was desperate. Then something in the back of my mind told me to pray. For the first time in more than twenty years, I got on my knees and prayed.

“Dear God, if you exist, please help me with these hallucinations, and I will kiss your feet every day and follow you for the rest of my life. Amen”
My hallucinations were soon gone, and at the time, I gave credit to God, accepting it as a miracle. I got out of jail two days later, and looked for a church to attend. After experimentally attending services at four churches, I went to Beth Israel Worship Center, then located in Garfield, NJ. There, I saw Pastor and Rabbi Jonathan Cahn give a message from God. After it was finished, he asked that anybody who wanted to come to Messiah Yeshua (Jesus) to take a stand. I stood up. Then he said “and raise your hand”: I raised my hand (as did a few others), tears running down my face. That was the beginning of my “new birth.”

As you can imagine, the Lord had lit a small fire in me. It would grow into a blazing torch. Every day I would read the Bible diligently for about two hours. I went to Pastor Jonathan’s services every Friday night and Sunday morning. I attended Wednesday night midweek services.

After I had completed reading the entire Bible at least once, I realized that something was wrong. The Bible’s teachings did not agree with my thinking. Now that was a problem. I had to make a decision. This was another fork in the road of my life. Who was right: Michael the schizophrenic, or God who never lies? In several verses, the Bible says God cannot lie. How then, do you explain symbolism and parables, and unfulfilled prophecies, not to mention some very tall stories? But I was beyond reasoning at that time.

If you suffer with delusional thinking, or have, or have a loved one who does, or are a services provider, you know very well just how hard it is to convince someone under that spell, that mindset, that stronghold; that it is false thinking. They are so convinced of this harmful cognitive error, that the common sense that so defies it, is usually futile. But by correct reasoning with the victim of this audacious malady, they can on rare occasion be convinced to take medication. However, it is rare (if ever) that medication will completely erase it. From 1985 to 2004, medication had little effect on me. Intervention was needed. It was at this juncture that I decided that I would take the Bible over my own cognitive abilities. The Bible would prevail.

This is the view I had for ten years: I took extreme measures to battle an extreme malfunction of my brain, by the agency of an extreme God. He created the earth, He parted the Red Sea, He rose from the dead, and then He helped me to defeat the lies in my head. I thought that for Him that was an easy matter. At the time I did not question the validity of those stated accomplishments, and did not question that God had been instrumental in removing the hallucinations. In my simplicity, I considered those tales as fact. Healing my mind was something no Psychiatrist could do. They tried for thirty years to no success. In my blind faith, I gave God credit for helping me to conquer schizophrenia in five months.

It was accomplished by comparing every thought to the Bible. I credited the Bible to be historical fact revealing spiritual truth. Every thought being entertained in my brain was given a test. Did it agree with the Bible’s teachings and doctrine? If not, it was a lie, a delusion. If it was deemed a lie, I kicked it out; I evicted it from my brain. The truth of the matter, now clear to me, is that using the Bible as a “frame of reference,” I figured out ultimate truth to compare the lies in my head against, and by evicting the faulty sick thinking from my head, I was healed.

Reader: This is warfare. Have you ever watched a movie of battling armies with sword and shield? It was like that, except it lasted five months.

This describes how I was healed from the delusional thinking of schizophrenia. But it also holds the key to dismantling any kind of stronghold of lies that may be engraved in your brain. The powers of this world have been manipulating and exploiting the people of this planet slowly at first, and subtly, but quickening now to the culmination of their evil plots. Satan is called in the Bible “the god of this world,” because he rules with evil deception the majority of the planet. In
the bible, the devil is called a liar and deceiver. These lies in your head, entrenched as strongholds, must be defeated. If you have fallen victim to wrong thinking, to the drugs of this world, to lies, to mindsets that are not linked with logic, reason, and common sense; if you are suffering from delusions, if it may be schizophrenia, bipolar, schizoaffective, just paranoid, or whatever; you need the true God to fight on your side to vanquish the enemy of your soul. Therefore, take a stand against the evil one; raise your sword in defiance of Satan’s hordes in your mind. I figure that I had about a hundred systems of delusions, each system having several aspects of several different delusions.

The battle is in your mind. The victor is the one who has control of your thought patterns. If you are having delusional thinking, or have been “seduced” into following the sensual, or sinful or fleshly desires of this dark age, the enemy is winning. If you allow it to continue without fighting, he has won, then he is the ruler of your soul. You must fight for the freedom of your soul. Like the patriots say, freedom is not free; it takes sacrifice, toil, and a backbone to stand against a powerful and relentless enemy.

The method to clear thinking is easy, but facilitating it is very difficult and a struggle that never seems to end, as the false thinking has to be uprooted thousands of times to conquer entrenched thought patterns and beliefs that were originally accepted as facts. I no longer support using the Bible to do this, but any group of factual concepts, can be. Any factual (if it is 100% validated as true and factual, there are so few of them) common sense teachings is acceptable to use as a “frame of reference.”
CHAPTER FOURTEEN: LAZY AMERICA- HEALTHCARE AS WE KNOW IT

Up until summer of 2014, I did not exert myself physically for almost twenty years. I walked from my house to my car, then from my car to work or church, or shopping, or whatever. And for a large portion of that time, I drank excess amounts of coffee, and ate a lot of junk food. While my medical condition was good, I was weak. Then, in early 2014, I learned a better way to eat. I found that first of all, the majority of produce all over the world is genetically altered, one way or another. The huge corporation Monsanto which is in the process of monopolizing the food sources of the world, sells genetically altered seed and chemically questionable pesticides and fertilizer. These genetically modified organisms (GMOs) were introduced with the “sell” that they would have more yield, and be more nutritious. As with most capitalist materialist profit-maker’s promises, the opposite was true. Less harvested crops, and less nourishing, but they do look better. Monsanto has been using the court system to make rulings that are unreasonably in their favor, to put farmers out of business who will not acquiesce to doing business with them.

When Barack Obama was campaigning for the presidency in 2007, he promised to curb the activities of this giant, if elected president. As you are aware, Obama was elected, and sure enough, in January of his presidency, he passed legislation preventing Monsanto from being required to report any activities except for a few chemical compounds. In simple plain language, Obama lied and did exactly opposite what he had promised to do. Once again, we have proof that the citizens of this country have no authority or voice in how we are governed. Anyway, my research has taught me to eat only organic fruits and vegetables, only whole grain carbohydrates, and no sugar or artificial sweetener, and no flesh except for occasionally fish. For protein, nuts are healthy and tasty. I also cut out coffee and have little dairy.

Why? Because it dawned on me, as I have been doing, so has the majority of the world. We are couch slaves. The idea of exerting any effort for any cause is not promoted. We wake up at an alarms ringing, we shave with an electric razor, we have pop tarts taking one minute to prepare, have coffee because we woke up at the last possible minute, and don’t have time to relax and get into the mode for a new day. Then we get into our car which has a remote start, allowing it to warm up as we also waste no sleep time and are not at all cold (it is a crime to be uncomfortable for a moment in this nation). We arrive at work (if we are one of the few who really does work), and jump in front of the computer, where we spend all day until we get our coffee break, and then shoot over to Burger King for a quick and hot and cheap meal. When the day is finished, we arrive home, turn on the television, and have a beer while our TV dinner is in the microwave. We take our blood pressure and cholesterol reducing pills, eat our cooked frozen dinner, have a can of Pepsi, and a Drakes Cake for dessert. We watch a movie, and sneak into the bedroom where being alone, we can watch some sexy numbers in bed with our favorite fantasy.

That sure was a hard day’s work. Boy am I stressed. This pressure is destroying my health.

WAKE UP!!!
As I was finishing the research for another book, I found some interesting facts. America is the country that has the highest per capita spending on health in the world, which was $9,500 in the year 2015. This is how it was spent:

- 31% for hospitalizations
- 21% for physicians and clinics
- 10% pharmaceuticals
- 4% dental
- 6% nursing homes
- 3% home health aides
- 3% retail products
- 3% government public health activities
- 7% administrative costs
- 7% investments
- 6% other professional services (such as physical therapists, optometrists, etc.)

We are ranked as having poor quality healthcare by other developed countries. One might ask: Why do we spend so much on healthcare, and we are not getting any healthier? I am glad you asked. I have an answer. It will reveal itself in just a minute. First a few more facts and figures.

It was reported by the 2010 Presidents Cancer Panel that about 40% of Americans will be diagnosed with cancer at some time in their lives. In the meantime, despite all the funds going into pharmaceuticals, we’re not getting healthier. Nearly 50% of all Americans use prescription drugs on a regular basis. More than ten percent take five or more prescription medicines regularly. Here is the kicker: Nutrition based cancer treatment plans, such as Gerson Therapy, which has been shown to be 42% (more than three times more effective than chemotherapy) of the time successfully healing patients, is outlawed in America. I don’t know about you, but to me, the truth is about as evident to me as the glasses helping me to see, rest on my nose.

It is all about perpetuating the dollar flow. That is the reason we have cigarettes, the lack of real effort to curb drug abuse, the damn lazy lifestyle of convenience, and making a weak, undisciplined, and convenient social norm. Think about it. Why do we have jails and methadone, rather than jobs and eliminating street drugs? Why do we promote extramarital sex and legitimize abortions? It is a natural inclination to perpetuate the norm, the antihumanitarian system that is in place. Why do we have a make-everything-easy-and-quick society? Why don’t people promote a challenge to excel, to improve with real change, and overhaul a system that is grossly in error? Why is it promoted that we sit back and watch other people accomplish sports feats, and discuss gossip as we sit in the audience, being entertained night and day in our couch? Why are we not encouraged to do great things, but are put in the position to just go with the flow and perpetuate the system? The answer, my reader, is simple.
THEY JUST DON’T CARE A WHIT ABOUT YOU!!!!!!

There is a way to avoid all the uncomfortable symptoms, relieve the stress, and actually enjoy your life. Stop existing, and start living. Go for the gusto. Instead of taking those pills to treat the symptoms of your body’s reaction to an unhealthy and worldly lifestyle; change your lifestyle. First of all, a little exercise might help. But a lot of exercise will definitely help. A vigorous workout of forty five minutes daily, exerting yourself to the point of the limit of your capacity, will build muscle, make you stronger and healthier, cause confidence, and build character. There is something to be said about developing discipline.

In addition, another facet of a good disciplinary lifestyle is to eat healthy. That means all-natural nonsugary, healthy raw foods that you prepare yourself. In other words, no junk food, no ice cream, no frozen dinners, nothing with questionable ingredients prepared surreptitiously. Buy some cookbooks and learn how to prepare healthy, tasty, and convenient meals. Spend the extra time necessary to buy fresh organic produce, to inspect package ingredients at the grocery store, and to make sure your body is well nourished.

The final steps to a disciplined and healthy lifestyle are to spend time every day set aside to spend with research and learning and increasing knowledge and wisdom. A clean, orderly house environment is also a very good way to feel more at ease and organized. Lastly is a good little hint on what to do when you get drowsy and are tempted to drink some coffee, which is really not healthy. Spray a little cool water on your face and neck; it will wake you up for at least forty five minutes. Just a cool little suggestion. Finally, cut out all television. If you insist that you need to know the news, use the internet. There are some people who actually are motivated to bring truth to the public. They can be found on the internet with a little effort and research. Watching correct and investigative reporting is much more accurate and complete when used with discernment.
CHAPTER FIFTEEN: ONE STEP BACKWARDS, TWO STEPS FORWARD

Again in 2015, I found myself in a psychiatric institution, Trenton Psychiatric Hospital, and once again in battle. The lies in my head, we will call them delusions, had to be removed again. But this time, the lies were different. They were the “seeds” planted in my mind from reading and studying the Bible, and trusting in its supposed factuality, including all the symbolism. These “seeds” were growing like only Satan’s deceits can, leading me towards an altered reality, hell on earth. It was once again needed, that “surgical” removal of delusions. But this time, I did it in an institution, with much help from staff and clients. With their help to keep me strong (after a fall towards insanity soon after arriving), I recovered in about four months. But the hardest struggle in my life was what facilitated victory. Wrong diagnosis, coercion, deception from staff and clients, forced wrong and harmful medication (they forced an addictive narcotic on me physically, as well as meds that kept me from sleeping) and other opposition taught me to not trust authority, to question everything, and to not believe what I am told without proof. I now test everything carefully, and am skeptical with all. We need to consider everything circumspectly. And considering everything in the Bible, I saw that my eleven years with Christianity was a mistake; but studying the Bible was instrumental in gaining ability to using my brain with much more astuteness and ability, and has earned me the ability to think critically and analytically.

Before I knew any Christian principles, I was already practicing them for twenty years, and practicing them better than I did as a Christian. But studying the Bible showed me how to research, analyze, and discern for truth; as I did with the Bible. Instrumental in furthering my wisdom was putting away my faith. It required the removal of all my faith (unvalidated superstitions), and the planting of proven verifiable factual truths.

The key to removing delusions, insanity, drugs, faulty mindsets, and any cognitive distortions (thinking errors), is to skeptically discern truth from falsehood, building a strong foundation of truth that withstands the winds of deception that is everywhere- in the media, the education system, everywhere. You need to protect your mind from lies. Remove the deception from your mind, don’t dwell on it, and prove its falsehood every time it returns to invade your brain. Once you have removed the deception and symbolism, protect yourself by avoiding dangerous input of your eyes and ears. Do not watch, look at, or listen to religion, television, or other media including anything fiction.
I had been nonstop delusional from 1985 until 2004. I did not know what color I was for twenty years, and sometimes I still don’t. I considered myself to be a slave, but didn’t mind when I was treated like one. I loved wealthy people, even when they denied me the most basic necessities, and/or abused me one way or another. People used to consider me to be “fluffy”. No longer so.

I still care about wealthy people as I do humankind, but I don’t like being treated like a second class citizen, or when they treat others wrongly. Upon thinking on it, I no longer respect filthy rich people. You don’t get there without doing it on the underpaid hard labor of others, and being of the mindset that you deserve it more than them. You don’t get rich unless you make your own personal wealth more important to you than the welfare of others. It requires a degree of selfishness. If you are rich and disagree, I suggest that you take a good sober introspection on how hard you really worked, and at your own character. You are self-deluded, you have deceived yourself, but you have not fooled me.

Martin Luther King and Malcolm X had dreams. The idea of Negro and Caucasian and everybody else in equality is a great ambition. I also have a word for the country, and all citizens of earth:

Let us set planet earth right. Let us become a righteous planet. Right now, it ain’t so good. I do love earth’s people, but not what they do. I don’t presume to know all of people’s intentions, but I don’t think that all others are pleased either. Maybe you think that I am a lunatic. I am sold out crazy to do the right thing. I feel passionately crazy about this.

My name is Michael Kahn. I was raised in an idyllic suburban town in the northeast corner of New Jersey. My parents were what we would now call liberals, but back in the early 1960’s, they were very different from most Caucasian folks. My dad took me to central park in New York City to see a rally one day. He put me on his shoulders to get a better view. What I saw was a mass of African American men, marching along in black pants and jackets, carrying a man above them. My dad told me that his name was Martin Luther King. My dad had a picture of him in my room. My father told me in later years that he had worked for the Black Panthers distributing free lunches to inner city ghetto school children.

In addition, my parents hosted a man from Africa to live in our house while he attended college. His name was Kigoma Malema, and he was arrested by the police in our town for sitting in a lounge chair in our back yard reading a textbook. A Negro in our neighborhood was probably never seen before (they all lived in a remote section of town called Sand Road). The controversial battle between the police department and my family lasted months. Kigoma went on to become minister of economics in Tanzania, and was assassinated at a young age.

Both my father and my mother left the idealism of their younger years behind them as they got caught up in working to support themselves and family, and ended up really not helping much of anybody but themselves in their later years. What I learned from that was that affluence and personal cares can stifle true compassion and the hope that we can truly make a real change in
this world. That hopeful perception has been quenched by the futility of those who have tried to break free of the dissipation and selfishness and self-idolization and lack of true initiative by any movers and shakers (activists) in today’s leaders.

I have worked almost thirty years assisting the elderly, homeless, and disabled populations at least forty hours a week (usually more, and much more these last two years) for little or no pay. I mentioned working for state senator Byron Baer. What I did not yet reveal was that he started his career as a youth helping Martin Luther King to organize, marching with him. Senator Baer was responsible for the presence of much affordable housing in his constituency. Because of him, many poor people were able to live in nice homes in decent neighborhoods. I also mentioned the Interreligious Fellowship for the Homeless of Bergen County. What I did not yet reveal was that they blossomed into becoming “Family Promise,” which now has 192 chapters in 42 states. They provide services for the homeless people and others.

What I haven’t mentioned at all yet, is that I lectured at Fordham University in Manhattan for fifteen years, speaking to graduate students of Social Work, as invited to every year by Professor Gene Yellen. He commended me in stating that he had me come each year because it was considered the highlight of their education by each class.

I did not mention any of this to my Christian friends for the past ten years until recently, as comforts and acclaim are not sought out for myself, but I welcome them not; they are a sure ticket to getting “soft.” The service to others is more important than looking good, and I am thankful for the small provisions that come.

I had made it a life-habit to help anybody who requested it. In my naivety, I gave people what they asked for. My lack of brains was offset by a good heart. The mindset that was mine came as a result of a lack of disciplined study as a youth, failed and unfinished college due to partying, delusions that I was the most ignorant and least intelligent creature on the planet, a mental health system that stressed obedience, submission, and patience; and medication that dulled the brain. That mindset was to accept abuse by others simply, as blacks accepted their lot in the south, the notion that the oppressors were helping us. I did no innovating, and had no true leadership qualities, as I was basically in a “sheepish” role- lead me, I am stupid.

Jack Bucher, the leader of Collaborative Support Programs, which was New Jersey’s self-help mental health organization, preyed on his followers by an appearance of intelligence, and kept his “sheep” in line with his serious (he meant it, and meant it to be taken seriously) motto: “keep it simple, stupid.” As a result, their works were not complicated, usually copying the professionals for half their pay. Simply stupid. I overcame all that by diligent study and research for eleven years, decades of service to gain confidence, three thousand pages of finished written material, and by going through some difficult trials overcoming fears and proving my courage.

But my work was given a big detour when a woman whom I helped for ten years, taking her to welfare, shopping, doctors, etc... at least twice a week (no romance, I was known as being “untouchable”) assisting her and her four children (from three fathers, none by me) reported me to the police as a child molester shortly after I told her that I would not be giving her rides any more. The child herself testified to my innocence on video, but the police wanted a conviction, guilty or not. When questioned, I responded candidly. When they got nowhere, they finally
asked if I had ever touched the child in any private part. I thought for a minute, wanting to give the whole truth (I was honest to a fault, and all my friends and coworkers knew it, but not the police). All I could recall was that one time I had asked the child to pull her pants up, they were a bit low, and I patted her behind (with pants on) as I told her (there was nothing sexual about it). I told the police I had done that, but I did not tell them the reason. Why didn’t I explain? Because one of my delusions at that time was that everybody else was God, I was the only being that was not part of the collective conscience, and as God, everybody knew everything, and could read my mind. Imagine my surprise when they put the cuffs on.

When it came close to trial time, I knew that the prosecutor wanted to put me in prison for three years. My sister’s boyfriend, who had done time, told me that they would beat me up and rape me every day until I bled. I was naïve, and believed I would be physically sodomized repeatedly by big strong criminal perverts. My lawyer said I had a 50-50 chance of winning in court, the problem being the paranoia about child molesting in the nation, and the fact that I was mentally ill (crazy people are deviates to the world) would be a point against me also, as there is a stigma there. With that in mind, I accepted the offer of community supervision for life (parole) but not prison, with a plea bargain of “confessing” to a crime that I was innocent of. Looking back, that was the worst mistake of my life. Parole put many oppressive and illegal conditions and sanctions, falsifying their justifications with lies, no matter how good I was. They gave me noon curfews, they prohibited me from teaching, preaching, counseling, leading an organization that did righteous and helpful work, sometimes I could not even talk. After abuse by parole for eight years, I had enough. I started to report them. First, I wrote to the parole board, then a state senator, then the governor’s office, then the prosecutor’s office. I had no money for a lawyer, and none of those I wrote to cared enough to do anything about it. So I sent out letters explaining the situation to my “chain.”

What was my “chain?” I had battled against my former pastor. I left my church to preach the streets of a nearby city, Paterson, NJ. When I was gone a short while, removed from the “spell” of his influence, I saw some major flaws in his leadership. I approached him with my concerns with love, gently, but with no response. I approached him personally, and in letters, four times without any acknowledgement. Since he was incapable of accepting positive criticism, or any change towards improvement, I emailed some of the leaders of the church addressing him, hoping that he would listen to them. Then I started emailing teachings of mine against certain doctrines, then revealing faults of the American churches as a whole. These emails were responded to by one of the leaders who appeared to come against me. Calling me uneducated, mentally ill, and unchristian; he seemed to be trying to discredit me. But as this public “conversation” (I and others sent every response to our friends) continued, the emails were seen by more and more people, and strangers from all over the country were getting involved. I didn’t realize how many people were viewing these until later.

In addition, I was blogging on certain websites and emagazines. On some Christian sites I gave a Biblical perspective to many issues, battling popular opinions and the teachings of men with scriptures, putting seminary professors and famous preaches to shame. I also went onto political forums and introduced the public to the totally unconventional, controversial, and novel “outside the box” fresh perspectives and information that was totally unheard of by the
readership. I got these informed ideas through diligent skeptical research, and analysis, searching for ultimate knowledge and truth.

It was only after I told parole I was blogging that they had the ammunition they needed to silence me. I was arrested for “social networking,” a parole violation of Megan’s law felons. I believe that parole was well aware of my innocence, but I was a “troublemaker” by reporting them. I spent the month of March 2015 in jail until a friend bailed me out, and came out angry. They knew very well that I could spend five years or more in state prison, but I was a “whistleblower” who had to be silenced. A short while later, somebody I didn’t remember seeing before, claiming to work for parole (this was in the parole office) told me that she knew Obama personally, and that he was very serious and that I better heed him and get off the internet; and if I had to write, to “use a pen.” She was referring to his speech regarding “prolonged detention” for people who were considered to be a threat to American security, even if they had not yet done any crime. None of my writing had promoted hate or violence, I have never hurt anybody, and I had just exposed the powers that be. I have been well aware of the Patriot Act and the possibility of life in prison or death for what I did before I did it, but now the reality struck me.

At my writing the first version of this book, I was locked in Trenton Psychiatric Hospital, a locked unit of that hospital, on a unit for the criminally insane. I have been misdiagnosed, forced medications, including an addictive narcotic and chemicals that prevent me from being able to sleep. I have also been assaulted a number of times with a broken arm and a contusion of my nose resulting. The staff have falsified my charts, and I am at the mercy of the state. I have also been prevented from being able to get a lawyer or obtain evidence needed for court while being there. My friends fear for their own freedom, as being associated with me is incriminating testimony for Homeland Security. My great hope is that this book gets out.

I did not comprehend the vastness of the readership of my emails until I got out of jail. Upon release from jail, I went to the church that the chaplain of the jail pastored at. When I walked into the church, he said loudly, “there is Michael Kahn” and all heads turned. A couple of weeks later, I wrote a paper (and emailed it) which showed explicitly that the entire churches of America were entirely Catholic in nature (which is spurned by all other denominations). The next Sunday I went to that church, and the pastor’s wife was doing the message. She was in tears, saying that every church in America was in repentance. My email list was about three hundred, and that church was not on it, and only about seven or eight pastors were receiving them from me. I was awestruck. My letters got out!!! I am taken seriously!!! It finally struck me how big I really was. This little teacher of the Bible with less than a dozen students was actually making a nationwide impact!!!

This was slightly discouraged when I thought about this so-called “repentance.” The pastors of the churches were well aware of their apostasy, and always have been. They have read the Bible, and they are not stupid. All of them are complicit in perpetuating the system. None of them have done what I did, and brought it out for all to see, although I am sure that they were more capable than me. The emperor has no clothes. They were all either money hungry or cowardly, or both. Now, they are exposed and all of a sudden, there is “repentance.” Let us see fruits of their “repentance.”
CHAPTER SEVENTEEN: CHURCH AND ITS PRIORITIES

Back to my arrest in 2004. I was in jail only five days until I was bailed out. But during that time I made a conversion to Christianity. The church I chose to attend moved to the town I lived in about four or five years later. The new building’s original cost was upwards of three million dollars. It was a huge warehouse- ten times larger than necessary, and renovations to transform it into a beautiful sanctuary were costly. It was built in a known flood zone, and despite was common knowledge that the area flooded every year; no preparations for such were made. A year later, there was a flood which caused substantial damage to the property, and there was also more financial assistance needed for the restoration and repairs.

We see many church buildings, mostly Catholic, which are fancy, and display an ornate appearance. Whereas the exterior of the building, originally a warehouse, was improved on, the interior was overhauled. The floors were carpeted, and some floors were covered with beautiful “stone” decorated linoleum. The walls were stuccoed with the appearance of large chiseled rock bricks and were engraved with scriptures in large letters. The wall behind the stage, approximately 1500 square feet, was created as an exact replica of the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, stone for stone. That wall alone cost upwards of two hundred thousand dollars. There was a fountain of natural stone, equipped with a waterfall, and inhabited with large live goldfish. You get the picture.

The sermons were delivered with style, the audience (oops, I mean congregation) was captivated by the pastor’s eloquence and his great intelligence, to delve into the “deep” things of God, and the encouragement and nice feeling that they always came out with from them. Everyone was always intellectually stimulated by those sermons. But upon my leaving the church’s three weekly services that I attended, I noticed a few shortcomings (some of which I have also been guilty of). As a “Jews-for-Jesus” type church (Messianic), I felt (and others reflected the same attitude) like I was an elite...a Jew, one of the “chosen people” who understood what the Bible was really about. I was “puffed up” intellectually. The pastor often read the scriptures in Hebrew while wearing a tallit over his head to prove the “Jewishness” of the gospel, under the guise of attracting Jews to Christianity. I did not previously notice that in the ten years that I attended that pastor’s teachings, I didn’t witness one noticeably conservative or practicing orthodox Jew being converted there, although several converts did find their way to that church.

I also noticed that while there were always intellectually stimulating classes, there was no publicized charitable giving, and often, there was not even a food pantry for the poor. The church was affiliated with an organization which provided money to be sent as the pastor chose it to be used for. But the congregation themselves, while many tithed (and I gave twelve percent of my meager income), seemed to do very little for the poor (although shortly before leaving, I hooked up with those few who reached out to the homeless, much as I used to for years before becoming Christian), although a few did voluntarily evangelize as a regular habit.

I will describe the “giving” that the church and its congregation did participate in regularly. That would be the Christmas service for the homeless that we held in Newark. Our congregation had about nine hundred members, and every Christmas, about twenty five of us would cook and
bring a meal and gifts for the homeless of the Newark, NJ ghettos. I would always go to a dollar store and buy as many hats, gloves, socks, and scarves as thirty dollars could buy. The pastor attended the first one or two celebrations that I went to, then left it for others to take care of. The founder of the church always led a torturous ritual that the guests (homeless) had to perform before they were permitted to receive anything. Each table had to sing a stanza of “The Twelve Days of Christmas” in turn perfectly, each and every part, until completed. Whenever one person did not sing correctly in order, or did not participate, they had to start all over again. When they performed it well, which was usually after about an hour, they were entitled to receive some of the unwanted used clothing that the participating members of my church brought as gifts. I regret to say that I think that the church members congratulated themselves and each other for their generosity, and how they had made such a wonderful celebration for the poor. I get nauseous just considering that I was a member for more than two weeks.

But this is just an example of Christianity in America. There are tens of thousands of scriptures in the Old Testament, and most pastors reference very little of the O.T. in their sermons, relying almost entirely on the New Testament. However, there is ONE sole scripture in the O.T. which I guarantee that each and every pastor mentions in a sermon at least once in his career. That would be in Malachi chapter three, verse ten; which basically commands the believers to tithe, promising huge blessings if they are obedient. As with other scriptures, it is almost always taken out of context. If you were to read the verse before, and the verse after, you would see that God is displaying mafia type “protection.” If you don’t tithe (a tithe is ten percent of your income which goes to serve God), you will be cursed, and God will let people rob you, and He will let the crops be spoiled. The concept is that you are robbing God by not giving your pastor a significant part of your income. And of course, when you tithe to God, write the check out to the preaching pastor, he will make sure that it is God who gets the tithe. He will make sure to make good investments. My pastor bought his wife a Mercedes Benz. When I saw where my money went, out from that church I went. By the way, out of a book with maybe a hundred thousand scriptures, that is the only one that refers to tithing. That is significant. In reality, the Bible shows you how low a priority it is to God to have your money. It is funny that with all the scriptures in the Bible that deal with the evil of seeking money, tithing is what the vast majority of large congregations, famous preachers, and denominations focus on. Micah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, James, plus Paul’s writings to Timothy all focus on the evils of pastors and prophets who are using their fame and words and the name of God to accumulate money.

The gospels recount how Jesus was known to clear the temple of those proprieters who were selling their wares for profit in the temple. He said: King James version Matthew 21:13 and said unto them, It is written, My house shall be called the house of prayer; but ye have made it a den of thieves.

He was not gentle there, and the teachers and governors were the only ones that it is recorded that Jesus got angry with. He carried a whip with him as he overturned the tables of those selling sacrificial animals for a handsome profit. I wonder what he would say to the church if he returned today and saw all the books, CDs, and videos; and the preachers requesting money. What would he say to those who are millionaires, with private jets, mansions, Mercedes Benz’s, etc.? I know that many people say things like: “what is wrong with him being well off?” or “there is no harm in him being comfortable, he didn’t force his congregation to donate” Bullshit.
Obviously you are not aware of the power and allure and evil of money that so seduces people to idolize it. John the Baptist said “if you have two coats, give one to somebody who has none.” for a reason. The vast divide between rich and poor was never meant to be. Those pastors who center their teachings on prosperity and positive thinking have one goal, and it is not the welfare of their sheep— it is to have an overflowing wallet. When Jesus sent the disciples out to preach by twos, he made it very clear: King James version— Luke 10:4 Carry neither purse, nor scrip, nor shoes: and salute no man by the way

They were to carry only one set of clothes with them, and no wallet. The precedent that Jesus was setting there has been violated by virtually every pastor in this country. Do not be fooled. The vow of poverty WAS a requirement for men of God. Paul was never rich. When Jesus was crucified, his belongings were simply the garments he wore. So why do we have such a stress on wealth, so many pastors getting rich, and the Christians accepting it? The disciples were supposed to accept food and lodging from worthy people, but not preach for income. The apostle Paul was the greatest missionary and church planter of all time, and he wrote half the New Testament. He earned money to pay his expenses by making tents. I am no longer Christian, but according to the Bible, I am more religious than 99% of Christians. In the book of James, religion is defined as “keeping free from the worldly ways and sins and being charitable to those in need. Well, you may say, especially if you are a “born-again” Christian: “I have a personal relationship with Jesus” OH, REALLY?

When his mother and brothers were looking for him, while he was in a house preaching to a crowd of disciples, what did he say about family?

Matthew 12:47  Then one said unto him, Behold, thy mother and thy brethren stand without, desiring to speak with thee.
Matthew 12:48  But he answered and said unto him that told him, Who is my mother? and who are my brethren?
Matthew 12:49  And he stretched forth his hand toward his disciples, and said, Behold my mother and my brethren!
Matthew 12:50  For whosoever shall do the will of my Father which is in heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, and mother.

Do you do the will of your lord, Jesus? Are you obedient? Do you follow his commands? Do you even know what they are? Do you really believe that saying that you believe in him, because you made a “confession” that is all that it takes? Is your God so evil that all you need to do is say you believe in him and that you love him, that is going to get you right with God? Is he so evil that you can live any which way you want to, no matter who you hurt, no matter how you live your life, it is okay with him? Does God really bless a nation that claims it is Christian and goes around and kills foreigners for wanting to have a different kind of government? (Korea and Vietnam). Does God bless people who have as an anthem: Live and let live? Who don’t give a hoot about anybody else, just so long as they are blessed?

In the book of Matthew, chapter twenty five, verses thirty-one to forty-six, Jesus makes it very clear on the conditions that divide those who go to heaven, and those who go to hell. And it has nothing to do with calling on his name. He says if we feed the poor, clothe the naked, and visit the prisoner and tend to the sick, we get to heaven. If we don’t, we go to hell. How do you
measure the real test? Are you still not convinced? Do you really think that it is perfectly okay to oppress, to ignore the suffering people, to live your life in wickedness and sin? Now we shall see who Jesus will tell that they are strangers to him, that they are not welcome in heaven:

Mat 7:12  "Do for others what you want them to do for you: this is the meaning of the Law of Moses and of the teachings of the prophets.
Mat 7:13  "Go in through the narrow gate, because the gate to hell is wide and the road that leads to it is easy, and there are many who travel it.
Mat 7:14  But the gate to life is narrow and the way that leads to it is hard, and there are few people who find it.
Mat 7:15  "Be on your guard against false prophets; they come to you looking like sheep on the outside, but on the inside they are really like wild wolves.
Mat 7:16  You will know them by what they do. Thorn bushes do not bear grapes, and briers do not bear figs.
Mat 7:17  A healthy tree bears good fruit, but a poor tree bears bad fruit.
Mat 7:18  A healthy tree cannot bear bad fruit, and a poor tree cannot bear good fruit.
Mat 7:19  And any tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown in the fire.
Mat 7:20  So then, you will know the false prophets by what they do.
Mat 7:21  "Not everyone who calls me 'Lord, Lord' will enter the Kingdom of heaven, but only those who do what my Father in heaven wants them to do.
Mat 7:22  When the Judgment Day comes, many will say to me, 'Lord, Lord! In your name we spoke God's message, by your name we drove out many demons and performed many miracles!'
Mat 7:23  Then I will say to them, 'I never knew you. Get away from me, you wicked people!'

That is from the Good News bible, but the scriptures are not good news for many. But like the original intention of the true prophets and teachers, and Jesus included; are to instruct a proper code of conduct and attitude. The golden rule applies to all. A truly good person will show it in every aspect of their life. And just because you call the name of the Lord, even if you have been doing miracles, you are not guaranteed a place in heaven. Unless you do what “the father” commands you to, you are not known by Jesus. The conclusion is that to have a personal relationship with God, you need to do what the Bible tells you to. And it isn’t easy, it is a straight and narrow path, and most people, even born-again Christians, don’t find it. But take heart, I do not believe the Bible to be the word of God. However, I do agree with most of the teachings of Jesus, but believe that the Bible has been tampered with, and have evidence towards that conclusion. But not to be addressed in this book. The intention with this little portion of the book is to show Christians that their pastors, especially megachurch famous ones, are all hypocritical liars. Thank you, Billy Graham, thirty-three degree freemason, for bringing so many people to deception and ruin. Another verse found in the good news bible relating the words of Jesus:

Matthew 23:15  "How terrible for you, teachers of the Law and Pharisees! You hypocrites! You sail the seas and cross whole countries to win one convert; and when you succeed, you make him twice as deserving of going to hell as you yourselves are!

Here in America, it is all about seminary tuition, professor’s salaries, books, CDs, videos, television broadcasting and commercials, it is in perpetuating the commercial business that it is, preying on the “believers,” the “sheep” whose leaders are “fleeing” them of their incomes and attention, teaching them lies, mindsets, and worldviews that are in direct contrast with the truth, and in opposition to the real teachings of Christ. Do you want to know what Jesus taught? If it is too difficult to read the whole Bible, start with Matthew
chapters five to seven. That is the real basics of true Christianity. It was called “the way” by the apostles, and is meant to be a code of ethics to live your life by, not a “faith” of fairy tale forgiveness and a “heaven” after death or the end of the age. In Jesus’ time, the kingdom of heaven was “at hand”, and it still is, it is heaven or hell on this earth, in this life.

It is my opinion that the two greatest sins are selfishness and the desire to have power over others. A major tool and accomplice of these sins is money, and the love of it. I believe in a sovereign evil, that is Satan, and God, a higher power, a collection of believers, with good and bad qualities. I do NOT consider most of the Bible to be true, although I do agree with most of the teachings of Jesus, and have benefited from the writings of Paul. But I did not, and do not, benefit from faith (although I had it for ten years), it is basically superstition, which is defined as “believing in things that you don’t understand.” We do not need the Bible to teach us the truths of proper living. I had internalized them long before conversion. Unfortunately, our planet, especially the United States, a Christian nation, is saturated with power-hungry, greedy, selfish, and carnally sexual and sensual pleasure seeking interests. The vast majority are caught in a vice-grip of immoral attitudes, mindsets, and worldviews; and cannot even perceive it, never mind conceive of a different way. Where did it start? I don't know. But I do know that the present state of decadence was created by the media. But the original source of evil, as passed down for centuries, offset by forces of good, probably (just my theory) is who we call Satan, and by means of his intelligence, guiles people into his ways through religion. Just a theory.

We don’t find fault with the system because it is all that we are familiar with. Let me explain how the world is carrying on, by relating the USA to the bible, and its implications. In the time of Jesus and Paul, the Sanhedrin was the government of Israel. They were the chief religious leaders of Judaism that ruled the Hebrews. They had two factions, the Pharisees and Saducees (much like Republicans and Democrats) whose difference was a minor theological one. They governed, judged, and shepherded Israel at that time, which was occupied by the Romans, who had soldiers everywhere. A close look at the New Testament, particularly near the trial and crucifixion of Jesus, we find it difficult to discern who is really in charge, the Romans or the Jews. Such it is today. Who is running the nations? The religious leaders, (the pope), or the politicians? Who are the puppeteers and who are the puppets? What figurehead is reverenced and never criticized? Who do all the leaders bow down to? And whose ring do all other leaders kiss?

In the twenty third chapter of Matthew, Jesus refers to the Pharisees as hypocrites, blind guides, fools, whitewashed tombs, and serpents. But he didn’t cuss them? He yelled at, chastised, and was enraged at the false teachers and wicked rulers of his time. Look at what happened to him. The crowds loved him, but the leaders had to silence him. Why? Let us look at the bible. In Luke 23:5 we find a true accusation against Jesus. The Jews who wished him dead said he was “stirring up” the people, spreading his teachings all over Israel. He was causing an uprising, like a revolutionary. And so he was. But not a military rebellion, no, he was promoting a change in heart and behavior, a different mindset and way of life. He was dangerous to the power structure of the Jews and Romans. Jesus was antiestablishment. In my lifetime, there have been martyrs, not as big as Jesus, but important people who were driven to change things. Like Malcolm X, like Martin Luther King, and one within the system who was dangerously close to revealing the truth, and was in a high place: Kennedy. Musicians also spoke up and expressed a different mentality. John Lennon and Bob Marley. Is it coincidence that they all met an early end? Why do mere single people who are not wealthy, have such power that they must be stopped by any means necessary? Because the rulers know that they can control everything with money and military? The human heart has
a way to bring about great courage and great strength, and great deeds. Somebody who can
capture the hearts of the people has much more power than he who can bankrupt or kill
people. And the powers know that.

We know from history, and indeed by just looking around us, what power of the heart can do. In
every town here in this country, we have a building for people to meet who love this man of
two thousand years ago. As perverted the preachers have made his message, those who have
read of his doings and teachings follow him, even unseen and not on this earth, nobody can
be more popular than this man who died for his cause. The first followers of “the way,” the
first Christians, were the ones who knew him, and they did not practice the teachings the
way we do in America. Now THIS is Christianity:

Good News Bible:
Act 2:42 They spent their time in learning from the apostles, taking part in the fellowship, and
sharing in the fellowship meals and the prayers.
Act 2:43 Many miracles and wonders were being done through the apostles, and everyone was
filled with awe.
Act 2:44 All the believers continued together in close fellowship and shared their belongings
with one another.
Act 2:45 They would sell their property and possessions, and distribute the money among all,
according to what each one needed.
Act 2:46 Day after day they met as a group in the Temple, and they had their meals together in
their homes, eating with glad and humble hearts,

Act 2:47 praising God, and enjoying the good will of all the people. And every day the Lord
added to their group those who were being saved.

THAT was the result of Jesus’ teachings before they were all perverted and misconstrued and
watered down and changed. Before the system did everything it could to stop the movement,
because it is dangerous to their hold on the money and power that evil principalities control
the world with. And they mostly succeeded. Jesus’ teachings were not about life after death;
Jesus himself said that God is the god of the living, not of the dead. Yes, in Mark 12 and Luke
20, Jesus utters those words; but yes, he did talk of rising to life from the dead. The word
used here in Greek for “rise” (as from the dead) is more accurately translated as “awaken.”
Indeed, that does not necessarily mean going to the sky above the clouds. Other religions
talk of “awakening,” and of enlightenment, of heaven, and of paradise.

Mar 12:25 when the dead rise to life, they will be like the angels in heaven and will not marry.
Mar 12:26 now, as for the dead being rose: haven’t you ever read in the Book of Moses the
passage about the burning bush? There it is written that God said to Moses, ‘I am the God of
Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.’
Mar 12:27 He is the God of the living, not of the dead. You are completely wrong!”

The teachings of Jesus are not about the blood, not about the cross (a method of execution), or
of heaven after death, or at the end of the age; it referred to a very alive and well “heaven on
earth,” a state of mind and heart. The teachings referring to faith in the gospel of John, and
those in other places in the Bible, were, I believe, added to the original manuscripts later,
possibly by Constantine and the Romans. The teachings of Jesus involved loving mankind
and losing selfish attitudes. They dealt with attitude, behavior, and actions of selfless love.
Stating that it is all about “believing in his name” and all about miracles as described (how
many truly supernatural miracles have you seen?), is in direct opposition from the meat of
his gospel, and of most of Paul’s teachings. That conflicts ideologically and conceptually with
many of the teachings of the synoptic gospels.
I see that very clearly Jesus and the apostles did not believe in capitalist materialism. They were embracing a concept that our propaganda calls “socialism.” Our country, part of a system that preys on the world in deception, manipulation, and extortion; calls loving and sharing as being “evil.” Our conservative “Christian” leaders espouse the evil of socialism and communism. Indeed, the model of the USSR and Cuba and even China are not very positive, but these are dictatorships of economy and military, with leaders and government put in place by evil and power hungry revolutionaries, who in the guise of being “for the people,” as indeed, our leaders claim to be, are also puppets of the super wealthy and powerful families. The idea of equality has long been twisted to anything but equal. And I find it ironic that the leaders of the nondenominational congregations, radio and television personalities, who are supposed to represent God, so-called born-again preachers, promote the conservative republican agenda, a political party that favors the wealthy, going to war often, and the constitution. It is no coincidence that these are mostly wealthy and powerful men who tout the Bible and expect people to listen to their hot air, dressed in suits and having large followings, and of course, selling books and audio video teachings, for a price. They are not late in supporting political candidates that will be conservative in economic issues (no taxes for the wealthy).

Let me now go a little into the history of the Catholic Church to illustrate the point of this book and the relationship with power and religion. History has been rewritten, so I cannot say that the following passage is definitely factual, but to me, it has the ring of truth, despite being no more than theory:

Many people portray military leaders as stupid. No, they are crafty, and dwell much on strategy and “outwitting” the enemy. The Romans had conquered most of Europe and the “civilized” world, but were vexed by the growth of Christianity, which was spreading like wildfire, despite much persecution and oppression. The Romans, who wanted to maintain military control of the world, feared the potential power of the movement. The emperor-general Constantine decided to conglomerate Christianity into the Roman empire, to add more power and to consolidate the Christians into his empire. The Christians were more courageous than his soldiers, faced death courageously, and the hearts and souls that they were winning were beginning to overtake the Romans, even many Roman soldiers were being overcome and converting. Constantine saw the opportunity to manipulate this force to his own purposes. He perceived that he could utilize the teachings, if modified craftily; into emotionalizing and brainwashing the nations into following and obeying the emperor like sheep. Under the guise of a revelatory dream preceding a military victory, he declared Christianity to be a “state religion.” Under that declaration, all Roman citizens were required to embrace the faith, thus transforming the faith from having its members change from being exclusively a heartfelt conversion of heart and mind, to a ritual and belief as imposed by the government. Over time, the scriptures were altered, much added to them; changing their character, intent, and purpose radically. The name of the faith was changed from “the way” to “Christianity” to “Roman Catholicism.” Catholic means “universal.” Understand the implications of this name change. “The way”—first it was a road to travel, a code to live by. Then it was “Christianity”—be like the initiator, little messiahs. Finally “Roman Catholic”—It took on the name of the rulers, the Romans, who define universally what we must believe. It is their religion, and it is required.

Jesus hated religious pomp, ritual, and reverence of leaders. Matthew 6 and 23 and James 2. Why then, did the Romans adopt the kind of ritual that the Jews practiced, even calling the teachers as “priests,” as did the Jews? Why not call them pastors, elders, and deacons as Paul taught? Why did it become all about the cross, the blood, and faith? What happened to loving
enemies? What happened to denying self? Love is best practiced as a verb, not a noun. It is not just a belief or a feeling. It is an action. It was called “the way” because it was traveled on; it was practiced, not just believed. The first Christians did not go to church on Sunday, and live their lives “in the world” the rest of the week. No, they broke bread together, from house to house, sharing all things, distributing to the poor what they needed. THAT IS WHY THE FAITH GREW STRONG AND SPREAD. THAT IS WHY THEY WERE POPULAR.

The number of Christians did not multiply because of “testimonies” of better lives or miracles performed. It was not based on selfish motives, to be prosperous, or to be happy, it was spread because people saw the love shown (not talked about) by the believers.

This was the genius of the Romans and Jews. They neutralized the power of the faith by perverting the scriptures, changing the whole concept and purpose, and using it to subjugate those who joined the religion. They then glamorized “sheep,” as if it is model to be dum and follow a shepherd, dependent on them to teach you and lead you. They even “represent” God to many people. Funny how going to college makes you a representative of God. That is the beauty of Christianity in America. To become a pastor, you have to graduate seminary. It is funny that Jesus never mentioned college. Paul relied on his love, knowledge, and teachings to be better than the “letters of recommendation” (diplomas) that his rivals displayed. It is funny that learning at seminary, from dusty books and fussy professors; qualifies you more than being assigned as an apostle, and serving, teaching, and mentoring for years, as I was and as I did. In those dusty halls of academia, you learn from man’s perspective what is considered a divine infallible book, and learn how to perpetuate an evil system of money and power. Once again, it is all about universities, professor’s salaries, books, CDs, videos, jewelry, candles, art, tourism, and most of all, tithes. Funny how I am able to defeat seminary professors in debates, write books, and lead, without going to seminary to make me a representative of God (I claim no such thing, but am making a point).

The idea is to incorporate a faith that believes in love and sharing, and convincing the believers that they are showing that love while they are participating in, and contributing to, the principalities (systems and powers) that keep the world in a vice-grip of selfish competition and power plays. The truth of the matter is, you are making a few pastors rich by buying their teachings, when all you need to know is “love your neighbor as you do yourself, and treat him as you want to be treated.” All those books and paraphernalia are unnecessary distractions-diversions and subversions. The money would be better spent other ways.

It is funny (not really) that Italy (Rome) as a nation, is insignificant. But there is a country (or, that is, at least one) that resembles what we know about the ancient Roman super power. The power rests on its wealth, military strength, and world imperialism, corruption, inebriation, homosexuality, welfare, slavery, gladiator games… does this sound familiar? Like my country?

Now let me take this point, this link, this comparison, a step further. In the Old Testament, there are recorded the religious requirements for the “uniforms,” the “garb” of the priests of the Hebrew people. It was all symbolic, and it resembled very much what we see the Roman Catholic church’s pomp, ritual, and pageantry as traditionally shown in the pope, cardinals, and priests. The roots of every appearance and action of the Catholic Church’s clergy, and its churches and services are in the Old Testament and even preceding that book. Yes there are many good (and faulty) teachings in the Talmud (commentary on scripture by respected ancient rabbis) similar to the RC church father’s writings (and catechism). But there is an older, rarely mentioned, little known ancient Hebrew book of magic and mysticism, the occult instructions known as the Cabal. I believe it is the source of all evil in the world today, and has much hypnotic symbolism that can take you down to the darkest deepest pit of hell.
In 1982, and continuing into early 1983, I spent eight months being homeless. I spent time in jails, hospitals, and shelters, streets, stranger’s homes, and in a retreat with Lubovitch Jews in upstate New York. I got to the retreat by agency of my wanderings. I was walking in my journeys (some days I walked twenty miles or more) in Brooklyn along Eastern Parkway, and a couple of Jewish men saw the cross I was wearing, and heard me singing quietly to myself a Hebrew song, and approached me to inquire what I was about. When I told them of my Jewish origins, and of my experimenting with Christianity, they seized the opportunity to have me undergo a mikvah (Jewish baptism) as soon as possible. They then took me to their Eastern Parkway temple, where I met the then-living Rebbe Menachim Schnearson, a chief rabbi that many Jews thought might be the messiah. He winked at me and toasted a blessing to me, and I was bussed out to a camp of Lubovitch Jews, way up north of NYC.

For two weeks I lived and studied there. I learned to pray for at least an hour three times a day in Hebrew, wearing the traditional phylacteries on my arm and forehead. I learned Hebrew and Yiddish, Torah, debating the law, and studied the Cabal. After about two weeks, I was told of a holiday to be celebrated. They mentioned a teaching regarding “Toby the slave who was hiding under the bed.” I didn’t think of any reasoning of that, nor did I think to question it. They had us all stand on our toes three times, howling at the moon, and I obeyed like a child. That night, I had a nightmare while I slept in my bed. A thin dark-skinned creature like a man, but with webbed feet, sodomized me, dragging me along the ground. I woke up feeling violated, and left the camp that morning, glad to be free of their evil influence. The Cabal, the Bible, television, drugs, and more avenues, are used by Satan to use symbolism and lies and deception, to bring people into the trap of the deep dark pit in the unknown and mysterious and unexplainable, your reality in this world can be altered.

This has been researched by the government as well, through hallucinatory and narcotic drugs, which also trick the mind into an altered state. You may find that a search of the government’s investigation with, and experimentation on unsuspecting subjects, the use of these drugs on prisoners, veterans, and other institutionalized “guinea pigs,” to be interesting and informative, if you can stomach what our nation has done to these victims of the penal, legal, and health systems.

I have been in the system of “mental health” for forty years, and have yet to see any patient with sanity, other than my friend Guido, and a supervisor within the system who had a masters degree, and was a case manager. I am beyond just being fortunate, getting through it all intact. If you were to be in some of the places I have been at, you would see many kinds of patients and inmates, and they all would be speaking “crack talk;” if you were insane, you would understand it. But talk enough of it, and you are lost. Understand it, and believe it long enough, and you are sunk.

You would see many people who claim to be veterans, mostly downcast and shuffling along or sleeping, stooped over, drug addicted, homeless, or criminals. They are the ones who enlisted to “serve our country” by being shipped over to Korea, Vietnam, or Iraq, where the native villagers whom we had to protect our country and families from (excuse the sarcasm, we put them in danger, there was no chance that they would harm the USA) invading, by napalming them from aircraft, and by using heavy artillery. Few are those who survived and walk tall, being helpful to society. There are those who are now independent, own guns, are somewhat outcasts and who are not submissive, and are very much free from society. The downcast ones are in a whole different world, a different reality. They will not talk about it, but try making sense of what they say. Observe how they dress, behave, and talk. And stay away, far away; for your own safety and protection from their world. It is seductive, as an expensive prostitute lures victims with
attractive sexiness, sometimes appearing innocent, this world of deception and altered reality seems humorous at first, like being “disguised as an angel of light.”

ABOUT RELIGIONS AND POWER

The Hebrews in the Old Testament were told by God to destroy whole nations- to kill even the livestock therein (Joshua 6, 1Samuel 14, many other places). There are rules in the Torah regarding the proper ownership of slaves. Prostitution and polygamy were condoned. Under King David, the Hebrews triumphed in warfare, extending Israel’s territory, and gaining wealth. Many nations were subject to them. Under his son, Solomon, Israel’s wealth was extravagant.

The United States has similar power. But it isn’t so much this nation that has power, it is the pope. We will soon get to the ones who are really in power, but this is an avenue that they manipulate with, so read on. Think about it. Every world leader kisses the ring of the pope, bowing down to him. Every religious leader also, including thirty – three degree freemason and personal advisor/counsel to several presidents, Billy Graham. The Catholic Church collects tithes like taxes. And indulgences. I wrote a paper which explained how almost every church is part of the Catholic system.

Now about religions. Many various nations primarily embrace one or two religions. I investigated the religions in my early youth, and studied the Bible independently for two hours a day, and an additional five hours a week, for ten years. We must study, research, and learn everything that is important to us, with a challenging, analytical, and skeptical mind. All input must be filtered with only that evidence which has been proven to be accepted. Specific proven facts, combined with the concept of the “big picture” must be investigated. Why? Because the powers have introduced through the media and religious institutions, deception on a planetary scale.

Here are the basic concepts of all major religions, and their purposeful intent is exposed.

Hinduism: This religion involves the caste system, one in which you are not permitted to leave the class of society that you are born into. The lowest level, the “untouchables” are destined to be begging their whole lives, they cannot advance.

Judaism: Read the Old Testament for yourself. Whole nations, including men, women, children, and even livestock, are committed to be destroyed by God. Those nations, in most cases, were not described as being evil. They just occupied territory that the Hebrews were going to occupy. The OT involves slavery, and has rules regarding the proper way to treat slaves. There is much symbolism at every level, leading to a different reality. Why do you think many doctors and lawyers are Jewish? They use their minds to deceive, manipulate, and control. Other common careers are such “valuable” (excuse the sarcasm) contributions to society as the diamond industry, and fashion—both are luxuries, not necessities.

Christianity- Good concepts, instead of being a religion or ritual, it has many good teachings. Unfortunately, it has been tampered with, and thus destroyed. It is best known for the golden rule, and many of Jesus’ and Apostle Paul’s teachings are excellent, but the added and warped mysticism and miracles tend to ruin an otherwise good book of truisms. You don’t need to be Christian (actually it helps to not be) to practice these good concepts. Understand what you are joining before you take on the title “Christian.” The Bible in truth has no “dispensation of grace.” Jesus said “not one letter of the law will pass.” There are over five hundred laws in the Bible. Nobody has ever, or can, obey the entire law, “The wages of sin is death” (hell). Narrow is the gate, and straight the path, that leads to life, and few there are who find it”. “Wide is the gate,
and broad the path, that leads to destruction, and many there are who go thereat.” In the book of Philemon, the apostle Paul tells a runaway slave to return to his master. He could be facing death, slavery, or maybe freedom. The Bible also tells slaves to obey and respect their masters, no matter how wicked they are. Be a good slave.

Before you enlist, be aware of your religion. And before you get intimate with a partner, get to know your spouse well. Children without two parents suffer. Sex is making love, an intimate affair, not to be done with just anybody. It is good to marry first, and make sure you do not rush into this act. It can be a short-lived thrill, calling it “making love” does not make it love. Lust and puppy love are not true love. All people, men and women, consist as human beings, are more than reproductive organs. We all have good and bad qualities and we have feelings. A mutually caring and fifty-fifty personal, not physical relationship is good marriage material.

There is a rarely heard teaching of the Bible, which you would do well to heed. 1Corinthians chapter seven teaches that it is good not to touch a woman, but Paul also clearly states that if you cannot control yourself, then marriage is an alternative. You would do well to listen to good advice. Difficult, but possible. Be respectful, keep a distance, and don’t be “Jim Da(n)dy to the rescue.” Girls are perfectly capable of taking care of themselves. Do not be fooled by what seems to be innocent helplessness. Treat others as you would like to be treated.

Islam: This religion is all about domination and control. Submit to Allah or die. The general teaching is to oppress nonbelievers in a Muslim nation with tax rulings until they feel heavily burdened, or exile them, or kill them. There are many “serahs” (scriptures) calling for death of “infidels.” One serah explains that while it may appear to be distasteful, murdering infidels is really beneficial to the soul. Arabs, all Muslims, like all other people, are not born killers. Another evil (as are all faiths) faith that forces believers to aspire to murder. Women are stifled of rights, although I do appreciate the way that they dress, as opposed to women in the United States. Is Islam a religion of peace? Well, you will have peace when you submit to Islam and the Quran as they interpret it, not before. But I give Muslims credit for rebelling against the big Satan and the little Satan, the US and Israel; much more powerful and advanced forces who use propaganda against the Arabs. The Muslims display commendable courage against formidable foes. But they have made a mistake. You cannot force people to believe as you do with evil and violence. Islam has gained multitudes of converts because people are drawn to the strict rules, as opposed to the decadent freedoms “enjoyed” in the west. Those who hate the controlling and evil powers, also are drawn to terrorism and forceful resistance to the establishment. They do not understand that you cannot fight evil with evil, and expect goodness and righteousness to result.

Taoism: This religion, which is incorporated into “new age” thinking, teaches of the delicate balance between good and evil. The idea is that good is a product of evil, and evil being a product a good. That is the wisdom of “new age”. The left and right brain functions, as “science” explains it, in a similar fashion. And the Bible is factual, and the Brooklyn Bridge is cheap to buy. What better way to indoctrinate the planet to satanic thinking than to call “evil” as being “good.” And, of course, being “badder” than everybody else makes you a hero. Not in my book. People, it is time to make a prison break before it is too late. And it very well may be soon, very soon. Why is evil necessary to balance with good? We could do without evil, and have only good. No? Read on.

One more thing. The gods of these religions promise eternal life, and wishes granted to those who follow. Yeh, and Santa will bring you a real pony if you are good. About heaven>>

According to Jesus, it is among people on this earth. He said on several occasions: “the kingdom of heaven is at hand.” You have heard many people saying that they are in “hell on earth.” They very well may be. I remain in “heaven on earth.”
CHAPTER EIGHTEEN: POWER AND THE CLASS SYSTEM

People, the world makes it very clear. There are three main stations in life. The rich slave masters are on top, jealously protecting their wealth, allowing others a portion of power and wealth only to those who are willing to sacrifice any good character and principals they may possess for that power. To advance to the top echelons, you must be willing to put aside your morals and ethics, and conform to the agenda of the elite. That is why the politicians are such liars, are rich, and somehow manage to avoid promoting any legislation that truly benefits poor people. If anything appears to be for “the little guy,” you can be sure that there are hidden ulterior motives involved. That is why Hollywood never does documentaries exposing the evil of the rich. That is why the radio and television personalities never venture to voice any information or opinion “outside the box.”

That is why, when I called two live AM radio personalities a total of five times, all which have a short delay time between talking and transmitting, I got some of my opinion and/ or was able to relate some information, but as soon as I started stating something about illuminati, I was disconnected quickly. It could possibly also be that as I related before in this book, the illuminati rule what is heard on the media, and do not allow that type of information to be exposed to the public. Allowing it to be broadcast could lead to problems with the licenses and cause other trouble for the broadcasting station. The radio shows that I spoke on were both Christian personalities, both were wealthy, and both spoke truth, to a point. Both support Israel, and have never spoken against the ways of our government. Have you ever heard information, or a view point like mine anywhere on the media? Probably not. But back in the nineteen sixties and seventies, many people voiced like views. Malcolm X and the Black Panthers got some attention. What happened since then? Some deaths (including Kennedy, King, Malcolm X, and Lennon), and tighter media controls, the end of the war in Vietnam, and the understanding that politics is a useless avenue.

When the “me generation” came, people were no longer interested in social injustices and movements, as it all began to be all about making money for oneself. The loudmouth youth sold out. The “Jesus movement” overshadowed the activists, and it all became about personal salvation, not about injustice in America. Civil rights activists were appeased and placated with “affirmative action” (assistance to conform into the system) which incorporated those youth who chose to, into the system. Drugs were initiated into the US, and they took a heavy toll on the passions and spirit of the ones it was introduced to, mostly in the cities. The idea of significant change being near impossible was overpowering, and that discouraged those who remained likeminded with the former protestors. When it was discovered the depth of corruption and evil, the movers and shakers figured they couldn’t beat them, so they joined them. It was like Byron Baer. He had been an organizer and marcher with Martin Luther King in his youth. By the time that the nineteen nineties came, he was old and tired, a state senator, but had he made significant change? All that he accomplished, that I am aware of, was some affordable housing. I don’t think for a moment that his lack of great accomplishment was his fault. The system is set up to allow only minimal progress for the poor.

Next is the middle class. As shown earlier, they are caught up in a no-win situation to maintain a comfortable lifestyle as is promoted by the media as how they should live. With the priorities placed by our media to uphold what concepts are defined as “respectable” and desirable styles of living, these goals are attainable only with large monetary and time investment, leading to captivity to the lenders. In addition, they have to fit into the “boxes” society has molded. Tuition, years of learning what is mostly irrelevant and false, and instilling into the youth the attitudes, mindsets, worldviews, and even modes of thought processing that serves the interests of the system, puts the graduate right where the masters of exploitation want them. The cast has been set.
The college graduate will now find a mediocre position in the system and become a cog in the wheel of the capitalist machine. He will conform, be productive in perpetuating and advancing the causes of the elite, who are ruling far above the furthest the cog will ever advance to. If not, he will have no rest, no approval, and be “whipped” into submission with undesirable assignments, unwanted responsibilities, demotions, or unemployment.

The “box” of family with children brings more responsibility, added expenses, and greater headaches. In today’s world, it is difficult to have a parent at home raising the child(ren), and having both parents at work basically “gives” the children to the clutches of the government for their education and molding their mindsets. Indeed, the government has taken on the attitude that they know best how to raise children, better than the child’s parents.

You can imagine the frustration of the middle class. Because the rich remain mostly untaxed, the burden of financing the government is placed on the back of the middle class. And while they are glad (I am hoping this is their attitude) for the poor to not having to be in the same situation, I am also aware of their resentments. This explains bigotry, the frequency of police brutality, and the minimal care and quality of assistance given to the poor. That is to be expected, because instead of focusing their anger on the wealthy where it belongs, they aim it at the poor. Media portrays the wealthy as the “beautiful people,” and the powerful as admirable, respectable, and beautiful. Their lives are glorified by television and Hollywood, as well as magazines. It is all propaganda.

The lowest rung on the ladder belongs to the poor. The men do not want to work, but it really has nothing to do with laziness. They have been placed in a whole different culture. Their heroes are not those who have conformed to the “white” establishment’s idea of success. Black men are not quickly wanting family of wife and children, working like slaves to support them, making the rich man richer and more powerful. They are not so willing to submit to the system. Their heroes are the rappers who “defy” the system. Unfortunately they seem to ignore that those who put on an appearance of being “warriors,” themselves contribute to the system of Mr. Richy White. Most African Americans who collect welfare are on parole or probation, which leans on them oppressively. Just about every path they take to supplement welfare, which doesn’t provide even minimal housing and food requirements alone, even in the poorest and cheapest cities, leads to legal trouble, no matter how absent of any immoral or unethical ideals. Police often trump charges to allow for free housing (jail), and to perpetuate the welfare system. The major fault with the system, is its failure to provide purpose and meaning to their lives, as they become “wards” of the state. The absence of caring mentors is deeply felt.

A SUMMARY OF THE WORLD SYSTEM

The elite make their evil plans unfold as they please, screwing the middle class, and forcing them to screw each other. The media teaches using deception, diversion, and subversion. The health system does not cure; instead it provides extended and unnecessary treatment at exorbitant cost, sometimes causing more harm than good. The technological system makes planned obsolescence, and allows for constant surveillance, with the latest innovations being less effective than previous ones. Salesmen have sales commissions as the sole objective, not getting the customer the best product at the least cost. The education system puts income, perpetuating the system, and deception; as its modus operandi. Politicians lie flagrantly and without remorse; fame, power and wealth being their rewards. This is America, land that I love?!?! Who could possibly love America? Not even a mother could love this motherf@#&$ing country. Everybody hustles, causing harm to one another, the badder guy winning, making some income, and it is called “shaking hands” with everybody. Is this expressing love for mankind? We are told it is. I beg to differ. Keep your hands to yourself, please.
All this in the name of “peace on earth”!!? Big boss man, I have words for you. >>>>”Stay far away from me. VERY FAR!!! Is this the best we can do? Is this the best of all possible worlds?? I think not.

Everybody seems to serve that idol: #1. All the lesser gods serve that idol. The big idol, the almighty dollar, should be used to serve mankind, ourselves and family, and those in need. Instead, it has become the object of desire, that and its ugly sister “materialism,” for the citizens of my country. We are held captive to servitude to luxuries, to tastes, to numbing sensations, to power, to beauty, to addictions, to captivity in every way imaginable. Jesus told us how to overcome oppression of captivity: and it is very true!!

**THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE**
CHAPTER NINETEEN: I PRESENT TO YOU TRUTH

All men (and women) are created equally important. We are unique individuals. We are all needed.

We have a strange system. We usually need a college degree to secure a higher paying job. College costs upward of a hundred and fifty thousand dollars for a bachelor degree. At this point you have professors who teach you what they have learned, and what is in textbooks. If you can think analytically, you can read these books yourself, gleaning (separating from falsehood) truths, understanding and acquiring knowledge without any professor. In addition, technology serves a wonderful purpose. You can create a website that has many college courses on video which can be accessed without cost. FREE COLLEGE EDUCATION!!!. And there can be a multitude of colleges which will contribute to it.

Or, you can spend, say, at least $150,000.00 for your education. Remember, that with interest, that number more than doubles. Note also, that recently, there were cities of tents consisting of college graduates who were protesting. No jobs. And large debt.

A well-known metaphor:

You have heard of military schools (like West Point) for officers. They are taught by instructors using books, films, and lectures. They learn strategies, methods, disciplinary actions, everything a book can teach. They are enrolled as officers, supervising a group of enlisted or drafted soldiers, seasoned fighting men. These soldiers have sometimes been in many battles, have survived, fought in, been in extremes of harsh conditions, and usually can outperform most any officers. How much respect do you think these classroom trained officers really get from their subordinates? Who do you think is really more equipped? Who gets less reward and is exposed to more danger, seen more action, been in the elements, and has more “notches” on their belt?

COLLEGE GRADUATES AS EMPLOYEES

Say you are employed in human resources for a mid-sized corporation, and have a position of production manager to fill. You have narrowed the candidates to two people. They are prime prospects. The first is fresh out of college where he has excelled in business administration and management. He took courses in statistics, economics, psychology, business management, business math, computer software application, philosophy, ethics, etc... All his courses were applicable to this position. He obviously thinks analytically, and has a 3.4 grade average.

The alternative is to hire from within the company. In many cases, this is preferable, as you know what you are getting. In addition, they are aware of day-to-day operations, company policies, know other employees, and require less training in every way. Take for instance, the fictional character “Mike the mop”. Upon graduating high school, Mike went right to work as a janitor in a corporation. He swept, mopped, cleaned bathrooms, and disposed trash receptacles. He worked twice as hard for half the pay of his supervisor. After more than a year of diligent work, he sees an opening in the warehouse for a laborer’s position. After hire, he learned shipping/receiving, stock, using a forklift and Hilo, inventory, all facets of warehouse proficiency. After a year and a half, they saw his merit, and made him a foreman. He worked as hard as any of his underlings, and developed a team that worked together like a well-engineered machine. His boss was constantly on top of him, critical and demanding, never giving him due
praise. He excelled in every way, never complaining. It didn’t take long before somebody saw his capability: good character, hard worker, team worker, motivator, loyal, good attitude, intelligent. They gave him courses in computer software application and statistics, and PRESTO!! You have senior management, in less time, tested by experience, and the school of hard knocks. If he started at the same time as the first example did, they probably reached the same level at the same time. Who do you think is a better candidate? Who was productive, much less costly to train, and in every way was a better result in a less costly way? A better means?

ABOUT IMPORTANCE, LEVEL OF EMPLOYMENT, EFFORT, AND PAY SCALE

As I stated before about equality, we are all unique, with different born and learned qualities and abilities, equally important, and each link in a chain is necessary. It is necessary that no link be weak, for whatever that chain is supporting can be damaged if the chain breaks.

A clean, safe, sanitary environment is imperative at the workplace as well as at home. An orderly stockroom, well organized, is a must. Well handled, well packaged, parcels delivered expediently, and recorded accurately is a necessity in a warehouse operation of incoming and outgoing shipping/receiving operating system. Human resources is a key position, as the employees make or break the chain (corporation, organization, government, etc.). They must be a good judge of character, know what questions to ask, do research, be able to assess knowledge, innate wisdom, observation and analytical abilities, good work ethics, and attitudes. Accountants and payroll need to have integrity and be accurate and meticulous. People with tedious, repetitive jobs need patience, diligence, and enduring ability to be able to work accurately with distractions (like radio). Management needs to know how to supervise well, plan for and execute all responsibilities, and meet with skill and adeptness every circumstance. Executive leadership must forecast future markets, needs, demands, possible disasters, trends, competition, and other opportunities, and be adept at meeting every approaching situation.

Every position has its difficulties. Nobody I know of actually enjoys cleaning toilets. The prestige accompanying such responsibilities is a low score on the impression scale. Warehouse work as well as other hard physical labor, such as farming, landscaping, and construction, are taxing, exhausting, and can cause bodily damage such as injuries. Management, especially supervising, has its difficulties. It sometimes requires being the “bad guy,” takes a backbone, needs to think “outside the box” on how to motivate, instruct, develop, heal hurt egos and feelings, etc... Human resources carries a great responsibility, being highly responsible for the degree of success of the organization. I have read many years ago the saying “a person is promoted within the company to the level of his incompetence”. In other words, as you perform in an excelling degree, you are promoted. Climbing the ladder, eventually you may be given a position you are just not able to perform. You have been promoted to a level at which you are incompetent.

People working with numbers don’t have the human contact and interaction that is so important to mankind, who is a social being. It is also stressful to have the responsibility of making ends meet. We would all like to think that money doesn’t matter. It does, but must not cause anxiety or worry. With food and clothing we shall be content.

1 Timothy 6:8 (ESV)

8 But if we have food and clothing, with these we will be content.
You can be content with just food and clothing. Take that from someone who has experienced both homelessness and incarceration. And I guarantee you; rare is the occasion that someone would be in that position without being a criminal, stupid, extremely lazy, a drug abuser, or mentally ill. But anyone can change. One hundred and eighty degrees. I did so.

Explained in the Bible –there is scripture describing the body of Christ—“Christians”– so also a corporation, or nation. 1 Corinthians 12: 14-27

That scriptures basically say that while every part of our body is necessary, and because of that, none is more important than another, all are needed and should not be proud or thinking it is more or less deserving or better than others. So also, the organization, or nation, consists of individuals all contributing to its well-being. We are all interdependent, and each person needs to function at needed capacity. As the body gets sick once in a while, so a person does at time without terrible impediment to the rest, but we do need to really put in full effort for a well functional, useful and healthy body.

I PROPOSE THAT:

With all that in mind, the training for, the difficulty of, and the need and importance of each and every part of the organization, country, thus body; according to their putting in sufficient effort, they all should be compensated equally. Is this unfair? Open your mind to consider what you have just read, and judge for yourself. Another factor to consider is that physical labor takes more effort and exhausts more than mind labor, which is participated in sitting at a desk. Equal pay for equal effort.

I know that communism is a dirty word for most people, but this model of socialism makes sense, is fair to all, and will make a nation, better, and more joyful.

By the way, we have heard about propaganda, the famous way that it is reported that communist countries supposedly spread. The USA would never do such a thing; it would be abominable and very wrong! How could we even imagine that people like Soros, Onassis, or Gates would ever do such a thing? What would possibly motivate wealthy and powerful people to do such a thing? (excuse my sarcasm) We know how well advertised it was that Gates donated almost a full quarter of his reported wealth to pay for such things as abortions. Such generosity, keeping only several billions for himself, shows what a kind, wonderful man he really is. How could we think that he (or others like him) would ever tell a lie or do anything unethical? (Please excuse my sharp sarcastic attitude). Why would the filthy rich and powerful people hate an idea of spreading wealth and power to the people as a whole? We all know how rich people work so hard in their executive suites, private jets, and holiday estates. And they support the work ethic and are against welfare? That is like people who condemn pickpockets while they engage in super grand larceny and embezzlement.

But do not think that the wealthy have a monopoly on faulty life habits, attitudes, and practices.
ADDRESSING THE “VICTIMS”

Now let us discuss the faulty plight, attitude, and ways of the urban poor. Mankind needs to work. We all need to feel useful. Gainful employment is a wonderful thing. This is not a light matter, nor is it stated without one hundred percent surety. How do I know? I was a lousy college student. I partied. I was also a lazy worker. No discipline, no work ethic, and no ambition. Then came mental illness, and with it, a small income, living at mom’s house, from one small unskilled labor short-term employment to another. Then came homelessness, jail, and then a year-long incarceration in government psychiatric institutions. Work is not encouraged there, but a year of sitting on your butt, not doing anything useful, does something to somebody who has a need to be needed. Upon release, although being heavily medicated and quite delusional, I observed other clients in the program that I was assigned to. They spent years drinking coffee, smoking cigarettes, and complaining and whining. That was not for me.

I started to work as a volunteer, after about six months, I was working a combined thirty hours weekly at two volunteer jobs helping take care of elderly people. Soon, it was a minimum of forty hours a week, both paid and volunteer work, usually a minimum of two jobs at a time, for the next (almost) thirty years.

The employment and vocational fields I toiled at were mostly social services, and I will list the responsibilities I undertook, most of them I mastered. >>

Janitor, warehouse labor, stock clerk, developed and initiated a filing system, bookkeeping, purchasing, delivery, food prep, dishwashing, waiter, busboy, shipping/receiving, sales, painter, assembly line, counselor, case manager, social services advocate, community organizer, lobbyist, legislative aid for a state senator, realtor responsibilities, advocate, community organizer, lobbyist, minister, public speaker, writer, program developer, recreation aid, preacher, landscaping.

For the past thirty years, I have thoroughly enjoyed virtually every day of work. I don’t work to socialize, to pass time, or even to support myself (although that is not a bad reason). I work to help people, I work to be useful, I work to accomplish something worthwhile, and I work because I have made it a life habit that works very well at keeping me healthy in body, mind, and soul.

Not all jobs were desirable: wiping disabled elderly men’s butts when toileting them, dishwashing, tedious bookkeeping, and at the beginning, working for unappreciative clients while fellow workers sat back and relaxed, sometimes ridiculing me. But there is dignity through all that. It has been highly rewarding, and I regret none of it.

Brethren: You don’t have to be victims. You should not blame any poverty on prejudice, class separation, or your humble beginnings. You have gone after a similar pattern of dissipation (wrong behavior) as affluent America. Your heroes drive muscle (not economy) cars, wear big gold chains and wear expensive brand name sneakers. And you look up to them. Does it remind you of wealth among affluent America, cash spent uselessly and needlessly? Drug and alcohol addicted, begging for spare change, accessing social services to benefit from them with no intention or no real effort in conforming to the regimen of rehabilitation, receiving
unemployment checks without any attempt at finding a job, spending precious pennies on cigarettes. The list goes on and on. Your poverty should be a motivational force to put in more effort to excel, not to go into the same destructive patterns your companions have fallen prey to.

Yes, I know you like to help each other, but let us consider what help really is. Is keeping someone out of jail, is helping someone pay utility bills, is giving a buddy a cigarette, really help indeed? Or is a little tough love, a little truly satisfying, educational labor, an introduction to the workforce, really what is needed? Do you want to remain in jails, on welfare, or surrounded by people who are? Or do you want to be somebody who is putting in the effort to improve himself and the environment around him? Do you want to surround yourself with people who sacrifice, work tirelessly to truly do something worthwhile, helping each other to do better? Yes, it can be a little painful, a little difficult. But you know what everybody says: No pain, no gain. Yes it can be a bit of a sacrifice. But it is well worth it. But there is one thing that I detest more than sloth. That would be to be a slave that is making the rich man richer.
CHAPTER TWENTY: GROUPTHINK, AND DEALING WITH IT

There is a concept addressed in college sociology classes known as “grounthink.” It is basically explained as the reason that whole populations will not deviate from obviously wrong mindsets and modes of living. It explains why even the most simple, intelligent, and common sense concepts are defeated in favor of harmful and/or totally unsupportable views that are held by the majority, or the people’s traditional culture.

When I battled against the ruling ways of my old church, I was going against the grain, and people tried to understand my motivations to do this, explaining it away as “mental illness” or as “hurt” feelings. Those were both wrong, as they now realize. Now I see what the purpose was for the opposition that I faced. I was learning what I need to know when battling for the cause of truth and freedom in this world. The teaching clearly delineated what I learned about human behavior from my experience with my brethren from that church last year. Most of all, I learned - SPEAK UP, TELL TRUTH, DEFEND THE DEFENSELESS, FIGHT ON, SOLDIER!!!!!! BE A WHISTLE BLOWER!!!

1. Grounthink symptoms and causes
   A) Illusions of invulnerability- Thinking you cannot be shaken
   B) Unwavering – Belief in the morality and/or competence of the group
   C) Collective rationalization of the group’s decisions
   D) Shared stereotypes of those outside of the group
   E) Group members withhold criticism of group leadership

Now, how the world is: All government, all the financial power, all principalities (systems), and all legal and popular opinion are against us. A few outcasts of society- a small group of nonconformists without any great finances or education or power have no intelligence or ability or right to change anything. The world thinks things are the way they are as a result of greater knowledge and education and evolving, that it is an improvement, more tolerance. How dare we think that our noble politicians, financial wizards, and even religious leaders are wrong? (or immoral or incompetent). They will do their best to discredit us. My parole searched even my mother’s internet correspondence to find any illegal actions I have done, and they found how to limit my teaching of Bible- with no real justification, but they used that my mother called me a “minister” so they tried to stifle me. I am stereo typed a criminal, a stupid uneducated intolerant gullible radical. And people will not join us, for these reasons and others, no matter how much we show our correctness and righteousness. But that does not mean we are lost. There is more I have learned.

2. Perception of consensus – How it will look like we are the only ones on our side
   A) Pressure on dissenters- real or perceived, people will not want to cause waves
   B) Self-appointed Group Protectors- They insulate the group from criticism or dissent
It looked like I was the only one against the leadership of the church that I attended, nobody else really spoke up. One leader fought on the side of BI conscientiously, and defended them (it seemed) to the hilt. An organization is strengthened when there is criticism and dissent; it leads to further inquiry to what is truly right, so it should not be discouraged. But those who thirst for power will not allow it.

Try battling against the foes we face—these are the strategies we have to overcome. By persevering, not abandoning hope, speaking the complete truth in love, and by reasoning and appealing to fairness and righteousness, fighting fairly, we can overcome.

3. Antecedent Conditions of Groupthink
   A) Group members having a strong sense of cohesion, leading to conformity pressure.
      A1} Characteristics of the group setting forces insulation from external forces
      A2} No checks and balances
   B) Various Leadership Dynamics (obedience)
      B1} Leadership is too strong
      B2} Homogenous group membership (all similar with same perspective)
      B3} Poor handling of information—Incomplete information and selective use of it.
      B4} Stress/time pressure—pressure to reach a solution leading to premature agreement.

The church leadership was all males, mostly all agreeing on doctrine, functioning in a church that had a strong leader who did not allow for dissension. They do not follow Biblical structure for leadership, and don’t have somebody to advise with criticism or to oversee. The Pastor did not educate everybody on this, and left a lot out of his preaching. And for decisions, he made a faultly one with the building, buying it without researching other’s opinions, one person had warned him of flooding, which he did not heed when buying it. Quick decision, not enough research. He kicked me out of BI without a hearing to hear what I had to say.

The rulers of the world have a rank and file, but do not entertain dissent. They harass, lie to, and count on deception and faulty mindsets. The leaders are all financially supported by, and dependent on those above (in power, not heaven), and are motivated by fleshly desires. They have a system of advancement and power, and control the world with such. Money, coercion, and desire are their tool and reward, and modus operandi. They cause crisis without full information, leaving the world dependent on them. It is through disseminating full information, speaking up courageously, and leading by example in these and other areas, that will win people to the cause. Also by not falling for their manipulation in these areas, not fearing poverty or other deprivation, and not needing to please mankind, but to do what is best for them.

One defeats and prevents groupthink by encouraging input and disagreement, and by teaching the value of whistle blowing and dissent. Also by establishing standards of control and oversight, and by promoting challenging ethics. Appointing devil’s advocates leads to thorough discussion,
and with anonymous voting we can avoid worrying about what other people think, getting genuine answers. That is needed in organizational leadership and governmental bylaws.

4. Pluralistic Ignorance- The conventional picture of norms and conformity-the majority of people hold a view- and conformity pressure leads that view to dominance- but are all norms endorsed by the majority?
   A) When a norm is privately unpopular, but publicly accepted by most people
   B) When a group mistakenly thinks a view is held by the majority, actually is pluralistic ignorance
   C) Conformity gone awry- norm is misperceived and conformed to
   D) When no one believes or agrees, but everyone thinks that everyone believes/agrees
   E) Groupthink often involves pluralistic ignorance, because when group makes a decision that most are uncomfortable with, and do not dissent

Everybody at BI had been doing business like usual for years, very few people questioned Pastor’s leadership abilities. His intelligence and teachings seemed so right, and so on. Many knew of his faulty governing not conforming to Bible doctrine, but like me, didn’t mind, Pastor was so intelligent that we thought nobody could do better. We were so used to doing things his way. Everybody just went along, that was how things were. Because nobody spoke up, and few defended me publicly, it seemed I was wrong. As with when the pastor who left right as I joined BI, leadership did not present the issues to all, to be discussed openly and with informed congregation. Nobody really took a consensus as to who was right.

Similarly, the public has been told that homosexuality is valid, and normal (this is just an example). The vast majorities of people don’t agree, they find it repulsive, but are ridiculed and bullied into submission, with legal enforcement and “homophobia” and “intolerant” name calling. Not many places do you find any accurate percentage of homosexuals in the populace, but the homosexuals via the media try to tell you it is about 1/3 of citizens. Only the Evangelical Christians speak up about it, and it is making headway steadily. I know that in these times, I will be called “hater” because I love people enough to tell them truth at our risk. This is publicly maligned by the media and others, but many (even atheists) respect privately those who obey the Bible, having enough faith to do what the Bible teaches. Nobody really knows what is the most popular opinion in truth, as the media is full of lies, manipulated by principalities.

5. What causes pluralistic ignorance
   A) Bad sampling- people are particularly susceptible to “early movers”- an initial momentum by quick-to-make-decisions people
   B) More visible behavior more easily viewed, as perceived as normative- the conventional media has so many lies, while the alternative media has it hard to see who is truth
   C) Public behavior could be bad source of information due to oppressive regime
   D) Surveys could be prejudiced and finagled with, outdated, or just plain wrong
When I tried to advertise the books that I penned, nobody would entertain them. Why? Maybe because they spoke too much truth. People’s lies were exposed, their false teachings revealed, and I opposed what they held as doctrine and truth. My pastor read my books, some of the content which addressed his teaching’s shortcomings. He wrote that he liked them, but there was nothing new that he needed to learn. That is funny, because I addressed his faulty altar calls and his lack of addressing sin in the congregation, his lack of proper shepherding and real care for his flock, and it opposed many other of his wrong methods. He did not refute any of it, but just said he didn’t need to learn anything from it. Surprisingly, neither Dr. Michael Brown nor Walid Shoebat will advertise it, despite them both being aware of them, and Mr. Shoebat actually took the trouble of researching me a little, and was able to come up with my history of mental illness, constantly he endorsed fighting the Muslims militarily, and eventually blacklisted my blogs on his website, I think because I refuted him too well with scriptures and reasoning (politely and with love, which is more than I can say for him), so he didn’t want to look bad, and I can now no longer add Biblical truth to his site. I am no longer allowed in BI, and people keep their distance from me. Why? Because I said very loudly “THE EMPORER HAS NO CLOTHES.”

OUR JOB IS TO UNDERMINE THE SPELL OF IGNORANCE AND DECEPTION AND FAULTY GROUPTHINKING BY INFORMING OF TRUTH WITH RIGHTEOUSNESS.

Now the teaching on why people will not join.

6. Bystander nonintervention
   A) People don’t get involved because of diffusion of responsibility. The more people that there is in the group, the more the feeling of responsibility (or expectation of blame) decreases. The more the people, the more the odds against involvement of the individual increases.
   B) Because they don’t care, or because nobody else does
   C) They look around, see others looking around, and feel less guilty
   D) As a result, all conform to a norm of nonintervention- despite feeling uncomfortable with it.

When I was extremely hurt and alone, I cried out to everybody, for anybody, to reach out to me. One person did, the only one, but much later, long after I had recovered. I had reached out for help quite a few times, nobody coming to my assistance. It is all about doing what everybody else is. Fear of man’s opinion. We will be all alone in this assignment. People will agree with us, will feel for us in all the trouble that will come to us, but the vast majority will do nothing. We will be totally righteous and full of truth and love, but alone. The answer to that is to POINT TO SOMEBODY AND SAY- “YOU, GO HELP HIM” Even if you cannot do the right thing, point to somebody and give them the responsibility to do what should be done, if you see their capability to do so. When people are pointed out to an assignment that is righteous, they may do it, despite the possible consequences. I have learned from the experience, and regret none of it.
CHAPTER TWENTY ONE: PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE

As I mentioned very early in this book, we tend to adopt certain values. We should, in our studies and observations, find what is most important to us, values and beliefs to adhere to. I was slow in my youth, but at about the age of twenty-eight, I finally discovered my “purpose” in life: dedicated service to mankind at the best of my capability, with selfless devotion to the welfare of others. It was a good heartfelt mission; but lacked knowledge, education, and thoughtful planning and/or wisdom. I served without direction for twenty years; doing as I felt was right in reaction to daily situations as they appeared. Then in January 2004, I converted to Christianity, and began to get educated. Listening to sermons (I attended three every week at my church and listened to half a dozen others on the radio), reading articles and taking classes on the internet, and reading the Bible at least two hours daily, I grew in the faith.

When my friends saw the changes in my life, no more delusional thinking, talking about Jesus with everybody, and showing some knowledge, they asked me to start teaching. I studied the Bible topically an additional five or six hours a week preparing Bible studies, at first leading one every week, then two, and finally teaching three times a week from 2009 to December 2013. I taught mentally ill people, and that is not easy. My walk was one of obedience, as all the input that I read and heard was the same propaganda that has been passed down and has snowballed for decades.

I loved the Bible, and believed ever word of it, and learned life lessons from it. I soaked it in diligently, and truly applied it to my life. It teaches us to love, so I love. Jesus told us to forgive, so I forgive. Jesus taught us to teach, so I taught. The Bible says not to worry, so I don’t. Paul said to persevere, so I don’t quit. Paul told us to not conform, so I don’t.

Brethren: You have watched the Olympics, and you are aware that the contestants practice for years to qualify. They train at least the very minimum of three hours of vigorous work every day. They carefully monitor what they eat, and how they sleep. All this for a shiny coin on a silly ribbon and some fame for a month. Whatever is highly important to you, strive to excel at it. Perfect your abilities. Just do it. I am quite sure that all the sports heroes, all those preachers, all the great men in history and science books, would far prefer that you take action as they did, than to read about them and praise them, even centuries later. Now, join me in doing great things for planet earth. Join me in a historical movement that will change for the better how we conduct our lives.

Start to sacrifice, strive, persevere, and show “heart.”

In my studies, I know and comprehend the Bible well. I have analyzed the information that I found about principalities (word systems), and taking the big picture, as well as all specific facts in mind, I see who rules the world, and how. I see their methods, their goals, and their actions, and I am very concerned for the welfare of the planet. And I am not alone. There are maybe a thousand “watchmen” who have researched these happenings, who see the “storm clouds” gathering, and who are informing the populace. I have quite a number of friends who agree with me, two or three who know more than me, and many who learn from and research what I declare, and usually agree. Like John Lennon sang in his song “Imagine” lyrics, I imagine all the people living for today, in harmony:
John Lennon (of the Beatles) wrote this song:

**IMAGINE**

*Imagine there's no heaven*
*It's easy if you try*
*No hell below us*
*Above us only sky*
*Imagine all the people living for today*

*Imagine there's no countries*
*It's not hard to do*
*Nothing to kill or die for*
*No religion too*

*Imagine no possessions*
*I wonder if you can*
*No greed or hunger*
*A brotherhood of man sharing all the world*

*You may say that I'm a dreamer*
*But I'm not the only one*
*I hope someday you will join us*
*And the world will be as one.*

Martin Luther King is quoted from April 4th, 1967 (computers came to be used years following his death):

*I am convinced that if we are to get on to the right side of the world revolution, we as a nation must undergo a radical revolution of values. We must rapidly begin to move the shift from a thing-oriented society to a person-oriented society. When machines and computers, profit motives and property rights, are considered more important than people, the giant triplets of racism, extreme materialism, and militarism are incapable of being conquered.*

These two guys were a couple of my heroes, not the pastors and popular flashy entertainers and fashionable plastic fantastic famous people of today. Not long ago, I admired some pastors, but upon coming to some truth, I have turned my favor from them. Complete knowledge of truth removes faulty mindsets. The yoke of believing what is written on paper as being ultimate truth because it says it is, combined with the knowledge that there are lies everywhere, that I was born free, that I am virtuous, and that I do not deceive others or cause them harm; and that I have been serving mankind selflessly for thirty years, leads me to say: “I do not need to be told what to believe, who to obey, an how to live my life. I have a good measure of righteousness, and know very well how to help myself, and how to help others. Just because you wear a suit, or are beautiful with attractive hair, and employ letters after your name (MD, PhD, MA, BS; only proves that either you were stupid enough to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars and spend many years to learn what anyone in half the time can learn for free by researching the internet, and/or that you are in the materialist mindset that it is beneficial to earn lots of money), in no way makes me think that you are qualified to lead or direct me. I will treat you with respect, but unless I see remarkable love and/or wisdom displayed by you, don’t expect me to heed your words. I don’t take orders from anybody in silly fashionable nonsense garb and who think that I should be impressed by it.
CHAPTER TWENTY TWO: GANGS

Here in the USA, the American dream has been perverted into being monetary prosperity. Whatever happened to loving neighbor, pursuing purity and righteousness, being a blessing, doing unto others, forgiving, giving to those who are without, and being a salt and a light?

Instead, we have gangs. Gangs?!? What am I talking about? I went to the city of Paterson, NJ; to serve and preach. It is known as one of the most dangerous, poverty-stricken cities of this state. I soon learned that there are twelve major gangs there: bloods, crips, etc... You get the picture. The real source of trouble is the drugs that they deal. Each gang has power, and several aspects of it. First is service. They protect people who are loyal to them or who pay or gift them for protection. Many have weapons, and are willing to use them. Second is membership. Joining is a matter of “honor.” With some, it is a matter of being beaten. In others, it entails participating in a battle with a seasoned warrior (fistfight). There are also those stories of some gangs including the practice murdering some somebody to be initiated. Once you get in, it is difficult to get out. Third is economics. Many make a living dealing drugs. Others sell protection. Selling videos and other black market items. Theft. Fourth is hierarchy. There is leadership with rank and underling.

Okay, but why did I relate gangs to all the USA, and/or the entire world? Think about it. The first is easiest to see.

Unions. It is all about economics and power. The union has membership by being employed in its field. You join and pay dues. They provide surety that you are paid fair and ample wages. They have officers and leaders. They fight with lawyers and negotiators. The entire union participates in strikes if necessary in power plays.

Now, unions are despised by their members. Strikes have become futile, and unions’ effectiveness has been neutralized. The long period that strikers refuse to work easily offsets any monetary raise, and the difficulty of financial survival increases. There is now a high unemployment rate, and many people are willing to replace strikers, who would not be able to find employment if laid off. This is intentionally designed as such, so as to give us an impression that unions and strikes are hopelessly futile, thus ensuring victory of administration, and promoting resignation to the minimally paid employees to their station of life, making them discouraged, yet willing slaves.

In addition, Obamacare has a provision that requires employers to pay for insurance for those who work more than thirty hours a week. As a result, many companies are going to lay off millions of full time employees performing unskilled labor, and will fill those positions with part-time workers. This is no accident, but a strategy initiating the ruin of the working class, our present economy, and our way of life.

Religion: This is a beauty. There are a multitude of gangs here. Catholics have a hierarchy and lots of power. They are all about power. The Bible, which the Catholic Church has altered, is their “point of reference,” and they enforce their rules and control by claiming the power and truth that is not theirs, but God’s. They exercise threats of hell, excommunication, etc... The RC church is known for its manipulation of the Bible, doing contortions with it to control and exercise authority over their sheep. They expect ten percent or more of your income as dues (taxes), and they “help” (a token measure) those in need to placate the conscience of those who are members. You become a leader by attending cemetery (oops, that is seminary), and by agreeing with, and adhering to doctrines that anybody with half their wits in place can discern is false. The whole thing is a game and a farce, but with real consequences.
All organized religion, and probably all (or almost all), churches, mosques, synagogues, etc... Fall into the category of “gangs.” The exception: Those people who, as I did for a short while, don’t belong to a church, but who diligently studied the Bible, and sincerely believe in, love, and obey their Lord. Those who take themselves off the throne of their lives and put God there. Those who don’t need to be told what somebody else thinks the Bible says, but by diligent enforcement of His word in their own lives, are a light unto themselves. These people may fellowship with other likeminded brethren of the faith, exhorting, admonishing, and encouraging one another to greater heights of service and faith, iron sharpening iron, from glory to glory. The book of Acts exemplifies this. Let me reiterate: I am no longer a Christian that believes in the inerrancy, or infallibility of the Bible, and after much study of and delving deep into the Bible, and practicing the faith, I finally saw it’s true character.

Governments as gangs: The ultimate gangs. Countries vie for power. They have armies. They decide how millions of citizens run their lives. Power, money. Here in the USA, there are two major gangs, democrats and republicans. A third, the tea party, is beginning to rise.

Republicans: This is a gang that says it values freedom, rules, and work; as well as monetary prosperity, and “small government.” It claims spiritual conservatism, taking the Bible literally very often, but not openly practicing its teachings for the heart; but projecting obedience to the law for others to obey. They are supported by the wealthy, by conservative churches (particularly born again), and for monetary gain or for their religious stand on controversial issues. Their economic prudence and financial knowledge are usually seen as superior. Their main theme is to not tax the wealthy, as they declare that only by not taxing them, can the lower and middle class be employed. How not taxing the wealthy brings money to poor folks (who are taxed) is beyond me. They make all kinds of explanations and graphs manipulating surveys and facts, but it defies simple math. The millions, billions, and trillions of untaxed income of the filthy rich folks could easily support this nation.

Democrats: This gang is a liberal run organization. They are supported by the wealthy popular people who have come from “lower incomes” to rise to wealth and power; as well as many people who believe in assisting the “underdog” to succeed, or to live comfortably. Liberal churches, such as Methodist and Presbyterian etc., support them. Unfortunately, most democrats believe in, and approve welfare. I applaud and commend NJ governor Whitman for the welfare policy she adopted, which requires welfare recipients to work on a volunteering basis.

It is only lately that we perceive that democrat and republican alike are in cahoots, playing a game with the citizens of the country, who are simple and naive dupes. Politics are just another form of entertainment, playing games with us, as planned out by the real policy makers above them. The two party system was manipulated to be a cover-up for the fact that we are not able to have good people in office. The Republican Party has good traditional morals, but only has the interest of the wealthy in their economic concerns, despite their professed interest in the nation as a whole. The Democratic Party, on the other hand, offers many benefits for the poor. Unfortunately, they basically endorse “freebies” and welfare; and totally ignore the need of purpose in life, and the value of work and independence in the earned self-respect for them, which we all need. The idea that all of us are considered “expendable containers” with their opinion of citizens being, like cattle, it’s “human resources;” sources of income and power for the elite. “Give them some money and they will be quiet.” Like shelters: “put them on a cot at night, kick them out at seven a.m., and don’t let them back until seven p.m... Let them do what they want to during the day” Where is the truly concerned mentoring, who is it that will initiate true healing and start changing lives?

With this limited choice, we are all accustomed to having government leaders who are, at best, half good. We are also, because of decades of experience, expecting them to deceive us. This is all
intentional conditioning, and gives the true powers the ability to put anybody in power to do their bidding without too much opposition from the public. At every election, I always tried to figure out who was the lesser of two evils. Now I don’t bother voting. Campaigning is all antics and entertainment by hypocritical actors.

When I was younger and a democrat, I would say, “You can’t be a republican and have a heart” As a republican for ten years, I would say, “You can’t be a democrat and have brains. Now that I have more brains, have stopped letting my brains be “cleansed” by the Christian political propaganda, and live a life of true love and service to mankind, I am now promoting that we have a planet like paradise.

About a planet infested with gangs. Why were they formed? Perhaps the ambitious elite have it as their strategy for their prison.

“A kingdom divided against itself cannot stand”...... author: Jesus.

So how do we fix all this? What will it take?

“When the power of love overcomes the love of power, then we will have harmony.” author: Bob Marley

The world has many divisions. The enemy created them to prevent man’s righteousness from prevailing. Some divisions are national, gender, racial, income class, political party, religion, the list goes on. The clash can be friendly or oppositional, but whatever the intention or motivation, the consequences are real, and really affect people. It is easy to blog the internet to voice your opinion, to protest, to sign petitions, but real action and real effort is needed to implement real change. Transformation does not happen simply with agreement. It occurs with strenuous toil, pain, and sacrifice. It may require integrity, zeal, fortitude, courage, risk, and tenacity. Do you want to heal the nations? Do you want to have paradise on earth? Get ready for a long battle. Prepare yourself, enlist in the forces, be a member of the truth, freedom, and transformation union.
CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE: APPEARANCES AND STRATEGIES OF THE ENEMY

We have explored the many ways that the lust for power is harmful. We should see now the error in idolizing intellect and money. We can perceive that we have been indoctrinated to sit back and watch other people do things (sports, action movies, etc.) while we sit on our tushes and pat our backs. We have made idols of people, rather than achieving for ourselves. We pursue wrong ideals and material belongings to inflate our egos. Lastly, we see that those mindsets and worldviews have been designed deliberately and intentionally by world rulers. Are these outrageous statements? Think about it, and I will give you more, in simple and clear language. I related how the church I belonged to seduced us with appearance, intellect, and the idea of being “holier” than others; yet had no purpose, only style. I have shown you that religions, under the guise of being “holy,” and their books being “divine,” their followers as being “righteous,” and “obedient,” are in truth all about domination and power. Religions destroy morality.

You have learned that the idea of conforming to what is considered “respectable” is a path to slavery. I showed you that labeling and advertising is misleading. It was explained that “higher” education teaches lies and deception. Universities destroy knowledge. You read that those who are claiming to save the planet, are in reality, destroying it. The “free world” is a prison, our “elected” officials are chosen, and that we serve the “public servants.” The medical community in the health system is designed to allow disease and death. Doctors destroy health. The terrorists are battling evil, and we who think that our nation is the good guys, have allowed our truly bad guys to flourish. Lawyers and politicians destroy justice. Our press and media destroy information. And the banks destroy the economy.

OH NO, STOP! IT IS TOO MUCH TO CONCEIVE!! STOP, I BEG YOU!!........

I will not, because I care enough for you and the planet to continue. We are in grave danger and we all need to wake up to save ourselves and the planet. Take heed as much as it disturbs you, this is necessary. Read on.

YOU ARE NEEDED TO TURN AROUND EVIL PLANS. AND TO DO SO, YOU NEED TO BE EDUCATED AND AWARE.

In military training, the most basic teaching is that if you don’t know that you are at war, and that the enemy may attack you, and how he will do it, you are doomed. That is very basic. Let me make something very clear. A war for every soul on the planet, and every life, is about to be engaged in, and it is imperative that you get ready for battle.

I am just blowing the warning trumpet. Wake up and be ready, save yourself and be part of the warriors for truth. This is not a war that will use carnal weapons- guns, tanks, etc... No, most people will use pens, mouths, and keyboards. But we must be ready and prepared in every way. Speak only truth, do not entertain deception in your mind at all, not even symbolism. The seeds of lies must be rooted out before they come to fruition. Hell is the destination for everybody if we allow the lies to continue and complete their path. The enemy are like bullies who beat you, take your lunch, then tell you that they are doing you a favor= mafia protection.

Now here are some strategies of the enemy:
Intimidation- lies-manipulation- oppression- playing on your emotions- “educating” you to falsehoods and seeds- appearing to know more (like being able to say in five syllables what you say in two syllables- their extra knowledge is knowing how to deceive)- ridicule (calling you blind mice- they say that you are a small rodent for exposing them- no, you are protecting yourself and others)- making the right path difficult or hard to find- taking away hope- making you look like the bad guy- gossip- causing doubt- accusing you while they refuse to admit wrongdoing- causing you to be overly prideful or overly humiliated- making you go down to their level of hate and violence.

Playing helplessly innocent, needing your help, and you are the only one who can help. Gaining your trust, their ways have changed, giving you a (tiny) little concession, you let down your guard, then comes the sucker-punch.

But through all this, do not let hate win, they are evil, but at one time, most were good- many are forced to oppose you unwillingly, and they are not revealing their inner heart- it is hurting and in great pain, but most are capable of love and will do what is right when it comes to the crux of battle. Be loving of all; remember that hell without love is the darkest pit. There are many levels of hell, and they are aware of the need for love. Be willing and able to forgive.

There are a few books that were mentioned and reviewed which I did not buy, they are very expensive (one was quoted at $18,000.), intentionally priced highly to prohibit the sale to those who were not able to afford it. Somehow, the average person does not have access to most information of devices to propagandize, control, and subvert the masses; that privilege is intentionally reserved for the already rich and powerful. But there are some people with knowledge that do not follow the rules, who have a poke by their conscience to reveal the hidden secrets of the dark powers that manipulate and subvert and exploit the vast majority of their “expendable containers” (I have actually heard the illuminati refer to the general public in those terms).

According to a video teaching by a Yuri Bezmenov, a Soviet defector, the following psychological warfare has been waged against us, much as the Soviets would do, so are our leaders and those who obey them are doing to us. It is popularly known as subversion. The first step towards total control of a nation, or the world, is to demoralize and destabilize it. This is done to six major areas of the nation’s function. First in the order of doing that, is in the power structure. Buy the leaders. If you can’t do that, use extortion on them. If that is not a safe avenue, blackmail, or possibly corrupt them through drugs or sex. If none of those work, you can always undermine their integrity with lies and gossip. There is always a means to control and force your agenda on the leaders. Do you think our politicians really run this country? If you do, you are blind and a total dupe. It just takes a little listening. Like how I recently saw and heard Hillary say “Now I only have to walk a few blocks to find out what I am told to do” If I remember correctly, she was talking about the proximity of the Council of Foreign Relations, the ones, who under the umbrella of the Thirteen Families, basically give all the orders to the nations’ leaders.

The second function of the nation to demoralize, is its religion. There are several weapons used against religion here in America and elsewhere. Or another weapon is to destroy its good name is by describing its followers as being hateful for their “stupid” morals, which are “outdated,” and to bring all kinds of propaganda to undermine it. Devout Christians were known for being upright back in the day, before there were all those movies of all the murderous psychopaths, most characters supposedly were psychos because of religion (how many similar authentically
real circumstances are there?-none). Or, you introduce language like “legalism” for traditional ethics. Finally, you erode it from the inside, by promoting wrong teachings to the clergy, by promoting compromise, destroying it from within with planned subterfuge of “mines planted” which will be destructive in the long run, but not perceived from within its halls of academia. By ensuring that the famous preachers are obviously phonies, who deceive with their motivation being solely in enlarging their wallets.

The third function of the nation to be subverted, is its education system. By diverting the focus away from such important concepts as “questioning authority” and “searching for truth,” and “analytical thinking” you make them focus on things like “gender identification” (back when I was a youth, we didn’t waste time wondering what gender we were, whether two men could marry, or the legal rights of the transgender “minority”{well under 1/1000 of 1%}). We weren’t so concerned over the child’s right to not be spanked, and we didn’t have to worry about going to prison for chastising a disobedient child. Children basically were not so misbehaved that the whole class period was spent disciplining the children to sit and be quiet. There was no ADHD, kids were able to pay attention (there wasn’t the bad health and psychosis brought on by culture).

The fourth function to subvert is the legal system, our laws. That is done by portraying police as idiots (the Dukes of Hazard), by showing them as being violent (in the news now), and by criminals being glorified. Not only do we now have a poor image of police, but they have changed their character from one being of public servants to become bullies; good cop, bad cop. Now, instead of functioning as a protection from criminal behavior, the police are used as bullies who enforce the oppression. In addition, there have been major changes in the nature of legislation being passed by the legislators, enforcing rights for the immoral, and removing them from the righteous.

The fifth function to be subverted is the labor force’s attitude. The method used is: that nobody takes pride in their work, that it is all about money, that work becomes a four letter word, and welfare becomes an “entitlement”. But there is an even more sinister movement being promoted. Employer and employee relations. Divide and conquer. Unions, once used to bring fairness to the workplace, are now used to show the futility of trying to “buck” the system. They are corrupt, and often cause strife over unjust (for all) causes; and when the workers really do have a legitimate cause, they are unable to win, it being a fight of futility; if any gain is made, it is offset and made negligible by the effort needed to put in for change, and its ensuing loss of wages to earn the gain. No legitimate headway is possible, bringing hopelessness to a powerless and vulnerable labor force. Just recently, now that “Obamacare” has been initiated, it has already had some of its planned effect; our labor force is suffering more. With the new government regulations that require that the worker’s insurance is paid for by corporations for all their employees working more than thirty hours a week, the large corporations are saving money by employing less people full time. They make sure that the vast majority of their workers (and most of these are on the lowest income scale, with least skills) are not employed more than 29 hours a week, to save their profits to be enjoyed by the executives and owners. You can imagine the impact that is having on the economy. It may just be the crisis needed to complete the metamorphosis of the New World Order.

The final area to be defeated is the social life of society. The family unit is undermined. From parents being the authority and developer of their children, the youth are hijacked to an artificial
environment. Bureaucracies and social workers now enforce the laws which have been passed, to intentionally break down the backbone of the nation, the traditional family. The government imposes on the parents the inability, and the power of the state overruling the rights of the individual, to remove the autonomy and the decision making for themselves and their children, under the premise that the government always knows best how to govern family matters in all situations. Most parents now live in fear of the shadow of DYFS.

The one and only major weapon to defend ourselves from national subversion at the level of demoralization, is to resist, and not to compromise.

The next step toward attaining total control of a nation is to control the economy. It is documented that the populace of the United States currently owes well over $50,000 per person to the Federal Reserve. I am absolutely sure that is a very conservative number. The Federal Reserve is of course, not owned or run by the government, but by private bankers. Our Reserve prints up money for the cost of the paper and ink, and sells it at face value to banks, and financial systems. It may interest you to know that the Federal Reserve has NEVER been audited. And with all our debt, quite a few trillion dollars was recently found missing. The reserve got a slap on the wrist. But if you were to accidentally miss paying say $5,000 dollars in taxes, you would have a couple of months to pay before you end up in jail. I have seen charts showing the distribution of wealth, and it is far more unfair than any of us imagine or have a concept of as being righteous. To fight disintegration of our society at this level, it is imperative to inhibit and to prohibit monopolies.

The following step in planned coercion, and a police state to be enforced, is to affect law and order. The laws have to be changed to accommodate the takeover. Nazi Germany was enforced by legal means. Hitler’s first step towards world dominance was his spending some time legislating laws to allow his dictatorship. So it is with us. The elaborately planned and executed false flag crisis of 9/11 has changed our whole outlook. Consider how ordinary it is now, to be searched and scanned at the entrance to many public facilities. Fifteen years ago, we would have been in uproar about the infringement of our privacy. In addition, President Obama signed into effect executive orders 10995 to about 11050, which provided authority to the president to establish martial law, just about at whim. Under these provisions, the government is granted the authority to control, confiscate, and have full authority over all transportation (they can stop buses, take your auto, do anything), over all communication (they can control or confiscate internet, phone, radios, anything), energy (there goes our heat and refrigerators, computers, lights, etc.), and commerce (they tell us what we can buy or sell). There are many other exceedingly more devious laws put into effect which I will not mention at this time. And the laws being passed currently are allowing for other similar controls.

Following that, and at the same time, the media is also put to work in this very deliberate process. It basically opposes society. Through the promotion and normalization of perversion, decadence, unlawful and sensual freedoms of debasement: the use and elevating the esteem of drug users and sellers; the constant bombardment on the senses of violence and hateful acts promoted to desensitize us. You wouldn’t allow a murderer or rapist to come in your house to destroy the morals or wellbeing of your family, would you? Yes, you would; and not only that, you have done just that. By allowing the television and internet into your living room, even your bedroom, you have unwittingly allowed and taught yourself and your family members to allow
murderous and sexual predators to invade your house and lives and minds with constant exposure to your senses of all kinds of killing and immorality. You are now accustomed to all kinds of terrible behaviors, and in your mind, they are perfectly normal. You just sit back and tolerate it with no aversion. It is all in a day’s events.

I just thought that I would add a little more here about our media. It is about a tactic called **diversion**. Why has our media been focused on such subjects as sports, celebrities, soap operas, cartoons, fashion, gossip, sitcoms; and placed an idea that these are important issues to engage our time? Are not our morals and ethics, the dissemination of information, educational and “special human interest” issues possibly more important and entertaining? Why does our news always seem to side on the same issues, with the same perspective? Why don’t they have anything truly controversial that makes you really think? Why do most people who watch the same things come up with the same conclusions, when the majority consensus is that there are grey areas everywhere? Would that not lead to possible opposing opinions? Think about it. Controversial subjects like Obamacare are discussed and zealously debated. Republicans apparently seem hard against it, and come on camera all fired up to stop it, but don’t truly make progress defeating the agenda. They seem to have valid claims, but despite all their ranting, they get nowhere. Those who are really in charge plot and scheme hidden from the public eye. I would not mind so much, if I did not know what they have been scheming.

Everything on the screen is useless. Why don’t we have college courses, and why don’t we have true investigation? Why don’t we have people with legitimate viewpoints and totally novel perspectives to be on the airwaves for proper exposure and the stimulation for thought and intelligent and well-rounded opportunities to make totally informed decisions? Why is there so much type casting? Why do we have so many television “gurus” who put on the appearance of being knowledgeable in all areas, and people soak in and accept their opinions on every subject without doubt or investigation? (Oprah) Why is it that nothing on the air inspires us to properly investigate what is truly going on? Has the system so totally defeated the few people who are truly concerned enough to challenge the empire? I haven’t yet figured it out. Is it that people have been so brainwashed that they don’t perceive these things, or is it that there is so much fear involved, that nobody wants to take the risk of losing their life, as if our life in bondage and servitude and blind complacency is worth more to us than making an attempt to topple the establishment to overhaul the mechanisms of governance of the planet?

Next comes the crisis. World War II, 9/11, school shootings, Kennedy’s assassination, the stock market crash, all these things and all the others were contrived crises; although very real, to allow for the creation of the system we are now witnessing the birth of. The next step is civil war or invasion, and the only antidote to that, is extremely strong action. The following reaction that has been planned is forceful normalization, which can only be prevented at this point by military reversal. The forced normalization that has been planned by the true rulers of this world is none other than the NEW ONE WORLD ORDER, a police state. It has been announced in the United Nations as Agenda 21, and with much flowery and “pretty” language, defines it as a controlled society, with a limited world population of 500 million. It is currently about 61/2 billion. Figure out for yourself how many people need to be “eliminated.”

My advice to you, as to what personal actions that you should employ? DO NOT LET THE MEDIA RAPE YOUR MIND. DO NOT BE A VICTIM- REFUSE SUBVERSION. ELEVATE
STRONG, COURAGEOUS LEADERS TO STOP THE RAPE BY, AND IMPORTATION OF, THE PLANNED AND DELIBERATELY IMPOSED NEW WORLD ORDER.

The Bernay’s Propaganda Tactics, developed in 1928, comprises of carefully created and calculated ways to associate subconscious fears and desires of individuals to make their behaviors conform to the norm desired. Edward Bernays, nephew of Sigmund Freud, was known to be the “father of propaganda.” The method used, is to influence opinion leaders and perceived authority figures in order to reach all those following them. That is why the bankers, the wealthiest families of the world, sought to control the media, starting by 1921 or so, with Mr. Morgan’s “purchasing” the avenue of all influence and input, the media. In such a way, they were able to initiate the spread of behaviors and ideas through social conformity. It was shown through experimentation, that social conformity actually causes the brain to rewrite reality. In other words, by having concepts continuously and repetitively repeated over and over again, they are so reinforced, that no matter how different they are from previous perception, it becomes normal and accepted. That is how the Christian faith was totally ambushed into wrong doctrines and beliefs in Roman times, and by the “born-again” movement as initiated by Billy Graham; with such subversive teachings as the dispensation of grace, pretrib rapture, and other deliberate and harmful teachings that defeated the faith in the view of the public. That is how the perception of those, who at one time held the most respect, are now vilified. And that is how the filthy rich and powerful will attempt to force their complete and total control of the world.

Can the course of events and the planned destruction of the planet, as being manipulated by the rulers, be altered?

There is a well-known (amongst sociology and psychology scholars) experiment by a certain Mr. Sherif, and resulting conclusions called “The Robbers Cave Experiments”. I will give you a perception and conclusion that doesn’t conform to that of all the others. With repetition people soon accepted this story as reality, forgetting it is just one version of events, one interpretation of a complex series of studies. As scholars have returned to the Robbers Cave experiment another story has emerged, putting a whole new perspective on the findings.

Here is the story as related in one version appeared in my searches on the internet:

CONFLICT AND PREJUDICE

In this experiment twenty-two 11 year-old boys were taken to a summer camp in Robbers Cave State Park, Oklahoma, unaware that they were the subjects of an experiment. Before the trip the boys were randomly divided into two groups. It’s these two groups that formed the basis of Sherif’s study of how prejudice and conflict build up between two groups of people (Sherif et al., 1961).
When the boys arrived, they were housed in separate cabins and, for the first week, did not know the other group was also involved, or even existed. They spent this time bonding with each other while swimming and hiking. Both groups chose a name which they had stenciled on their shirts and flags: one group was the Eagles and the other the Rattlers.

**MANIPULATING OPPOSITION AND CONFLICT**

As the two groups were then established, the experiment moved into its second phase. For the first time the two groups were allowed to find out about each other, and soon the signs of intergroup conflict emerged in the form of verbal abuse.

A little name-calling wasn’t enough, though. The experimenters wanted to increase the conflict substantially. To do this they pitted the groups against each other in a series of competitions. This ratcheted up the antagonism between the two groups, especially once all the team scores were added up and the Rattlers won the overall trophy for the competitive activities. They didn’t let the Eagles forget it.

The Rattlers staked their claim to the ball field by planting their flag in it. Later on each group started name calling at the other and singing derogatory songs. Soon the groups were refusing to eat in the same room together.

**MANIPULATING PEACE, NOW**

With conflict between the groups successfully instigated, the experiment now moved into its final phase. Could the experimenters make the two groups reconcile? First of all they tried some activities in which the two groups were brought together, such as watching a film and shooting firecrackers, but neither of these worked.

The experimenters then tried a new approach. They took the two groups to a new location and gave them a series of problems to try and solve. In the first problem the boys were told the drinking water supply had been attacked by vandals. After the two groups successfully worked together to unblock a faucet, the first seeds of peace were sown.

In the second problem the two groups had to club together to pay for the movie they wanted to watch. Both groups also agreed on which movie they should watch. By the evening the members of both groups were once again eating together.

The groups ‘accidentally’ came across more problems over the next few days. The key thing about each of them was that they involved super ordinate goals: boys from both groups worked together to achieve something they all had an interest in. Finally all the boys decided to travel home together in the same bus. Peace had broken out all over.
Sherif reached an important conclusion from this study, and other similar work carried out in the 1940s and 50s. He argued that groups naturally develop their own cultures, status structures, and boundaries. Think of each of these groups of boys as like a country, religion, race, or gang; in microcosm. Each gang has its own culture, its government, economic system, and it draws segregating rules to differentiate itself from neighboring gangs. From these imposed structures, the roots of conflict in both the groups of boys, and between gangs are created. Divide and conquer.

Sherif’s study is famous because it appeared to show how groups could be reconciled, how peace could flourish. The key was the focus on super ordinate goals, those stretching beyond the boundaries of the group itself. It seemed that this was what brought the Rattlers and the Eagles back together.

ANOTHER STORY, ANOTHER CONCLUSION

What is often left out of the familiar story is that it was not the first of its type, but actually the third in a series carried out by Sherif and colleagues. The two earlier studies had different endings. In the first, the boys ganged up on a common enemy and in the second they ganged up on the experimenters themselves. How does this change the way we look at the original Robbers Cave experiment?

One person argues that when looking at all three studies, Sherif’s work involves not just two groups but three, the experimenters are part of the system as well (Billig, 1976). The third displays a concept that is key. In fact, with the experimenters included, it is clear they are actually the most powerful group. Does this not sound familiar, perhaps like the illuminati? Much of the conflict between the two groups of boys was orchestrated by the experimenters. The experimenters have a vested interest in creating conflict between the two groups of boys. It was they who had the most influence for the experiment’s results.

POWER PLAYS

The three experiments can be seen in terms of the possible outcomes when a powerful group tries to manipulate two weaker groups. Of course our planet has more than two gangs, as created craftily by the powers. Sometimes they can be manipulated to different extremes of obedience to oppose one another, and then to reconcile (experiment three), if that profits the controlling rulers; sometimes the groups will unite against a common enemy (experiment one) and sometimes they will turn on the powerful group (experiment two).

A psychologist with some insight, Frances Cherry, saw which one was most perceptive and real. When the boys rebel against the experimenters, they showed understanding of how they were being manipulated (Cherry, 1995). Although the third Robbers Cave experiment is, in some sense, the “successful and famous” study, taken together with the
other two it is more “sheepish”. In reality, Cherry argues, it is more often the case that groups hold unequal amounts of power.

BALANCE OF POWER

Unequal levels of power between groups fundamentally changes the dynamics and tension between them. Whether it’s countries, corporations, or just families, if one gang has more power, suddenly the way is open for manipulated competitions and cooperation, not to mention coercion. Manipulating other groups, though, is a dangerous game, and weaker groups don’t always play by the rules set for them. Perhaps this is the more subtle, if less enduring message of the Robbers Cave experiment and it’s supposedly less successful predecessors.

We don’t have to conform to the rules as placed into being by the ruling powers, and indeed shouldn’t, if it gives them an unfair advantage, especially if it is immoral, or deceptive. Some laws are unjust, and some rules and codes are plain deceptive and manipulative, such as being told that “God” has commanded something. Much as I myself have been bullied by parole in removing my freedom of speech; and as many laws that have been placed for the overwhelming favor of corporate owners and oppressive rulers, jealous to keep control of their power and wealth. You have certainly heard somebody say “rules are made to be broken,” which has not meant sense to me, now takes on a whole new meaning. Civil disobedience is necessary, but must be done with caution, great caution, and circumspectly. When fighting an enemy stronger than you, it is wise to engage in confrontation the least often as possible; and on your terms, not in the way that they have overwhelming advantage. I will not reveal all now, but martial law can now be placed on the US at whim, and the results will be catastrophic. With the president’s signature, martial law, with the usurping of all citizen’s rights of transportation, energy, commerce, communications, education, and health; and even giving the government the right to mobilize citizens into work brigades under government supervision, can be initiated. The government is now preparing for, and planning to gather Hispanics, blacks, and protestors by the millions to be constrained to internment camps, much like the Nazis reportedly had for the Jews. This is unbelievable, but true, as stated in and made legal by executive orders 10990 to 11005, 11040, 11051, 11310, 11921, 12148, and 12656. A perusal of these laws as legalized and initiated by the administration of President Richard Nixon, it was refined by President Jimmy Carter and given teeth in the Ronald Reagan and George Bush Administrations. Oliver North also had a hand in it’s growth. It is the mammoth secret military dictatorship of power which will be unleashed on this country with the slightest provocation. Here is the tension and their manipulation and way to intimidate and silence all opposition, much like Obama’s “prolonged detention” and the “patriot act.” But it would be a travesty if it was so effective in its intimidation that the “enemy” would be able to eliminate twelve out of thirteen people, with the survivors having a totally awful quality of life, surviving to exist on a destroyed planet, its natural resources and beauty decimated, and being conscripted to work and do whatever is imposed on them. Is the extending of your life another few years, with certain destruction and slavery and torture resulting, worth the emasculation of refusing to resist and attempt to alter the
course of the planned future? I hate the idea of strife and confrontation as much as the next guy, but I hate the idea of the level of evil that is going to be imposed on us much more. I had been a peace-loving, obedient and submissive citizen myself, until my eyes were opened. The only reason I am no longer, is that I see a need for resistance and to put every effort of my being into stopping the insanity. If we are going to die, let us die as heroes in resisting military forces of evil. Putting on our armor of righteousness and love into action, not imposing our ways onto others for power and money, but fighting the good fight to overcome powerful, malicious, deceptive, coercive, manipulative, and oppressive evil entities from bringing chaos and disaster to the planet.
I think I have made a convincing case for the error in how our land is run, the faultiness and harm in all the lies, and the righteousness of, and need for truth. The closing pages of this book will reveal a new way of life, a solution to some of the problems I addressed. Here is what we could look forward to:

1. Everybody has an income that would fall into the range of what we now call middle class. Without the extremely high income of the few, as well as eliminating harmful products that also cause ill health, and stopping the production of lavish expensive products (yachts, diamond studded motorcycles, etc.), we can find ways to produce more variety and better quality affordable products. The new distribution of wealth will allow the more efficient and effective use of resources, cost much less money spent on health restoration, and a little more on prevention.

2. Taxes will not rise. Money spent on welfare, law enforcement, and social services will decrease. Employment in education, however, will increase, as we will have one teacher for every say, five to seven students, educating them in all ways. That includes ethics and morals, guiding them in attitude and emotional, spiritual, and physical wholeness. They shall be taught a wide range of knowledge, but also analytical thinking and reasoning. They will not learn symbolism, but will know how to discern truth. By the time students reach a level of further education to college, textbooks and tutorials will be available. This will save at least $35,000.00 per year per college student. Do you think that perhaps this will help our economy and the brain and other functioning of our youth? You bet!!!!

3. Training for careers will implement methods described in this book.

4. Vices will be eliminated from existence. It will be impossible to acquire cigarettes, street (illegal drugs, including marijuana) drugs, most alcohol (a little wine may be available for medical use upon prescription), most video games (especially restricting violence and sex), there will be no pornography or anything causing lust. There will be no “black market” (illegal sales) of any of these. It is imperative for the shalom of everybody.

5. The food market will change. Everybody will eat fresh organic fruits and vegetables every day. All produce will be organic. Instead of chemical pesticides and fertilizer, we will use natural means (like ladybugs and praying mantis to kill bugs) to eliminate insects that cause harm to crops. The planet will be less contaminated, and our food not toxic. The large company named “Monsanto” which is currently in the process of monopolizing the world’s food supply, selling chemical pesticide and fertilizer, and genetically altered seed, which does not reproduce seed-bearing plants, leading to a reliance on their distribution once
started, will be dismantled. Despite the promise of greater wield and more nutrition, they are just the opposite. They are currently forcing many noncompliant (ones who don’t want to be their “customers”) out of business using questionable legal venues.

All carbohydrates will be “wholegrain”. No sugar or artificial sweetener will be in any food products. One of our country’s major secrets is the harm in our food supply caused by sugar and related products. Sugary sweetness has been indoctrinated to all of us as desirable by the moguls of advertising and food conglomerates. I have done without any trace of sugar in my diet for a period of eight years (1987-1995), and my taste buds did not suffer, and my health was excellent.

The cause of children’s obesity and physical and mental distress is highly attributable to high sugar intake. Many maladies are caused by bad diet. Fresh fruit is sweet, and the “sugar” there is safe. Food sweetened with fruit juice is healthy and tasty.

The only meat we will eat is fish. We can have fish farms for excellent quality, quantity, and affordability. Nuts of all kinds are a very tasty and healthy source of protein. Very little dairy is acceptable. Nonfat Greek strained yogurt is healthy, and tastes like sour cream.

Salt is also unhealthy and can be replaced with other products having similar taste, such as Mrs. Dash. It is tasty and has healthy ingredients.

6. Media would have non-partial factual news. Movies could not have the amazing and fantasy visual effects, little violence, no sex, and supernatural topics would be extremely rare. Documentaries, biographies, athletics, some authentic history, nature, and educational can be entertaining and truthful.

7. Advertising would rely on complete truth of product’s quality description.

8. The medical system would change dramatically. There are some truly effective medicines like penicillin, and many more which are as much harm as good. I have not had any vaccinations for over thirty years and “magically” not suffered any disease. People who are compliant with all vaccines are ill as often as those who are not. Chiropractic exercised by an adjustment twice a week for everybody, combined with a healthy diet and forty five minutes of vigorous exercise daily, will cut sickness and hospital visits by more than half. These alone will reduce the cost of government by about twenty percent (just an estimate, the figure may actually be much higher, as a full implication in such things as education, accidents, pensions, etc.). The brain that we were created with is capable of repairing the body itself, if functioning correctly. When our back or neck bones block the brain’s connection to the spinal cord, there can be what is known as a “subluxation”. This may cause mental illness (as well as other maladies) which can be greatly alleviated with these adjustments.

There are many natural “medicines” in herbs and natural ingredients.
“Pharmacia” (the Greek derivative of the English word pharmacy) is translated as “witchcraft”.
The pharmaceuticals have extremely high profits, and questionable practices in addressing products known to be harmful, as well as their distribution and advertising faultiness.

9. Commission for sales will be terminated. Truth in advertising.
10. Eliminate welfare. People work unless legitimately disabled. In that case, they are rehabilitated and accommodated and equipped to work. The value of work is much more than the dollar.
11. No work will be oppressive. If there is a necessary task that is not wanted by anybody, the responsibility can be shared on a rotating schedule. There will be no detestable job without being compensated justly.
12. We all work together. No special interests. That includes energy magnates. There has been invented several years ago, a self-propelled machine that could provide heat for a house or building without oil, gas, or electricity, which can be built at little cost. It has not reached the market for obvious special interest economic reasons. We have submarines, amazing aircraft, but our automobiles still only get 35 miles per gallon. Why?
13. Farmland will be utilized. There will no longer be land subsidized to not grow crops. Landowners will be told to grow something else if there is an excess of what they want to grow. We will no longer raise swine, and very few cattle. Quinoa, as well as other underutilized farming crops, are great resources that are not being grown nearly as much as they should be.
14. Reader: The answer is simple. Lies have held you in captivity. You are imprisoned in cells of materialism and addictions. The huge majority crave sensuality (immediate gratification), and power, trying to “lord over” others (your brothers). You constantly fight and squabble because of greed. Everybody wants attention. A healthy lifestyle includes vigorous physical labor, intellectual stimulation, working with effort to produce a good night’s sleep.

Put concern for mankind on the throne of your heart, removing yourself, because you are serving Satan unawares. Those of you who are on welfare, in jail, or otherwise not living to your full potential, put aside fear, sloth, or any lack of ambition to be a productive, useful, and contributing member of society.

In the dedication to this book, and in the center of it, I mentioned “conspiracy theories.” Already people are beginning to see that they have been deceived by their government. I shouldn’t say “already,” most of us have been foolishly going along with the majority and the flow, and not questioning the validity of the way society is. Think about it. Is this really the best we can do? I have now revealed to you some facts that would otherwise be hard to conceive have actually taken place and are in practice, but I assure you that they are very real, and invite you to investigate for yourself as to their truth. This will shake the foundation of your perception of reality. Warning: this is not for ostriches. If you are
going to stick your head in the sand and pretend it isn’t happening, just put this book away now.

If you research illuminati, you will find the information to be filled with all kinds of subterfuge. There are all kinds of rumors; of entertainers, of political powers, and other people of fame. Some of them truly do manifest signs of Satanism and evil and deceit, but the true illuminati are not out in public, not easily seen or recognized. They are not famous, they have no need for popularity, power is what they crave. They do not work out in the open, but remain in cover of darkness and privacy. They are hidden in secrecy, and manipulate the powers from a distance.

I have presented truth to you, and exposed lies and sin. Each reader will make some kind of decision after taking in this information. Will you be complacent and remain in chains, defeated already? Will you reject it as outrageous and a “wild man’s rantings”? I invite you to research what I wrote for proof. The ideas are legitimate and sound. Will you agree with me, and then forget it, but consider donating a little? That is a start, a very small start. This is a serious matter. The life we have been living has seemed normal enough, status quo. That is like a pig lying in mud. He’s happy. He thinks he has it great. His mud pool is bigger than most pig’s.

Get out of the mud, and be metamorphasized to a person of worth!!!!

Now for some suggestions of solutions. We cannot fight monetarily. They have much more than we do. But boycotting and refusing to buy into certain items will help you and your country. Eliminating cigarette smoking, alcohol consumption, sugary food consumption, and not purchasing gossip tabloids, can assist in transformation. Refusing to buy or wear “sexy” clothing, not watching the usual television programs, or better yet, not watching any television. These actions will speak louder than words. Remember, however, that the wheels have been in motion for centuries, and they think they pretty much have it “in the bag.” This will not discourage them, but probably lead to the restriction of freedoms, as will any opposition to them do. We are in debt scores of thousands of dollars per person. It is impossible to pay the debt to get us out of the situation that we are in. But take heart. With courage to take a stand, and if united we do stand, we can overcome.

A large portion of this nation’s markets rely on appearances. Women’s cosmetics. Eliminate them. Guess what? Women who use rouge, creams, makeup, eye shadow, all those cosmetics applied to the face generally ages their skin (wrinkles) at an earlier age. Are they more attractive using them? Yes, if you like false appearances designed to flatter or shame. It is all smoke and mirrors. Eliminate it. A natural person is a real person. You know what you are getting. No secrets, no surprises. No falsehood or attractive outer shell needs to be displayed for a person who is confident before God and man, but especially before him (her) self. (S)he does not need to be affirmed.
You don’t need to show skin, wear makeup, tight clothes, be thin, be muscually defined, wear contact lenses, or impress anybody with your physical appearance. You don’t need brand names.

It’s your inner beauty that needs to shine. You should promote and develop that which is in your heart, your character, your inner essence. In Hebrew, it is called your “lev”. These are the raiment that should clothe you: love, patience, humility, courage, integrity, compassion, forgiveness, wisdom, ethics, confidence, hope, etc... You get the idea.

The entire planet should radiate these qualities. And it could. It is partially contingent on you. And on other citizens of this planet. What are you going to do? You can either be part of the solution to the problem, or you can be part of the problem. Think about it. The American Revolution was successful as a result of the militant efforts of a few. The success of the transformation of the land is not contingent on military might. It will be a metamorphosis that can only take place if the vast majority, that is, a close to unanimous decision, is reached. When everyone’s mind is renewed with this simple, concise, truthful, and descriptive little book, when it has been read by all, hearts will turn, and they will be changed. Even if those in power don’t want to relinquish their hold, the military, upon seeing this explanatory document, will not obey commands intended to thwart the effort. On towards freedom!!

Reader, we are in spiritual warfare, and the enemy has blinded you, and has put a veil over your eyes. You have been deceived into being tempted in a web of lies. It can be overcome!!!
CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE: SERVICE IS A PRIORITY

Many of you have never volunteered an hour of your time, or given more than token donations. As a child, into my teens and young adulthood; not until I was almost thirty years old, did I bother to try to put myself in somebody else’s shoes. I was kinda selfish. I wasn’t really concerned about the welfare of others. The plight of poor people might have made me sad, but I wouldn’t consider do something “out of my way” for them. I was set in my own little world, not even wondering what it was like for others. That was until I experienced jail, homelessness, and psychiatric hospitalizations. Soon after that, I started my life of service to others, devoting my life to helping people in whatever capacity I was capable of.

I don’t pretend to know what goes on in the hearts of others, but when I see so many hurting people, and so few people giving a good dam about it, I get angry. Citizens of planet earth>>Why do you continue to seek wealth and attention while others live in fear and oppression? It doesn’t have to be a rat race, a zoo, every man for himself, even in helping others. There does not have to be bullies: economic, racial, criminal, gangs, or otherwise. We can enjoy every part of our lives without constant struggle and competition.

Okay, a number of you say you pay taxes, so why should you worry about that bum on the street? Okay, you say that there are government programs for them. If the government is doing such a great job (and they’re not- it is all bureaucracy), then why are there so many hurting people? You don’t even notice until it affects you. When your daughter gets hooked on heroin, maybe then you will notice. If we all do our part, or 150% of our part, if we all did everything we could, what we could do would be a huge amount more. Say you volunteered all that time you spend watching television for entertainment, doing volunteer work helping some special population. Let me tell you something. I have not watched any television in my home for almost twelve years. I have spent eight of those years volunteering forty to fifty hours a week preparing Bible studies, facilitating them, and finding jobs and housing for mentally ill adults. During that time, I also volunteered at my church, plus helped homeless people, and have let several homeless people live in my home for free. Done other stuff, too. I have spent most of the past thirty years volunteering an average of forty five hours a week, loving every minute of it. If it wasn’t truly great, would I have continued, knowing that I could quit any time (I don’t volunteer to support myself)? And I am not lazy. The work that I do requires a lot of effort and patience, and is not something I do to “pass the time,” or socialize. This work can have such great results, can be truly worthwhile, and if you have a heart, will actually bring you the same satisfaction that a proud parent feels. Of course nobody who works in this field is always successful, and there are heartbreakers. Comes with the territory.
I know what may be stopping some of you from doing what I exhorted you all to do. You have lives to live. You have agendas to keep. You have priorities. You have bills. Is your business-as-usual to support all your dust and rust (for that is what everything in this universe is, except for our souls) so very much more important that it overrides any concern that your spouse, children, siblings, friends, neighbors, countrymen, and everybody else you might meet, are headed to destruction? Would you feel comfortable telling that nice little old lady down the street who will be killed or tortured, that you didn’t bother to fight for her or anybody else because you wanted to provide a restaurant meal for your family once in a while? Or because you wanted a college education for yourself or your child, that would be useless anyway?

What gets me is who gets all the fame. It is those people in executive suites with catered lunches, private jets, massages, and all the perks, for having been born with a good external appearance. They all, with no exceptions, get rich by the sweat and hard work of those multitudes making minimum wage in factories and warehouses. This wonderful (excuse the sarcasm) country is one with millionaires and billionaires, and with welfare and homeless people. And the jails filled because of kidnapping, those who hold people hostage, and those who extort others. Like the police. They arrest the man supporting his family by selling bootleg videos on the corner, robbing billionaire producers of ten dollars. They capture him on the street or at home, and put him in jail, where he is forced to stay until he pays bail, a fine, and a lawyer. I went to jail for a month because of a false arrest by parole, they accused me of a crime that I didn’t do, just as I was a victim of twelve years ago, and remain hassled continuously by parole as a result. What had I done? Blogged Christian and political internet sites with scripture and facts and opinions, none immoral or unethical, and none inciting hate or violence. Stuff like this book. I support law and order, but not bad cops and bad laws, not mafia “protection.”

We live in a country with freedom of speech, as long as your speech agrees with those in power. If it is powerful people speaking, they have freedom to spread propaganda.

The quote on the statue of liberty, as composed by Emma Lazarus, is as follows:

*Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free; the wretched refuse of your teeming shore.*

*Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me; I lift my lamp beside the golden door.*

**“DIRTY BOULEVARD” LYRICS BY LOU REED**

"Dirty Blvd." Beginning portion of the song

*Pedro lives out of the Wilshire Hotel*
*He looks out a window without glass*
*And the walls are made of cardboard, newspapers on his feet*
And his father beats him 'cause he's too tired to beg

He's got 9 brothers and sisters
They're brought up on their knees
It's hard to run when a coat hanger beats you on the thighs
Pedro dreams of being older and killing the old man
But that's a slim chance
He's going to the boulevard

He's gonna end up on the dirty boulevard
He's going out to the dirty boulevard
He's going down to the dirty boulevard

This room cost $2,000 a month
You can believe it, man, it's true
Somewhere there's a landlord's laughing till he wets his pants
No one dreams of being a doctor or a lawyer or anything
They dream of dealing on the dirty boulevard

Give me your hungry, your tired, your poor I'll piss on 'em
That's what the Statue of Bigotry says
Your poor huddled masses
Let's club 'em to death
And get it over with and just dump 'em on the boulevard

Get 'em out on the dirty boulevard
Goin' out to the dirty boulevard
They're going down on the dirty boulevard
Goin' out

Outside it's a bright night
There's an opera at Lincoln Center
Movie stars arrive by limousine
The klieg lights shoot up over the skyline of Manhattan
But the lights are out on the mean streets

I have a confession to make. Something has been haunting me for forty years. One of my first jobs, when I was a teenager, was working on an assembly line for Datascope Corporation. Before she even got her GED, my mother worked for her millionaire friend as a credit collector, earning less than $20k to support her house, and my sister and me by herself. She loved the millionaire's brother.

It happened that this certain Lewis Saper had invented the heart defibrillator, and later the heart balloon, and his brother Larry, the management and business genius (this genius is called greed by some) built the company up, producing heart monitors,
defibrillators, and balloons, among other medical technology. On the backs of hundreds of assembly, stock, and warehouse laborers, earning minimum wage, he built an empire. The Latinos, blacks, and Arabs befriended me, the only Jew among them. I knew of their poverty, and felt for them. Back then, they were earning less than two dollars an hour. So was I.

The time finally came that they were organizing for a union to bring living wages. After a couple of months, a vote was scheduled to take place. My mom told me that she thought I should vote against it, so that her friend could prosper. The one that was prospering was greedy Lawrence, because Lewis was not making more than sixty thousand to support his family. Larry would take my mom and us two kids to dinners and to his vacation house on occasions, and treat us to fancy foods. Mom loved that. My heart was with the laborers. When the day of the vote came, Larry called me (for the first time), and asked if I needed a ride. “No thanks, I can bicycle to work just fine” I walked up to the balloting box where the voting box was. Still undecided, I looked at the Latinos sitting there. I remembered what mom had said. I voted against the union. As I placed my vote, full of guilt, they looked right through me, and I am sure, saw right through me. The union lost, by how much I never knew. I learned a lesson that day. Some lessons are ones you keep of your regret your whole life, because you did something knowingly against your conscience. I have not, and cannot forget my wrong. Do not make a mistake against a strong conscience. Regrets do not feel good. Take my word for it, very truthfully.
CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX: CONCERN FOR SELF, AND FOR REPUTATION

ABOUT SELF ESTEEM

In this book, I wrote about promoting and loving self, and of loving others. We all know the common platitude: you have to love yourself before you can love others. What a lot of BS. You love yourself enough already. If you feel that you don’t deserve good things, that you feel unworthy, think on this: you are probably more concerned about your own self-esteem rather than that of others. You most likely sleep on your own bed. I doubt somebody else does. Get the picture? You take care of yourself more than you take care of others. You love yourself above others. But then how do you get out of that “low” feeling?

Frankly, I never comprehended all the fuss made about self-esteem. I never felt inadequate, insecure, or unloved. For thirty years, I have focused on loving others, and I have not felt any need to focus on self. The two principals, loving, and actually serving others, if applied as the top two priorities in everything that you do, and to every facet of your life-walk, will produce a quiet confidence in you. But don’t do it for ulterior motives, even for self-confidence or self-esteem. That word is dirty-self: It ain’t about you.

WORRIES

Yes, I know that many of you have spent your whole lives worried about where your next penny (or dollar, or thousands of dollars) is coming from. No need to worry. The only reason you worry is because you have it easy. I had anxiety-panic attacks once a week for thirty years. I would be terrified paralyzed in bed, my head under the pillow, and wishing for death. I had three suicide attempts as a result. I would be afraid that I would be stuck in the back ward of an insane asylum, with no hope for recovery or freedom. I would be afraid that I would be locked out of my house homeless. I would be afraid that somebody would blame me for their crime, and I would be condemned unfairly. These were not unrealistic fears, though. All that has happened to me. Finally, one day I said to myself: “What are you so worried about? All these happened to you, and guess what? There was no trauma. You recovered, the result being better than before it happened. My anxiety left. The panic I had experienced for years of crippling fear dissipated. By the way, these attacks were brought on by a medication that was prescribed to me for decades. I have had only one attack in the last two and a half years.

You should not be worried about any kind of extreme trouble. The average person has concerns, has worries. Even the most secure middle class family in America has a few worries. What if an intruder breaks into my house to cause mischief? What if my
employment is terminated? Can I afford a new car? Will I be able to pay for my son’s college? Don’t worry; you get over such troubles in the far chance that the worst happens. I got through the following unscathed:

Forty years of mental illness, inpatient hospitalization totaling four years, jails three months, homelessness for eight months, partial hospitalization for nine years, twenty assaults, three false criminal charges, three times broken bones, spiritual oppression and rape, forced narcotics on me, and working without pay, that if compensated justly, would have equaled a half of a million dollars in addition. My life is an open book. Am I perfect? Of course not. But people who speak out as intelligently, clearly, and courageously as I do, are always impeded with false allegations, character assassination attempts, and all kinds of opposition to “prove” they are not valid. Like calling me “bipolar”

REPUTATION

My four heroes, Martin Luther, President Kennedy, Martin Luther King, and Malcolm X, were maligned (except King) and/or murdered. Malcolm X, I remember hearing (and at first believed) was racist and hated whites. But recently, instead of reading and hearing about him, I decided to see for myself. So I watched real videos documenting real appearances and speeches. He did not hide that he was angry. And no wonder. Both his parents had been killed, and two houses he lived in were burned down, by whites. But I discerned a sincere man of integrity who harbored no hate or vengeance. He wished whites to be far away and separate, not dead or in pain. I have to admit to similar feelings. In my disturbed state, I have torn into pieces my birth certificate, not wanting to be associated as an American citizen. Malcolm X took that name because his ancestry was slaves whose given last names were those of their “masters.” He didn’t want to be associated with slave owners, thus not his given name. I saw him on interviews, before mixed crowds, and speaking to all-black audiences. He was highly intelligent, truthful and full of integrity, outspoken, and made all his opponents look ignorant and immoral. That is the real reason he was murdered. From me, all you will get is respect and honor, Mr. Malcolm X.

I am aware that the road that I choose could well end in death. But from what I have learned, that awaits us anyway. I would rather end my life in a blaze of glory, than be killed hiding and afraid. I am not so courageous as bold and intelligent.
CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN: INSPIRATION AND THE WORK AHEAD

Today is a new day. Today is the first day of the rest of your life. Seize it and make the most of it. Make this day the day that you begin to be a little less concerned about you and yours, and start thinking about them and theirs. There is nobody on the planet who cannot start to do more for others today. This is contagious. I don’t care how old or young you are, black or white, now is the time for healing. Now is the time to sacrifice for the benefit of someone else.

Words are cheap. Smiles are just expressions, easily faked. I am not telling you to help that little old lady cross the street. I am telling you to get out there and start a construction project. Build a new planet earth. Do a little excavation. No, a lot!!! It is time to recreate our planet. It is time to overhaul. It doesn’t have to have all the pain it has. There doesn’t have to be poverty, or anyone have to have addictions.

So there you have it, the prison we live in. The bars are deception; the walls are materialism and sensual gratification. The guards are media and the government and religions, and the military. Choose your side as we try to break out of prison. The bloodless and deathless way to freedom is mass education, then civil disobedience. We will not kill for you. We will not drug for you. We will not arrest for you. We will not lie for you. We will not preach for you. We will not cheat for you. We will not be selfish for you.

The Rothschilds have managed to acquire the federal bank of every nation except Iran at this point. They basically print money at cost, and sell it at face value for close to 100% profit from the labor of everybody else. They have amassed hundreds of trillions of dollars, and control to a great extent our prison. They have video cameras and microphones everywhere, much of it monitored by Homeland Security and by Israel. But so far, they intimidate more than bite, and our cowardice just allows them more strength. By not being intimidated, and taking action, we call their hand. Are both sides ready? Not yet. But in early 2014, a rancher took on the Feds for taking some of his cattle. They came in military helicopters to confront him, and cowboys with rifles, some who were military veterans, came from many states to defend him. The feds retreated. It was just a trial run, no shot needed to be fired. But gun threats do nothing but bring retaliation from those who are not sheep. Neither a stand-off, nor all-out war is beneficial, and does nothing more than destroy lives. It is not the way to win this war. The battle is in the mind, which is the main mode of this prison. What brought about this psychology of control?

You read earlier of Bernays, and his propaganda. Some of his psychology methods probably came from the Bible. One of his methods, and it has been going along for
centuries, is symbolism, as Satan uses it everywhere. As the Bible of today reads; there are multitudes of symbolism throughout the Old Testament, in the gospels healings, in Acts, in Romans, in Hebrews, in Revelation, and more of the New Testament. All television, fiction books, and the vast majority of today’s education system and even most communications, deal with symbolism. First you discover what it symbolizes, then you start to process it in your brain, it becomes a replacement fact, you believe it, then eventually, your reality is altered. I jumped out of my faith just in time, right as my reality was almost altered to permanent insanity. This is hard to believe that such evil exists for the purpose of bringing insanity (hell on earth) to a whole planet, but there it is. You start learning from television as you take good and bad examples from the celebrities. What they do to influence you away from an idea is to ridicule it. Like ridiculing Obama being born elsewhere, illuminati as a conspiracy theory, or lady Gaga with the ridiculous clothing. She is loved (it appears) and she goes around talking about all her fans in a most conceited and condescending manner. What is the message that the powers are using her to convey? Do not be a nonconformist, you look ridiculous and are conceited if you go out of the realm of the norm. If you are being original, it is (the message they are implying) all about you and your pride. Be one of the crowd, deviators are ridiculous. From learning in this manner, it goes to symbolism, as your “intelligence” increases. Be careful that it isn’t really your imagination, because your imagination can do strange things, especially with the chemicals in your brain. When you believe imagination, fantasy, and/or lies as fact, your reality can be altered. You’ve seen all the TV fantasy, sex, killing, aliens, zombies, etc... getting freakier and darker and more sinister in leaps and bounds lately. Do you want that as your reality? They say that those soothe the savage beast. Perhaps. Or perhaps they also take him deeper. Am I insane? You cannot conceive this? Read the Bible, it describes God for billions of people. Read it for yourself, if you are crazy enough to. God, whom the pastors claim is sovereign, created hell. The Bible claims time and again of His foreknowledge and pre-ordination. Most people go to hell, according to Jesus in the gospels. Breaking the law of God causes death, thus hell, according to the Bible. Jesus says not one letter will pass from the law until all is fulfilled. The Bible is really a book of personal salvation to condemnation. The God of “love” created hell of eternal pain, extreme pain for eternity (forever and ever) for people who break the “law,”=lying, fornicating, adultery, coveting (wanting what others have), or not believing in Jesus. One sin qualifies you for hell. You also go to hell if you haven’t fed the hungry and clothed the naked and visited in jail the prisoners. Is this extreme judgment and condemnation not a little bit harsh for an extremely loving god? Do not go there, you want to stay in your reality, it is the best one. Do not be deceived, do not believe the Bible. Have courage to be skeptical of everything. Have courage not to be a sheep; to not be a follower, you don’t know where your leaders are leading you to. Take the ridicule, confident that you know the truth, after you have researched it all for its verity.
Why are Christians told to be sheep? What is the motivation? Sheep are dumb, helpless, and need to be led to eat, to drink, to sleep, and need to be protected from wolves and other predators. It should provoke thought as to why that is the model to be imitated. Why aren’t strength, courage, wisdom, and discernment more valued? Who are the wolves? Why does it mention that the wolves to be feared are in sheep’s clothing? If you see somebody who opposes the faith openly, who blatantly defies it; perhaps he is a wolf, but that is not sheep’s clothing. The ones who are intentionally deceiving with wrong teachings, taking money as tithes, who are selling their words in videos, CDs, and books, making money off teachings because they encourage you to be taught by them instead of learning for yourself; who tell you to be a sheep and listen to them; could they possibly be the real “wolves in sheep’s clothing”? Funny how I studied the Bible on my own, and can defeat any seminary professor in debate over the most accepted doctrines. Some call me a wolf. But they have studied the Bible, are aware of the falsehood of their teaching, and when they perceive a pastor blatantly teaching falsehood for monetary gain, they never publicly rebuke them or point out the error to the sheep. Who are they protecting? The sheep? Or their fellow wolves? From the Gods Word Bible: 1 Timothy, chapter 5:

1Ti 5:19 Don't pay attention to an accusation against a spiritual leader unless it is supported by two or three witnesses.
1Ti 5:20 Reprimand those leaders who sin. Do it in front of everyone so that the other leaders will also be afraid.
1Ti 5:21 I solemnly call on you in the sight of God, Christ Jesus, and the chosen angels to be impartial when you follow what I've told you. Never play favorites.
1Ti 5:22 Don't be in a hurry to place your hands on anyone to ordain him. Don't participate in the sins of others. Keep yourself morally pure.

Is there one pastor in the entire planet who is making this plain for all to see, or are they all hiding and protecting each other from the truth? This is a heavy allegation, but I give it without any more thought now, because I have perceived this and seen it as plain as day for two years, and have no doubt in me that it is a real and genuine concern for every Christian, not addressed before by anyone, because of the ramifications of the statement towards every pastor alive on this earth that has disobeyed this command of God.

Good News Bible 1 Timothy chapter 1:

1Timothy 1:3 I want you to stay in Ephesus, just as I urged you when I was on my way to Macedonia. Some people there are teaching false doctrines, and you must order them to stop.

Another scripture telling them not to work for pay. How many pastors do you see preaching for free, supporting their work by labor at a job to fund their ministry? Good News Bible, Peter chapter 5:
1Pe 5:2 to be shepherds of the flock that God gave you and to take care of it willingly, as God wants you to, and not unwillingly. Do your work, not for mere pay, but from a real desire to serve.
1Pe 5:3 Do not try to rule over those who have been put in your care, but be examples to the flock.

How many pastors do this? One? Where? Paul Washer comes close, as does Times Square Church, but they also teach some bad doctrines, and deserve some rebuking also. I opposed the pastor of my church quite publicly in love, but he refused to acknowledge any wrong. It is probably futile to address any pastor and expect them to admit to wrongdoing. I have never met a whole field of hypocrites, liars, and professionals so greedy for money that they pretend to represent a god and tell you to give them money, as if their so-called all-powerful God needs it. According to their book, their god owns the cattle on a thousand hills; and the earth and all on it, belongs to this god that needs your money. The pastor I referred to, is a millionaire, has publicly made false prophecies, and is still unashamed to preach in public and take people’s money. Their blatant falsehoods and greed knows no shame. Why should they? Their “sheep” buy into every bit of it, like eager suckers ready to be fleeced. The Good News Bible says in the book of Matthew, chapter 5:

Matthew 5:15 No one lights a lamp and puts it under a bowl; instead it is put on the lampstand, where it gives light for everyone in the house.
Matthew 5:16 In the same way your light must shine before people, so that they will see the good things you do and praise your Father in heaven.
Matthew 5:17 "Do not think that I have come to do away with the Law of Moses and the teachings of the prophets. I have not come to do away with them, but to make their teachings come true.
Matthew 5:18 Remember that as long as heaven and earth last, not the least point nor the smallest detail of the Law will be done away with—-not until the end of all things.
Matthew 5:19 So then, whoever disobeys even the least important of the commandments and teaches others to do the same, will be least in the Kingdom of heaven. On the other hand, whoever obeys the Law and teaches others to do the same, will be great in the Kingdom of heaven.

Matthew 5:20 I tell you, then, that you will be able to enter the Kingdom of heaven only if you are more faithful than the teachers of the Law and the Pharisees in doing what God requires.

Our job is to expose sin in a similar fashion, to strip naked the deceits, and to bring about a new revelation and awareness of the evil in the systems (principalities) and how to stop them from oppressing, manipulating, and exploiting us. That is just one way, with proof in writing. So how do we know truth? There are so many lies, that it is hard to find. Take a little bit that you are sure of. I worked in the twin towers, I know that they existed. Going to the area now, the Freedom Tower is there, the twin towers are not. Get little specific pieces of information that are related, and research them. All the video
recordings of the towers going down showed a remarkable resemblance to a demolition job. Scientists found thermite all over the ground zero. Thermite is a compound produced by our government for demolition, verified. And so on. Keeping the big picture in mind, and critical discernment, analyzing carefully each piece of evidence for truth in a world of lies. Do it well, and the truth will open up. You refuse lies by taking a universal truth, or a specific one, to bring down any deception, symbolism, or phoniness. The more you do it, the more your skills improve. Take down those lies so that the demon seeds have no opportunity to grow. The big picture will open up. Keep a healthy character of love and integrity and bold courage. Fear no physical pain of violence. While you can be killed, injuries and assaults are not very painful and recovery easier than traditional western medicine allows. But do not get violent towards others. We need to keep integrity. Nonviolent resistance, but not cowardice, with circumspection and yet courage, is the key.

If you read this book carefully and thoughtfully, and you have good cognitive (thinking) abilities, you realize that this planet has exceedingly hard times ahead. Starvation, riots, dehydration, displacement, etc... I have been penniless alone more than a hundred miles from familiar faces, in food deprivation, sleep deprivation, in inclement weather unprotected with outerwear, physical assault, broken bones, strong drugs, spiritual rape (including homosexual), and satanic attack. You can take it. I have. It may sound frightening, but having gone through it all, I am not that afraid it might happen again. Do I welcome it? Of course not!! But it will not kill me. Get ready for resistance. I am.

As I stated in the beginning of this book, so it will end. In the description of the fall of Adam and Eve in the Bible, Satan entices the humans with three factors:

1. The lust of the eyes
2. The lust of the flesh
3. The lies and symbolism

That describes a tragedy, and how evil entices to enslave you. The wicked one rules the world. He entices you with beauty: sexy women to seduce you to sex and worldly desires. He links up sex with money to bring you into the mode of prostitution. He is all about appearances, as if the outward beauty has any reflection of inner beauty. That is tied with the lust of sex, inebriation, tasty sugary sweet foods and mouthwatering unhealthy meats. He suggests that you fall into humor, ridiculing things, laughing at people’s misfortunes, sexual innuendos, disrespectful comments for a laugh. Life is a joke. You deserve more than others, think primarily about yourself, just make sure that you protect the interest of number one.

The battle is difficult, but anyone who follows these directions has a chance to win. Winning warriors are made, not born. You don’t need to be a genius; you don’t need to
start well to end well. Genius has been defined as 1% inspiration, and 99% perspiration. Knowledge takes study. Lots of it. It is never too late to change, to start a new life, but it is also never too soon. You don’t even need a perfectly healthy mind. All it takes is love, a good work ethic, tenacity, a willingness to learn, an attitude of gratitude, and heart. Start working keeping active, useful, productive, and improving the lives of others. Without loving others, you cannot love self. In this case, love is a verb.

I do not agree with the popular sentiment that we should always be saying nice, complimentary, positive things to one another to bolster self-esteem. Words are cheap. When we know that we are righteous by sober self-analysis, that we are pleasing righteous people and ourselves by our motivations, behaviors, and words of truth, and the good works we have been and are doing, that will result in that quiet self-confidence unfettered by positive or negative remarks from anybody. There is no need to prove anything to anybody, least of all yourself.

Finally, a word on our economic system, and on taxes. Earlier, I explained how the bankers own the Federal Reserve, printing money and making almost one hundred percent profit. It may interest you to know that the Federal Reserve has never been audited. Just a few years ago, they discovered that nineteen trillion dollars was missing. When asked what had happened to it, the response was “we don’t know where it went.” So our watchdog (sarcasm) government took that excuse (or statement) and did nothing. After all, it was the rulers who took what they wanted. I dare you to try to rob the IRS of a thousand dollars. See how long it is before you are in prison.

Now just imagine that our government printed the money instead of the bankers. No taxes. We could build all the roads, provide education, and do everything without needing to budget tightly. But no, a few bankers get it all. Wonderful system, wonderful country, isn’t it?

I have given you truth. Here is some biblical reference to truth. Jesus made these statements.

**John 8:32-33 (NIV)**

32 Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free."

33 They answered him, "We are Abraham's descendants and have never been slaves of anyone. How can you say that we shall be set free?"

Reader: In case you haven’t read the Old Testament, or studied ancient Semitic history, I will inform you that the Jews as a people had been in bondage. Remember that they were slaves in Egypt, later Israel was conquered by Assyria, then Judah fell to Babylon, and in Maccabees, you read that Greece oppressed them. In the timeframe of the New Testament, while these Jews were questioning Jesus, there were probably Roman soldiers within eyesight, as Romans were occupying Hebrew land, keeping the Jews subject to them. Jesus answered their denial thusly:
John 8:34 (NIV)
34 Jesus replied, "I tell you the truth, everyone who sins is a slave to sin.


THE ULTIMATE TRUTH IS THAT SATAN RULES YOU IF YOU BELIEVE HIS LIES.

FEAR DOES NOT PREVENT DEATH, IT PREVENTS LIFE

We thank you for reading and internalizing the truth as it has been set before you, and strongly urge you to take action as suggested in the book. If you choose to make a donation to our cause, it would be highly appreciated. We are prudent and careful stewards of all funds entrusted to us, and will use them wisely. To donate, go to our website, and you can make a donation by charge or PayPal. Thank you for your generosity and concern, and for your contribution to saving and correcting the planet.

www.proclaimingtruth.net
MICHAEL KAHN EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

My first job was at home, self-employed, where I tended to dogs while their masters were away. We kept them in a fenced-in yard, and I fed them and was companion.

Another early job was tending to an old woman, cleaning her house and landscaping her yard, keeping a large vegetable garden also. I was between ages fourteen and sixteen years old.

About that time, I worked in exchange for guitar lessons. I learned to develop photographs, swept floors, and cleaned windows. Eventually I was dismissed from lessons due to my lack of diligence to practice. I remained at the job for pay instead.

My first official job lasted only days...it was cleaning the machines in a butcher shop...1974.

From 1975 to 1978 I worked at Datascope Corp. for a summer on assembly line, then the following years as maintenance assistant, basically painting, lawn cutting, assembling shelves, odd jobs. In 1978, I did a short period of accountant training; filing and bookkeeping.

In 1979? I worked at Shoprite pushing carts and bagging.

In 1979-1980 I worked at Pergament paints in stock, sales, sweeping floors, mixing paint.

In 1981 I worked at Kmart in receiving.

My next job was for Pentax Corporation in Norwood, NJ. There I was shipping-receiving manager.

In 1982 I was waiter, fountain person, busboy, dishwasher, stock, and receiving for Friendly’s Restaurant.

For one week in 1982 I worked for Port Authority in the twin towers doing clerical nonsense.

In 1986, I started volunteering with Medical Adult Day Care: Led arts and crafts, mind stimulation games, helped serve meals, toileted wheelchair-bound, helped with ambulation recovery for disabled. Performed charting when hired for pay. Did this as a volunteer until 1994, and then was paid to do it until 1997. Position was “program aid”

Worked in a “kitchen” preparing lunches and serving snacks for Mid-Bergen Mental Health Center. 1986-1992
Allendale Community for Mature Living (nursing home), from 1987 until 1994, I led arts and crafts, bingo, other recreation, fed extremely aged and disabled, was companion, various transporting and advocacy, assisted physical therapist, and charted.

From 1988 to 1996, I was involved with feeding homeless, and advocating for them with Inter-religious Foundation for the Homeless of Bergen County. I also was on their board of directors, and sat on the advocacy committee, doing much public speaking on their behalf. Was instrumental in advocacy for homeless shelter associated, Peter’s Place. Watched over night sleep-overs at Peter’s slept there ensuring safety and wellness.

In 1988, was hired to be the first paid peer facilitator of a CSP mental health self-help drop-in-center. Until 1997, I was receptionist, counselor, wrote grants which were funded, organized activities, made referrals.

Cofounded Alliance Against Homelessness of Bergen County in 1988, serving until 1998. I enlisted help of prominent professionals, collaborated with recipients of housing services, advocated, wrote grants, established housing for hundreds of misplaced disabled people, developed policy, networked, and once funded ($1 million in 1997) researched and purchased four group homes, set up organization.

Worked for the Affordable Housing Network under Arnold Cohen. We lobbied in Trenton and Washington, as well as community organizing. 1994-1995

1995-1997 Served as legislative aid and disabilities liaison for state senator Byron Baer.

1997-2000 Was case manager for Integrated Case Management Services in Bergen County. I engaged clients with services, developed treatment plans, linked clients with services, crisis counseling, and ensured compliance with treatment.

2000-2001 Employed as housing associate, in which I worked with clients to ascertain housing preference, located housing, worked with rental assistance agents, landlords, accessed resources when needed (food, energy bills, furniture, etc.), charted.

2001-2005 Dominos pizza delivery.


2005-2014 TTC Ministries, an organization formed to help mentally ill adults; I was founder, director, prepared and taught Bible studies, found jobs and housing, mentored, edited, wrote, and helped layout for minimagazine, developed programs and funding, managed documentation

2005-2007 Counter and stock person for Noah’s Ark, a kosher delicatessen in Teaneck, NJ.

2010-2014 Courier for Shawnee trucking in Carlstadt, NJ.

I also lectured at least once a year for fifteen years at Fordham University to graduate students of social work. In addition, I was instrumental in the founding of STEPS (Solutions To End Poverty Soon) of NJ and Bergen County chapter-Consumer run welfare policy development.

KUDOS

Peer Advocate of the year- NAMI of NJ.

Humanitarian of the year- Family Organization of Bergen County

Volunteer of the year- Bergen County Volunteer Bureau

MY MENTAL ILLNESS TREATMENT AND HOSPITALIZATIONS

1976- Carrier Clinic, Belle Meade, NJ-My first hospitalization, was there six months, first time I was diagnosed as schizophrenic paranoia type, was initiated with medication prolyxin, which I took for thirty six years, causing anxiety and panic attacks, which precipitated three suicide attempts.

1977- Was inpatient in Palo Verde hospital in Tucson, Arizona for 6 months, same diagnosis and medication

1978- In Bergen Regional for a few weeks, then sent to Fair Oaks in Summit, NJ. Same diagnosis and treatment. Hospitalization endured six months.

1979-1981 Had several hospitalizations, I forget which and exactly when, but the same diagnosis and treatment. The hospitals were Holy Name in Teaneck, Hackensack Medical Center, and Valley Hospital in Ridgewood, NJ. Each of them was a couple of weeks.

1982 This year I was homeless, during which time I was hospitalized in Rockland State Hospital in NY State, and Greystone State hospital in Morris Plains, NJ. Same diagnosis and treatment. These stays totaled four months.

1983- Hospitalized in Bergen Regional Hospital in Paramus, NJ. Was there for six months. Same diagnosis and treatment.
1985- Spent the whole year in hospitals-Bergen Regional and Greystone. Same diagnosis and treatment.

2000- Was in Wyckoff Christian Healthcare Center for two weeks for medication adjustment.

2014- Was incarcerated in Trenton Psychiatric Hospital for 3 months. Wrong diagnosis of bipolar changed to another wrong one, schizoaffective. Wrongly medicated, corrected.

2015- Six months in Trenton. Wrong diagnosis and wrong medication again. Corrected medication after four months.

I spent maybe ten or fifteen years in partial day treatment program between the years 1978 to 1994,

CRIMINAL CHARGES

1. On February 12th 1978, I was charged with aggravated assault on a police officer. Here is the explanation: I had been on weekend pass from my hospitalization at Bergen Pines County Hospital (on the 9th floor, psychiatric wing, known as “the flight deck”), and mom let me drive her car. I had what is called “magical thinking”, I thought I would be able to see well (I am extremely nearsighted-myopia and stigmatism) if I only believed that I could. So I was driving without my eyeglasses. At a police detour, I saw it late, and to avoid hitting anyone, I drove onto a front yard (there was significant snow on the ground). When the cops searched me, I was a wise guy, calling him “faggot” for feeling my chest. At the station, one of the officers told me that he would “kill me” if I gave him any trouble. I was suicidal. So the next time a cop came near me, I took a wild swing with my fist, but didn’t come within two feet of hitting him. Instead of killing me, they hit my head so that I had six stitches. Because of evidence of them hurting me, I was cleared of charges.

2. In 1982, I was off meds and homeless in Philadelphia. I was a hundred miles from all familiar faces, and no money and no means of getting back. In hindsight, I should have gone to the local police station and asked for a bus ticket home, but I didn’t think of it then. I started to beg, but was unsuccessful, then I saw an elderly lady at a bus stop. I asked her if she wanted to buy my vest for five dollars, then upon her refusal, I grabbed her purse and ran, rationalizing that this way nobody gets hurt. Witnesses saw it, and chased me. I dropped the purse as I was running, but they caught up and surrounded me. The paddy wagon came to pick me up in five minutes. I pleaded guilty in court a month and a half later, apologizing to the woman.
3. This was a plea bargain to get out of possible conviction and the resulting three year prison term if found guilty. The details are outlined in chapter sixteen. I pleaded guilty (despite my innocence) to endangering the morals of a child. Arrested January 17, 2004.

4. January 18, 2009 I was arrested by Wayne police for allegedly threatening to kill my tenant/roommate Darren Giampietro. What really happened was, that it was cold that day and the pipes were frozen in the trailer we lived in. Darren went on complaining all afternoon about it, saying I had no concern for him, how he needed water to do things. I got fed up, and yelled at him for being a whiner, when in fact I had to work that evening, and wasn’t able to shower or shave either, and I wasn’t complaining, why did I have to listen to his? He came back at me, and yelled, ready to fight. My girlfriend was there also. She and I left the house as he cursed at us as we left. I went to work, and received some calls from him as I worked, which I listened to as I drove home. They were angry messages, not apologetic, him saying- “I ain’t afraid of you, you $%@#&” When I got home, I asked him if he was still angry at me. He walked away, and a cop came and arrested me, to my surprise. He later told me that he had called the police, and in talking to a judge, claimed that I had threatened his life (never happened). He told me he cried then (that was acting, tears manage to come every time a cop stops him for traffic), and the judge put in a restraining order. I was not allowed in my own house for a short while (remember that this was winter) until I got things straightened out. When we went to trial, I wanted to fight it, but he had it dismissed, as he said “nothing came of it.” Well, something did come of it. Now in 2016, I am charged with violating a special condition of parole, and this is hanging on my record. Thanks, Darren, you %$&#!@.

5. Charged on March 2nd 2015 with violation of a condition of parole. This goes back to my 2004 charges, and a false charge again. I had been blogging information about the Bible on Christian websites, and with information about the government on political ones. Nothing inciting hatred, violence, nothing immoral or unethical, but I was prohibited from going on social networking sites, which I had not. Parole had a gripe with me, and wanted me to shut up. They had placed unjustified conditions on me, not allowing me to teach, preach, mentor, and sometimes even talk. They basically had taken away my constitutional rights of free speech and the freedom of religion. By doing so, about twenty public employees broke constitutional amendments and other laws (about fifteen of them, each person violating more than one). I made the situation public, the whole thing, and they looked very bad to the public, and had to do something about it. At the time I am recording this, the poop is about to hit the fan. An ACLU attorney is getting ready to fight on my behalf. For the allegations, I spent all of March in jail until being bailed out. I face ten years or so in state prison if found guilty. The prosecutor offered me a flat five years if I pleaded guilty. Funny how talking politics gets somebody in such trouble.
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Documentaries, I here list about one out of each twenty of which I have viewed carefully. This is as complete a list as I can give without wasting your time and these pages. If you want to truly find the truth, you can continue researching along this avenue. YOUTUBE has hundreds of thousands of videos placed therein for free viewing to educate yourself.
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